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Abstract.-The net-winged midges (Diptera: Blephariceridae: Blepharicera Macquart) 
of eastern North America are revised to include 16 species. Seven new species are de- 
scribed: B. caudata, n. sp., B. c h o o g a ,  n. sp, B. corniculata, n. sp., B. magna, n. 
sp., and B. tuberosa, n. sp. from the southern Appalachians; B. gelida, a sp. from the 
central and southern Appalachians; and B. hispida, n. sp. from the central and northern 
Appalachians. Previously unknown life stages of B. capitafa Loew, B. cherokea Hogue, 
B. diminutiva Hogue, and B. separata Alex- a species raised from synonymy, are 
described, and a redescription of adult B. separata is given. Also provided are an overview 
of blepharicerid natural history, keys to larvae, pupae, and adults of all eastern Blephar- 
icera, and brief discussions of the bionomics and distribution of each species. "--. 
Key Words: Blephariceridae, net-winged midges, Blepharicera, Appalachians 
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I N T R O D U ~ O N  B. tenuipes (Walker), B. williamsae Alex- 
ander i d  the seven new species described Net-winged midges aptera:  Blephari- in papa 
ceridae) are one of the most distinctive and (1987) pmvided infm- 
specialized insect families. The group con- 
mation on adult character systems, partic- tains 300 described 'Wes9 m y  male genitalia, but tbe lack of char- 
with representatives on all major continents m data for other Life stageS bas hindered 
(except 'evenil conhen? construction of complete and effective - 
"lands (e.g.* Madagascar, New -' sn keys. Structural homogeneity of larvae is 
Ld). 'The ~~e stages of most sPe- typical of ~ ~ h ~ & ~ ~ ~  in whifh larvae of 1, 
cies inhabit rapidly flowing, or tonenticol- some are offen only by 
Ous, streams. Larvae ada~ta- subtle diEferences in chaetotaxy or -4 
tions to current-exposed habitats, including Identi6cation of early-instar larvae is 
a qhdothrax (fused head, and even more ~ c u l t .  ~a rvae  and pupae are 
*OW segment) and six ventral encorn- most o f ~ e ~  in faunal m e y s  
s u c u  hWae  are vTS* using and ~ l O g i c a l  -dies and,  omenf fly, 
specialized mouthparts to feed pdmaril~ On a th, life stages for which keys are need& 
epilithic algae on current-exposed rocks. most. this respect the N & ~  fauna, 
Pupae are equally wen eted to torrential particuiarly the B. tenuipes group, has been 
being dorsoventrally especially proble&tic, mostly because the 
streamlined, and attached immovably to .pup severat new and 
rocks. Adult blepharicerids are slender-bod- (B. capitate B. ckrOkea, B. , 
ied, long-legged, and show a diversity of diminuha, B. separata) for which w- 
habits. Additional details about blepharicer- sfages sre unbcribed  hi^ papr 
id natural bistory are provided l a ta  vides general information about blephari- 
Blepharicera Macquart is one of the cerid hiStory, &scriptions of new 
most widespread blepharicerid genera 
~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ h i ~  species, d e ~ P t i o n s  of Previ- 
worldwide and, within the Nearctic Region, ously unknown life stages of described 
is the only net-winged midge fomd in both des, and diagnoses and a general review of 
western and North America. Eastern the distribution and bionomics for all east- 
Noah America contains two of the earliest ern species. ~ j . . ~ ~  to m e  larvae, pupae, 
described blepharicerid species, B. tenuipes males and females of all Appalachian . (Walker 1848) and B. capitata (Lo~w des are included. paper is part of a 
1863). These and most early Studies of east- broader investigation of the sys tedcs ,  cy- 
ern Blepharicera (e.g., Kellogg 1900b, togenetics, and life histories of Nearctic 
1907; Johannsen 1929; Alexander 1953) Blepharicera+ 
dealt primarily with isolated species de- 
scriptions, taxonomic notes, or ecological MEX~ODS 
observations. More recent taxonomic inves- Material.-m study is based on ex- 
tigations of the fauna are limited to two pa- amination of larvae, pupae, and adults of 
Per8 (Hague 1978, Hope  and Georgian al l  known species of Nearctic Blepharicera. 
1986). All blepharicerids from eastern ~ o s t  -ens were taken during 1990- 
North America belong to the Blepharicera 1999 by aerial collections or standard ben- 
tenuipes p u p ,  a presumably monophyletic thic sampling, including rock-wash meth- 
assemblage containing 16 species: B. up- ods (Courtney 1991b). Association of lar- 
palachiae Hogue and Georgian, B. capitata vae and pupae was based partly on the on- 
IXKW, B. cherokecI Hogue, B. coweetae Ho- togenetic method (Hogue 1989), which 
gue and Georgian, B. diminutiva Hope, B. involves dissection of the pharate individual 
separata Alexander, B. similmts Johannsen, from the earlier stage. Definitive association 
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of pupae and adults was accomplished (HMDS) or by using a critical point dryex 
through this method and by individual rear- Specimens were examined using an Olym- 
ings of pupae attached to rocks (Courtney pus SZX-12 dissecting microscope and a 
1998). Additional specimens were bor- Nikon E-800 compound microscope, and 
rowed from, or are deposited with, the fol- drawings were rendered with the aid of 
lowing institutions (acronyms used drawing tubes on both systems. Photomi- 
throughout the text): BMNH, The Natural crography was accomplished with a H-III 
History Museum, Landon, England; CNC, Microflex camera, using color print or slide 
Canadian National Insect Collection, Otta- iilm Drawings and light micrographs were 
wa, Canada; CUI, Comell University, Ith- scanned with a UMAS Powerlook 11. ~ a - '  -- 
aca, New York; CUAC, Clemson Univer- terial for SEM examination was sonicated 
sity Arthropod Collection, Clemson, South briefly (5-10 s) in EtOH or an EtOH-KOH 
Carom, FAMU, Florida A&M University, mixture and prepared by critical point dry- 
Tallahassee, Florida; GSMNP, collection of ing and gold- or gold-palladium coating in 
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, a sputter coatet Material was examined 
Gatlinb&g, Tennessee; ISU, Iowa State In- with either a Cambridge Stereoscan 250 or 
sect Collection, Ames, Iowa; LACM, Nat- JEOL JSM-5800LV. The latter SEM cap 
ural History Museum of Los Angeles tured direct digital images, whereas the 
County, Los Angeles, California; M a ,  Cambridge recorded standard photographic 
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard irnages on ~ri-x'pan Professional or Plus- 
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts; X -, the latter were then scanned. 
NCDWQ, North Carolina Division of Water Terms for structures.-Terms for struc- 
Quality, Raleigh, North Carow, PWVL, tures come primarily from my own studies 
Purdue University Insect Collection, West of blephariceromorph flies (Courtney 
Lafayette, Indiana; USNM, National Mu- 1990% 1991% 1994), investigations of Ble- 
seurn of Natural History, Smithsonian In- phariceridae (Stuckenberg 1958; Alexander 
stitution, Washington, D.C. 1963; Zwick 1977, 1990; Hope  1978, 
Specimen preparation.-Field-collected 198 1, 1987; Hogue and Bedoya-Ortiz 1989; 
and reared adults were fixed primarily in Hogue and Georgian 1986; Courtney 2000), 
7040% EtOH, whereas larvae and pupae or reviews oft Diptera (Hennig 1973; 
usually were placed in 95% EtOH or Car- McAlpine 1981; Teskey 1981; Wood and 
noy's solution (one part acetic acid: three Borkent 1989; Courtney et al. 2000). Terms 
parts 98% ethanol):'~orpholo~ical studies for larval and adult cranial chaetotaxy are 
were based on whole-animal preparations, from Hope (l978), and terms for male ter- 
slide mounts, and scanning electron mi- minalia are based primarily on Sinclair 
croscopy (SFiM). Most slide-mounted ma- (2000), as summarized by Courtney (2000). 
terial was cleared in cedarwood oil and Interpretations that vary from previous ble- 
mounted in Canada balsam, following pro- pharicerid work include (1) gonocoxal lobe 
cedures described elsewhere (Courtney (= innet dististyle of Alexandet, Stucken- 
1990a). Additional material was prepared berg, and Zwick, inner gonostylus of 
by removing soft tissues with dilute (ap- Hogue); (2) ventral paramere (= parameres 
proximately 10%) potassium hydroxide of Zwick, lateral tines of Hogue); (3) dorsal 
(KOH). Specimens treated in KOH were ei- paramere (= tegmen of Stuckenberg and 
ther mounted permanently in Euparal or Zwick, ventral plate of Hogue); (4) lateral 
converted to temporary slide mounts in parameral lobes (= gonites of Hogue). De- 
glycerin. Many adult specimeps were dis- scriptions of Larval structures are based 
sected (genitalia removed, cleared in KOH, mostly on fourth instars, because of their 
stored in glycerin microvials) then dried ei- size, relative development of structures, and 
ther chemically with hexamethyldisilazane the difficulty in i d e n m g  early-instar lar- 
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vae. Homologies were determinedprhady dimimtiva) prefer the madicolous- or hy- 
by general resemblance of structure, spatial gropetric habitats of waterfall and stream 
relationships, landmark features (e.g., pri- margins. Blepharicerids have four larval in- 
mary sensilla), and post-hatch ontogenetic stars, which can be separated by a variety 
data (e.g., histoblast location). of morphological features: presencelab- 
Descriptive format.-Diagnoses are pro- sence of eversible prolegs and an egg burst- 
vided for all species. Complete descriptions er (Fig. 101), both of which are characm- 
of adults, pupae, and mature larvae are giv- istic of first instars; cranial width; and num- 
en for new species and for previously un- ber of gill filaments. Larval instars I-IY of 
hown life stages of described species; 0th- Blepharicera possess, respectively, zero, \-- 
erwise, I refer to the original description or one, three or four, and six or seven fila- 
the most recent review (Hogue 1987). ments per gill. AU larval instars remain at- 
When applicable, sample sizes are indicated tached to rocks t h ~ u g h  the action of six 
prior to each data set, with values presented ventral suctorial discs, which function as 
as a mean followed in parentheses by a true hydraulic suckers. Details of their 
range. Larval "cranial width" refers to the structure are provided elsewhere (e.g., Kel- 
distance between antennal bases. Adult pal- logg 1900b, Komatek 1914, Bischoff 1928, 
pomere proportions represent the length of Rietschel 1961, Hermann et al. 1975, 
proximal to distal articles. Leg segments Courtney et. dl. 200Q). Suctorial discs func- 
were measured along the dorsal margin; tion on smooth substrata such as water-pol- 
segment percentages are mean values for ished rocks and even glass, but generally 
segment length: total leg length. Abbrevia- not on organic substrata and sedimentary or ,r 
tions for label and locality data include the marl-covered rocks. The pattern of suctorial 
following: Bk = Brook; Br = Branch; CG disc action and larval movement is com- 
= Campground; ca = approximately; CHL plex, behavior dependent, and largely pre- 
= Coweeta Hydrological Laboratory; Ck = dictable (Fmtiger 1998). Alarm or escape 
Creek; Co = County; confl = confluence; behavior involves rapid lateral movement, 
DWG = Delaware Water Gap; E = East; whereas routine locomotion (e.g., during 
FS = (United States) Forest Service; Fk = feeding) is characterized by relatively slow 
Fork; GSMNP = Great Smoky Mountains forward progression. Larval blepharicerids 
National Park; Hwy = Highway; jct = often remain attached to rocks even when 
junction; M = Middle; mi = de(s) ;  N = disturbed, which explains their general ab- 
Noah, NF = ~ational' Forest; NP = Na- sence in kick- and drift samples. Larvae are 
tional Park; nr = near; R = River; Rd = grazers (scrapers), feeding on the thin film 
Road, Rt = Route; S = South, trib = trib- of algae, bacteria and other organic matter 
utary; W = West; Xing = crossingibridge. (= periphyton) on submerged rocks. Stud- 
Abbreviations for life stages are L = larvae; ies of Appalachian species suggest that di- 
P = pupae; Pex = pupal exuviae; A = atoms are the major component of their diet 
adult. Under discussions of bionomics, (Georgian and Wallace 1983, Alverson 
"season of activity" or "activity period" 2000). Food particles are dislodged from 
refers to the period when larvae and pupae the substratum 'by robust mandibles and 
are present. swept toward the mouth by enlarged, com- 
plex maxillae (Figs. 99-100). 
NATURAL HISTORY Prior to pupation, larvae often move to 
The larvae and pupae of blepharicerids specific areas of the rock or stream, includ- 
are higbly specialized for life in the cas- ing depressions on the uppe~; downstream 
cades, rapids, and waterfds of mountain faces of rocks or (e.g., in B. diminutiva) the 
streams. Although larvae generally inhabit splash zones on emergent rocks. During pu- 
submerged substrata, some species (e.g., B. pation, initial eclosion is through ecdysial 
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lines between the larval genae and ikonto- tera: e.g., Chironomidae, Dixidae, Tipuli- 
clypeal apotome. The emerging pupa sheds dae, and even smaller Blephariceridae. A 
the larval skin and simultaneously attaches feeding female typically holds the prey with 
itself to the rock by three pairs of ventro- its hindlegs, macerates the insect with the 
lateral adhesive discs. Newly emerged pu- labnun, infiicts lacerations with the man- 
pae are white with dark respiratory organs, dibles and hypopharynx, and siphons out 
but turn dark within a few minutes (Tonnoir the body fluids. The food of males and non- 
1930, Alexander 1963). In some Appala- mandibulate females is unknown, but nec- 
chian streams, individual rocks can harbor tarivory is likely in many species. Adults of 
hundreds of pupae, most oriented in the most species are short-lived (1-2 weeks): -.. 
same direction (Courtney 1998: fig. 1). Ble- with the male lifespan somewhat less than 
pharicerid pupae are well adapted to life in that of the female. Although night-emerg- 
high current velocities, being dorsoventrally ing species have been collected at lights and 
compressed and streamlined. Although pu- appear to be primarily nocturnal, most spe- 
pal shape is highly streambed, pupae typ- cies are active during the day. Adults of 
ically orient with their thick anterior end most species rarely venture beyond the ri- 
facing downstream (i.e., like a "bluff parian zone, where they m u e n t  the un- 
body"). Such an orientation promotes for- dersides of branches extending over the 
mation of a downstream vortex across the stream. Adults ,of many Appalachian BZe- 
respiratory organs (Pommen and Craig pharicera frequent the undersides of leaves, 
1995), which may enhance delivery of ox- where they rest with the wings held at a 
ygen to the respiratory surfaces. The dura- moderate angle to the body and the hindlegs 
tion of the pupal stage varies with species extended in a knock-kneed fashion. Mating 
and stream temperature, but typically lasts typically occurs shortly after emergence, 
between 2-3 weeks. sometimks even with the female still hold- 
Emergence requires that the pupa be at- ing the pupal exuviae (Hogue 1981). Cop 
tached M y  to the substratum. The emerg- ulating individuals often are seen on vege- 
ing adult splits the pupal ecdysial lines by tation or emergent rocks, and oviposition 
applying downward pressure against the occurs soon afterwards. Small clusters of 
substratum. Observations of laboratory- eggs are cemented to wetted rocks or be- 
reared adults indicate that some individuals neath the water surface. In some species the 
cannot simply crawl out of the pupal case, female crawls beneath the water and ovi- 
relying at least pa& on the aid of cunent posits on submerged rocks. 
or an air bubble. Under field conditions, Phenological data for Nearctic blephari- 
emergence can be quite brief, requiring cerids are Limited to a few detailed studies 
from three to five minutes (Alexander (e.g., Courtney 1991a, Johns 1996, Court- 
1963). Because the wings develop to full ney, unpublished data), plus numerous an- 
size within the pupal case and merely un- ecdotal observations and collection records. 
fold during emergence, adults can fly im- These vazious sources of information sug- 
mediately upon reaceg  the water surface. gest that most Appalachian Blephuricera 
My own field and laboratory observations are univoltine and exhibit "fast-seasonal" 
suggest that some species emerge mostly at (Hynes 1970) or "heterodynamic" (Butler 
night or during dawn or dusk, whereas 0th- 1984) development, which is characterized 
er species emerge primarily during the day. by rapid growth after a long period of dor- 
Adult blepharicerids show a diversity of mancy (e.g., late-summer and winter egg 
habits. Females of most Blepharicera are diapause in most Blepharicera). In contrast, 
insect predators, sucking the blood of may- some species (e.g., B. similuns) appear to 
flies, stoneflies, and other soft-bodied in- be multivoltine. In most species, post-dia- 
sects. The latter includes many other Dip- pause growth and development (i.e., egg 
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hatching) begins when stream temperatures 
increase during the sprihg. Other stimuli 
(e.g., photoperiod) could also be involved 
(Dudley et al. 1990). Development time 
(i.e., egg hatch to adult emergence) varies 
substantially among and sometimes within 
species, and depends largely on thermal re- 
gime. The larval activity period of winter 
species (e.g., B. magnu, B. caoeetae, B. 
williarnsae) can be greatly protracted rela- 
tive to those of spring or summer species. 
Asynchronous life histories are typical of 
these and many other species, with a long 
period of egg hatching presumably causing 
much of the asynchrony. 
One of the striking features of the eastern 
Nearctic blepharicerid fauna is the relative- 
ly high level of sympaby. Larval blephari- 
cerids constitute a guild of highly special- 
ized grazers with seemingly narrow habitat 
requirements, yet sympalry among conge- 
ners is common and frequently includes 
co-occurrence of five or more species. 
Mechanisms of reproductive and ecologi- 
cal isolation can be complex, including 
differences in spsonality, macrohabitat, 
microhabitat, and adult-emergence times, 
Studies of western Nearctic bleplaricerids 
(Courtney 1991a) have shown coexistence 
of up to five species of blepharicerids, with 
conspicuous and predictable patterns of 
spatiotemporal separation. Streams in east- 
ern North America &&onstrate even higher 
levels of sympatry, with coexistence of five 
or six species at many sites and even more 
(up to 10 species) in some streams in the 
southern Appalachians. Temporal separa- 
tion, microhabitat partitioning, and differ- 
ences in adult emergence times are among 
the possible isolation mechanisms (Johns 
1996, Courtney, unpublished data). Larval 
dietary specialization could provide an ad- 
ditional mechanism for high levels of sym- 
patry (Alverson 2000). 
Although o h n  considered rare, blephar- 
icerids can be a significant component of 
stream ecosystems. In some western Nearc- 
tic streams, densities of immatures can ex- 
ceed 1,000/m2 at certain times of the year 
(Courtney, unpublished data), making ble- 
pharicerids not only a dominant grgraier but 
one of the most abundant insects. Compa- 
rable densities can occur in Appalachian 
streams (Johns 1996, Courtney, unpub- 
lished data): Densities often translate into 
substantive invertebrate production (Ander- 
son 1992). Perhaps because of their spe- 
cialized and demanding habitat, the imma- 
ture stages of blepharicerids are preyed on 'L 
by relatively few organisms. Among the 
most important predators of pupae are lar- 
val rhyacophilid caddisflies, which leave 
distinctive holes in the pupal cuticle. Ad- 
ditional predators include perlid stoneflies, 
which ate known to feed on Blepharicera 
larvae (Johns 1996). The significance of 
net-@ged midges as fish food is under- 
appreciated, yet ble@iricerids can be an 
important food for trout in Appalachian 
streams (Courtney and M e l d  2000). Fur- 
tkmore, because blepbaricerids inhabit 
clean, cool, well-oxygenated streams, these 
flies are potentially useful bioindicators of 
water quality @.enat 1993). Additional in- 
formalion about blepharicerid natural his- 
tory is available k m  several general treat- 
ments of the family (Alexander 1963, 
Zwick 1977, Hogue 1981, Courtney 2000). 
Blepharicera Macquart 1843 
Bkpharicera Macquart 1843: 6 1. Type spe- 
cies: Blepharicera limbipennis Macquart 
1843: 63 (= fasciata (Westwood 1842)) 
[original designation]; Curran 1934: 62 
Cgeneric key]; Hogue 1987: 1 [review of 
Nearctic fauna]; Lenat 1993: 289 [as 
bioindicator] . 
Asthenia Westwood 1842: 94. Type species: 
Asrhenia fasciata Westwood 1W 94. 
Gunior homonym of A s t h i a  Hiibner 
1825 and Asthenia Westwood 18411. 
Blepharocera Macquart: Loew 1858: 107 
[unjustified emendation of Blepharicera]; 
Loew 1869: 85 [review of family, adult 
keys], 1877: 56 [review of family, adult 
keys]; Osten Sacken 1895: 148 [review 
of family]; Kellogg 1903: 188 [review of 
Nearctic fauna]; Aldrich 1905: 171 [cat- 
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dog]; Curran 1923: 267 [generic key]; present; mid coxa of female with setose me- 
Johannsen 1934: 50 [review of immature dian outgrow, claws non-setate dorsally. 
stages, larval key]; Alexander 1953: 813 Male terminalia: Epandrium (tergite IX) 
[review of family, generic key]; 1963: 39 moderately sclerothd, subquadrate, sim- 
[review of family, generic key]. ple, usually with setiform sensilla. Tergite 
Blepharoptera Macquart Loew 1863: 298. X produced posteriorly as bilobed, variably 
[lapsus calami for Blepharocera]. hirsute cerci; shape varies among species. 
Parablepharocera Kitakami 1931: 97. 'Q)e Hypoproct conical, membranous, often 
species: Blepharicera shirakii Alexander bearing 2 -4  prominent setiform sensilla. 
1922. [synonymy by Zwick 1990: 2341. Gonocoxites subrectangular, broadly fused 1 
with hypandrium (stenrite IX) ventrolater- 
Diagnosis--ve~ smdl to moderately ally; inner gonocoxal lobe glabrous, pro- 
large blepharicerid. Larva: Cranium with j e h g  from -m base of gon- deep lateral incisions, each extended ante- ocoxite. Gonostyli simple, deeply cleft to 
ri0rly to include eyespots. hteIlM WOS- distinctly baob&, set with miao- 
egmented, usually with elongate in-g- trichia, b, and -illa, ~ ~ a l  
mental m e m b ~ ~ ~ ~ .  Dorsal prolegs absent paramere platelike but thinly sclerotized in (h some species, anterolateral mar* of species and wifh lateral ~cke-gs or 
segments II-VI somewhat developed, s h -  a posterodorsal_sclmtization in other spe- 
dating prolegs). ventral gills in form of cies; ventral parameres in form of two at- 
erect whorls, the number of filziments mu! tenuate processes, the apices of which are 
ally six or seven in i ~ ~ ~ t a r  Ovoid simple to complex. Aedeagus of three slen- 
to elongate-ovoid in shape. Scutum mostly der fiat arise from. bulbous, basal 
glabrous, integunent of metathoracic and sp- pump. Female teminalia: Tergite 
~~~0~ tergites usually densely papa- IX not expanded distolaterally, without 
lose; cephalic, scud, branchid, and stout setae. stemite M: internally Y to T 
sderites non-~a~illose (most species)- Re- shaped (genital fork); stem of fork various- 
spirator~ Organs erect, parallel, projected ly developed but anns usually prominent 
anteriorly nearly to plane of anterior mZiF and sclero- Stenrite X usually a scler- 
gin; lamellae of respiratory organ lobate, otized plate, sometimes with lateral exten- 
rigid, parallel, inner two slightly to mark- sions &dating .with lower -gins of ter- 
edly smaller and thinner than outer two. gite X. Spemathecae typically three in 
Sharp marginal fold separates dorsal and numbeq variable in shape; neck either sim- 
ventral surfaces along entire circumference. ple (straight) or coiled. 
Ventrolateral adhesive organ on each of ab- 
dominal segments TV-VI. Adult: Head usu- Blepharicera tenuipes group Hope  1978 
dichO~tic (male) subhO1O~tic (fe- BkphariCera tenuipes group Hope  1978: 
male); female eye usually with wide millis 6 [Orim 1987: 
oculi and with dorsal division flattened dor- 102 of NearCtic faunal. 
sally and much larger than ventral division. 
Wing widest at middle or just beyond; Included species.-Blepharicera: 
membrane hyaline; venation typical of Ble- appalachiae Hogue and Georgian 1986 
pharicera: radial sector two-branched, basal capitata Loew 1863 
section of vein L5 atrophied, cell r4 ses- caudata, new species 
sile, vein M, and crossvein bm-cu absent. chatrooga, new species 
Legs slender, segments more or less cherokea Hope 1978 
straight, femora and tibiae slightly expand- corniculatu, new species 
ed distally, basitarsi moderately long; mid coweetae Hogue and Georgian 1986 
tibial spurs usually absent, hind pair usually diminutiva Hogue 1978 
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gelida, new species - micropunctures between papillae. Abdomi- 
hispi& new species - nal tergite IV usually more strongly ex- 
magna, new species panded laterally than others. Adult: -Head 
separata Alexander 1963 with ultimate antend flagellomere slightly 
similans Johannsen 1929 longer (1.2-1.6X) than penultimate flagel- 
tenuipes ( W h r )  1848 lomere; penultimate flagellomere not di- 
tuberosa, new species minutive. Ultimate palpal article longer (> 
williamsae Alexander 1953 2X) than proximate article. Parietal setae 
few to numerous in female, rarely present 
, Diagnosis.-L~VX Prolegs large, with i, males. Male cerci well developed, prom- 
wide base tapered to pointed apex; proleg inent, paralle1; interlobular depression deep; 
largely visible from above; dorsal prolegs cmcd lobes qnadrate with various apical 
absent, =presented instead by small setate sublobes. Gonostyli simple, slightly con- 
convexiW. Anal division usually broadly cave on inner surface. Spenn sac bilobate, 
trilobate posteriorly; lateral lobes well de without i n t a d  spines. Ejjaculatory apodeme 
veloped, extended obliquely or posterior1y. a small, vertical fiange. Ventral parameres 
Pupa: In most species, abdominal papillae broad, usually with ornate apices. Outer ae- 
small (width = 10 pm) and bearing micro- deagal filaments curved around hypopygeal 
scopic spinules apically; adjacent papillae muscles. Female hypogynial plate with 
separated by more than papilla width; in- short, broad lobes; spermathecal necks sim- 
tegument of abdominal tergites often with plq, without anterior curve. 
TO SPECIES OF APPALACHIAN B ~ ~ C E R A  (B. T E N U P .  GROUP)' 
INSTAR lV LARVAE 
Lateral processes on anal division pointed apically (E~gs. 1.71.73-74): body robust, large (iitar 
N > 6 m n n )  ............................................................ 2 
Latad processes on anal division blunt apically (Figs. a4.7-8, 10,12,15,72,77): body usually 
small(<6mm) ........................................................ 3 
Anal division acutely trilobed, medial lobe elongate and tapered apically @gs. 1,71) ....... 
......................................................... B.c&ru,n.sp. 
Anal division bluntly trilobed, the medial lobe never elongate (Figs. 73-74) ...... B. M ~ M .  n. sp. 
One or two rows of prominent dorsal tubercles (Figs. 2-3, 15-16.77, 124-128, 140-142) ..... 4 
Dorsal tubercles a b q t  4, 12-13, 72, 78-79, 97, 103-109, 110-111, 116-117, 132, 134) 
............. ;.-:....... ............................................. 6 
Dmum with row of small, submedian tubercles on each side mgs. 15-16, 140-141): tubercles 
consist of an area of elongate-eIlipsoid sensilla (Elg. 142); body coloration usually uniformly 
dark ...................................................... B.*rosa, n.sp. 
k u m  with row of prominenk median tubercles, one per abdominal division (Egs. 2-3, 77, 
124-128); body coloration either piebald or uniformly pale .......................... 5 
Body coloration piebald (Fig. 77); dorsal secondary sensiUa sparse, mostly clavate @gs. 126- 
128) ................................................... B. sepamia Alexander 
Body coloration uniformly pale (yellow), except cranial sclerites (dark h w n )  @g. 80); dorsal 
secondary sensilla nummms, clavate and long setifom (F~gs. 2-3, 124425) . . B. cqitara Loew 
Clypeus w/ pair of prominenf anteriorly projected spines @gs. 97-98); ~ t l y  known only 
from ChatLooga River ....................................... B.  comic^ n. sp. 
Clypealspknesabsent ...................................................... 7 
....................... Dorsal secondary sensilla mostly setifom (Figs. 12-13, 104-105) 8 
Dorsal secondary sensilla mostly chvate (Figs. 10-11,110-112) to globose (Figs. 132-135.137) 
................................................................... 9 
........ Dorsal secondary sensilla short (shorter than first antend segment) (Fig. 104) 
B. appalachiae Hogue and Georgian ............................................ 
'Modified versions of these keys are available at http.J/www.ent.ias~.eduldepV~hlsy~ti~lephl 
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...... 
- Dorsal secondary sensilia elongate (longer than first a n t e d  segment) (Figs. 12-13) 
........................................................... B.ge1idhn.s~. 
9(7). D d  secondary sensilla mostly globose 132-135) ............... B. simiIans Johannsen 
- Dorsal secondary sensilla mostly clavate or digitifom @gs. 10-1 1, 110-1 12) ............. 10 
10(9). Bodyandcranialscleritesunifodycolaed(lighttodarkbr0wn) ..................... 11 
- Body and cranial sclerites usually with contrasting color patterns (Figs. 72.78-79) .......... 13 
ll(10). Substernal sensilla (adjacent to 6rst suctorial disc) dark @g. 75); dorsal sensilla minute, about 
as long as broad mgs. 8-9.108); body small (iitar W < 5 mm) ........ B. dimimtiva Hogue 
- Substemal sensilla (adjacent to first suctorial disc) light, usudlly yellow (Fig. 76); dorsal sensilla 
well developed, usually dense, sometimes forming distinct clusters @gs. 110-1 121; body large 
(instarW>Smm) ..................................................... 12 
12(11). Dorsal sensilla arranged in transverse anterior and posterior clusten (as in Fig. 109) ........ '-. 
....................................................... B.tenuipesfWa&er) 
- Dorsal sensilla densely distributed over segments, not -ged in distinct tmmverse clusters 
Figs. 10-11,110-112) ......................................... B. hispida, n. sp. 
13(10). Ecdysial stem line short, hntoclypeal apotome reaching posterior margin of head capsule (Fig. 
4); head capsule mottled or uniformly colored, with hntoclypeal apotome not noticeably 
dadrer than rest of head capsule (Fig. 72); membranous region of antenna much shorter than 
apical sclerotized region; presently known only from Chat&mga River ...... B. chattooga, a sp. 
- Ecdysial stem line long basally, frontoclypeal apotome separated from posterior margin of head 
capsule (as in Fig. 133); frontoclypeal apotome typically darker than rest of head capsule; 
membranous pgion of antenna approximately the same length as apical sclerotized region (Fig. 
................................................................. 2) 14 
The remaining species can be very difficult to distinguish. The continuation of this key refers to tvpical 
specimens. , 
14(13). Cephalothorax, tcu& and prolegs mostly yellow but sometimes with dark highlights; cranial 
sclerites usually yellow but with dark frontoclypeal apotome; antenna long. total length greater 
than length of hntoclypeal apotome Wgs. 2.106) ................... B. cherokea Hogue 
- Cephalothorax, trunk, and prolegs mostly dark but with light highlights; cranial sclerites ,either 
uniformly dark or dadr with light highlights 78-79); antenna short, total length less thm 
length of hntoclypeal apotome ............................................ 15 
15(14), Body coloration: dark medial band, with lateral margins extended onto dorsum of proleg; lateral 
muscle scars usually well inside the margins of these bands, pale crescentic band near apex 
of proleg (Fig. 79); crauial sclerites usually with contrasting color pattem, with anterior half 
dark and posterior half lighc if cranial sclerites with only small light bands, these extend 
perpendicular to frontoclypeal apotome; dorsal sensilla arranged in transverse anterior and 
posterior clusters (Fig. 109) .......................... B. coweetae Hogue and Georgian 
- Body coloration: unifcnmly dark or, if with dark medial band, the lateral margins not extended 
onto the dorsum of proleg; lateral muscle scars at margins of these bands, apex of proleg 
without pale crescentic band (Fig. 78); if cranial sclerites with contrastkg color pattern, light 
bands typically extend paranel to htoclypeal apotome; dorsal sensilla -ged rather dif- 
fusely over segment, not in transverse anterior and posterior clusters ... B. ~~'iiinmsae Alexander 
1. Middle lamellae of resphtory organ  ITOW OW at base, width approximately half width of outer 
............................................................... lameIlae 2 
- Middle lml lae  of respiratory organ broad at b&, width greater than half width of outer lamellae 
.................................................................. 5 
2(1). Branchial sclerite densely covered with small papillae Fig. 160); cephalic sclerite with pair of 
ridges extended dmventrally for nearly half its height @g. 161) ........ B. diminutiva Hogue 
- Branchial sclerite without papillae @g. 136); cephalic sclerite without submedian ridges ....... 3 
3(2). Integument of abdominal tergites with minute, daTk papillae bearing microscopic spinules apically 
(Figs. 93, 138, 139, 154-156); found early summer to fail ..................... 
..................................... B. chattooga, n. sp. and B. sirnilam Johannsen 
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- Integument of abdominal tergites without distinct papillae, but with minute, circular patches of 
spinules @gs. 152-153); these patches may give the appeaxmce of light-colored papillae or 
papillae surrounded by lightcolored halo (Fig., 88); found spring to early summer .......... 4 
4(3). Integument of abdominal tergites with micropunctures between circular patches, d a c e  luster 
somewhat dull (less so than in B. wiIIimnrae) @gs. 143-144); abdominal bxgites often with 
double row of small, submedian tubercles (remnants of larval tubercles) ...... B. tuberosa, n. sp. 
- Integument of abdominal tergites glabrous between cirrulat patches, surface luster shiny (Figs. 
152-153); abdominal tergites without submedian tubercles ........... : .. B. cherokeo H o p  
5(1). Integument of abdominal tergites with h e ,  reticulate (armlate) pattern; surface luster of tergites 
and branchial sclerite very dull (Figs. 169-171) .................. B. wiUiunrsae Alexander 
- Integument of abdomhal tergites homogeneous or otherwise sculptured, no reticulate p m ,  \. 
........ surface luster shiny on at least branchid sclerite (Figs. 89, 131, '146, 149, 154, 166) 6 
6(5). Integument of abdominal tergites without papillae, but with minute, circular patches of spinules 
(as in Figs. 152-153); these patches may give appeamnce of light-colored papillae or papillae 
surrounded by light-colored halo (Fig. 89) .............................. B. cornicuiata 
- Integument of abdominal tergites with minute, dark or white papillae *gs. 90-96) .......... 7 
7(6). Abdominal papillae appearing as white dots against a darker background (Figs. 8647.95) ..... 8 
- Abaominal papillae dalker than background coloration mgs. 90-94,96) .................. 9 
8 0 .  Abdominal papillae large (a10 p ) ,  adjacent papillae sepamed by distance that approximates 
papilla width @gs. 87, 157-1 59); lamella of respiratory organ thick, broadly munded 
apically Fig. 14); large (>6 mm) ................................... B. gel- n. sp. 
- Abdominal papihe small (510 pm), adjacent papillae separated by distance that typically ex- 
ceeds papilla width @gs. 95, 129-131); anterior lamella of resphmy ofgan broadly pointed 
apically (as in FI~. 1Q. relatively small (C6 nun) ... B. capitato Loew and B. separata Alexander 
9(7). Abdominal papillae in clusters of 2, 3, or more, arrangement most apparent lateral to muscle 
scars @gs. 96, 146-147) .......................... B. appalachiae Hogue and Georgian 
- Abdominal papillae more or less evenly spaced, rarely forming clusters lateral to muscle scars 
90-92,94,114, 121, 150, 167) ........................................ 10 
10(9). Abdominal papillae large (210 p ) ,  adjacent papillae separated by distance that approximates 
papilla width 120-122); lamellae of respiratory organs thick, broadly rounded apically 
@g. 6); large (>6 mm) ......................................... B. magnu, n. sp. 
- Abdominal papillae small (510 pm), adjacent papillae separated by distance that typically ex- 
ceeds papilla width (Figs. 91-92, 113-114, 149-150); lamellae of respiratory organs broadly 
pointedapically(asinFig. 17);relatively d ( < 6 m m )  .......................... 11 
1 l(10). Integument of abdominal tergites with micropunctures between papillae, surface luster somewhat 
dull (less so than in B. williamsae) (Figs. 91-92, 113-115, 149-151) .............. 
.............................. B. caveetae Hogue and Georgian and B. hispiah, n. sp. 
- Integttment of abdom@d tergites mostly glabrous *een papillae, surface luster shiny Figs. 
90, 166-167) ...... .'. ....................................... B. tenuipas (Walker) 
1. Dorsal and ventral eye division subequal in size (Figs. 29,39) .......................... 2 
................... 
- Dorsal division of eye much smaller than ventral division (Figs. 44.49) 7 
2(1). Inner margin of cercus convex or expanded @gs. 3 1.36.58) .......................... 3 
.............. 
- Inner margin of cercus straight, neither convex nor expanded (Figs. 26.41.55) 5 
3(2). Inner margin of cercus greatly expanded near base, reaching to or beyond midline Fig. 58); 
southern Appalachians ..................................... B. wiIIiamsae Alexander 
- Inner margin of cercus convex or expanded broadly near apex Figs. 31, 36); mostly central or 
northernAppalachians .................................................... 4 
4(3). Posterior margin of cercus with small process near inner edge and prominent, trianguk lobe near 
... outer margin @g. 31); cercus and epandrium set with few, mostly short setae B. gel- n. sp. 
- Posterior margin of cercus with elongate, pointed process near inner edge and more or less rect- 
an* near outer margin (Fig. 36); cercus and epandrium set with numerous, elongate setae 
........................................................... B.hisp-nsp. 
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5(2). Cercus with sparse setae, posterior margin relatively straight *g. 26); dorsal paramere opaque 
(Fig. 27) ................................................. B. comicdata e sp. 
- Cercus densely set with long setae, posterior margin with pronounced lobe near inner edge @igs. 
41.55); dorsal paramere with pigmented outer margin @%gs. 42.61) .................... 6 
6(5). Posterior margin of cercus with elongate, medially directed hook near inner edge (Fig. 41); dorsal 
paramere without medial dorsal carina @g. 42) ........................ B. magnu, e sp. 
- Posterior margin of cercus with blunt, ventrally projected lobe near inner edge pig. 55); dorsal 
paramere with medial dorsal carina (Fig. 61) ............... B. coweetae Hogue and Georgian 
7(1). Inner margin of cereus expanded (Figs. 65, 67) .................................... 8 
- Inner margin of cercus straight, not expanded (Figs. 21.46, 51, 5254.56-57) .............. 9 
8(7). Inner margin of cercus expanded evenly and broadly, apical margin slightly convex, snaking outer 
margin somewhat lobulate @g. 65); median aedeagal filament of approximately same length \ '. 
as lateral filaments (Fig. 66); apex of ventral parameres simple ............. B. cupitata Loew 
- Inner margin of cercus shallowly convex and expanded slightly near base, apical margin straight 
and contributing to somewhat obtuse angulate outer margin (Fig. 67); median aedeagal filament 
distinctly longer than lateral filaments (Fig. 68); apex of ventral paramem incurved, asym- 
metrically bifurcate ......................................... B. similans Johannsen 
9(7). k a l  lobes narrow, elongate, and generally pointed apically (Figs. 46,51) ............... 10 
- Cereal lobes relatively broad and generally truncated apically 21,5254, 56-57) ....... 11 
10(9). Apical margin of cercat lobe with acutely pointed lobe medially *g. 51); apex of dorsal paramere 
deeply incised on either side of pronounced medial dorsal carina pig. 52) ..... B. ruberosa, n. sp. 
- Apical margin of cercal lobe with broadly rounded inner comer (Fig. 46); apex of dorsal paramere 
entire on either side of weak, m&iaI dorsal carina (Fig. 47) ............ B. separata Alexander 
1 l(9). Apex of dorsal paramere deeply incised on either side of pronounced met& dorsal carina; apex 
of ventral parameres complex, with stout, dorsally nxurved hook Figs. 59.63); medium sized 
(wing length 5-6 mm) ............... .i. .................................. 12 
- Apex of dorsal paramere weakiy Lncised or entire on either side of weak medial dorsal carina; 
apex of ventral parameres simple pigs. 22, 60.62); small (wing length 3-4 mm) ......... 13 
12(11). Posterior margin of cercus with pronounced, ventrally curved lobe apically pig. 57); scutum and 
thorax mostly yellowish to light brown ........................... B. tenuipes (Wallcer) 
- Posterior margin of cercus with in-ct lobe near inner margin, giving appeamce of small 
posteromedian notch (Fig. 53); scutum and thorax mostly dark brown ............. 
............................................ B.4ppalachi~HogueandGeorgian 
... 13(11). Posterior margin of cercus without conspicuous lobes or processes 56) B. dirninutiva Hogue 
................ - Posterior margin of cercus with conspicuous, tzhgular lobe (Figs. 21.54) 14 
...................... 14(13). Posterior cercal lobe near medial margin p ~ g .  54) B. cherokea Hogue 
.... 
- Posterior cercal lobe equidistant between medial and outer margin pig. 21) B. c h o g a , ~  n. sp. 
.............. %o spermathecae, medial spermatheca vestigial (Fig. 70) B. sirnilans Johannsen 
............................. T h e  spermathecae (Figs. 20,25,30,35,40,45,50,69) 2 
Ducts of lateral spenmtbecae sclerotized and pigmented near genital aperhne (Fig. 69) ........ 
......................................................... B.capitataLoew 
Ducts of spenaathecae membranous and unpigmented for entire length 20,25,30,35,40, 
45,50) ............................................................... 3 
Dmal  and ventral eye divisions contiguous laterally, without callis pculi @gs. 28, 38) ........ 4 
Dorsal and ventral eye divisions separated by callis oculi (Figs. 23, 43,48) ................ 6 
Distal palpomere long, length approximately equal to length of previous three p a l p o n  com- 
bined; number of parietal sensilla > 30; scutum and scutellum concolorous, except light rect- 
angular patch just anterior to scutellum; scutellum with lateral sensilla distinctly clustered . . 
..................................................... B.williamroeAlexander 
Distal palpomere short, length approximately equal to length of previous two palpomeres com- 
Vied mgs. 28, 38); number of parietal sensilla usually five or fewer, scutellum distinctly 
lighter than scutum; scutellum with lateral sensilla m g e m e n t  diffuse .................. 5 
Scutum with short, setifom sensilla along prescutal suture and behind transverse suture ..... 
.......................................................... B.magm, n.sp. 
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... 
- Scutum without short, setiform sensilla along prescutal suture and behind transverse s u m  
........................................................... B.gelida, a s p .  
........... 6(3). Callis oculi narrow (width approximately equal to diameter of dorsal ommatidium) 7 
- Callis oculi broad (width equal to diameter of 2-3 dorsal ommatidia) ................... 10 
7(6). Distal palpomere long, length approximately equal to length of previous three palpomeres com- 
bined; number of parietal sensilla > 20 .................. B. coweetae H o p  and Georgian 
- Distal palpomere short, length approximately equal to length of previous two palpomeres corn- . 
bined; number of parietal sensilla variable ....................................... 8 
8(7). Numberofparietalsensilla2Oto25(Fig. 18) ......................... B.chutwogu, a s p .  
- Number of parietal sensilla usaally 15 or fewer @gs. 33,43) .......................... 9 
9(8). Posterior margin of trochanter with scattered, setifam. sensilla; pxmathecae ovoid Txg. 35) . . 
.......................................................... B.hiSpida,a,sp. 
- Posterio~ margin of trochanter mostly glabrous, setifom sensilla only at base or apex; sperma- 
thccae *g. 45) .................................. B. s q a m r a  Alexander 
10(6). Distal palpomere short, length approximately equal to length of previous two palpomeres com- 
bined(Fig.23);n~ofparietalsensilla150rfewmmg.U) ..................... 11 
- Distal palpomere long, length approximately equal to length of previous three palpomeres com- 
bined; number of parietal sendla > 20 ....................................... 12 
......... ll(10). Scutum and tharacic pleurites dark brown to gray B. uppalochiae Hope and Georgian 
......... 
- Scutum and thoracic pleurites mostly pale posteriw to anepimemn B. cornicukm, a, sp. 
12(10). Number of parietal sensilla C 20 ................................... B. ruberosu, a, sp. 
- Number of parietal se~silla > 20 ............................................. 13 
1302). Abdomid tergites more or less concolorous .......... .\- ......... , ... B. t-pes (Walker) 
- Most wminal tergites @I and posteriorly) with anterior % somewhat lighter than posterior % 
................................................................... 14 
14(13). Posterolatgal margin of stemite VIII with approxin$tely lD setiform sensilla, medial depression 
.......... U shap"l; medium-sized species (wing length usually 2- 5 mm) B. cherokea Hope 
- Posmnlatgal m i q b  of stanite VIII with no more than three setifonn sensiUa, medial depression 
V shaped; very small species (wing length C 5 mm) ................. B. diminutiva Hogne 
Blepharicera appalachiae Hope and sclerites and body of uniform color, without 
Georgian 1986 pattern. Pupa: Ovoid in shape; integument 
(Figs. 53, 59, 82-83, 96, 104-105, 146- of abdominal tergites shiny, gray to pale 
148, 172) brown; papillae dark, irregularly arranged, 
Blepharicera tenuipes "atypical" (southern 
type): Hogue 1978: 21 [taxonomic notes, 
figure of cerci]. 
"Blepharicera h a  C": Hogue 1978: 28 
[description, collection records, figure]. 
"Blephuricera Larva E (in part): Hope 
1978: 29 [description, collection records, 
figure]. 
Blepharicera appalachiae Hogue and Geor- 
gian 1986: 5 [original designation]; Ho- 
gue 1987: 103 [redescription, keys, fig- 
ures]; Johns 1996: 2 Cphenology]; Court- 
ney 1998: 745 [rearing technique]; Al- 
verson 2000: 20 b v a l  diets]; Courtney 
and Duffield 2000: 87 [in trout diets], 
typically coalesced into clusters of two or 
three; lamellae of respiratory organ of sub- 
equal width, broadly pointed apically. Adult 
male: Posterior margin of dorsal paramere 
-
deeply incised on either side of medial dor- 
sal carina; dorsal eye division much smaller 
than lower; cercus with inner margin 
straight, posterior margin with conspicuous, 
triangular lobe near medial margin. Adult 
-
female: Wlth 3 spermathecae, ducts uni- 
formly sclerotized and unpigmented; dorsal 
and ventral eye divisions separated by 
broad callis oculi; s a t u r n  and thoracic 
pleurites dark brown or gray. 
Description.-See Hogue and Georgian 
(1986) and Hogue (1987). 
Diagnosis.-A medium-sized Blephari- Type material.-~olotype [male]: UNIT- 
cera Larva: Dorsal sensilla setiform or ]ED STATES. NORTH CAROLINA: Macon Co: 
taeniafonn, not arranged in clusters; cranial Lower Shope Fork, Coweeta Hydrological 
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Laboratory, 35O03'N 83"26'W, 9 May 1981, Mill Ck @ Old Fort, 35O37'N 82"101FCT; 
coll. I: Georgian IJ,ACMl. North Fork Catawba River, 35'48'N 
Collection localities [see Hogue and 82'01'FCr; Swain Co: Deep Ck, GSMNP, 
Georgian (1986) for additional sites].- 35027'N 83026'W; Oconalufke R, GSMNP, 
IJNTED STATES. GEORGIA: Lumpkin Co: 35O32'N 83O17'W; Raven Fork, GSMNP, 
Dicks Ck nr Waters Ck, 34"411N 83"56'W, 35"311N 83'17'W; Transylvania Co: Look- 
Rabun Co: Reed Mill Ck @ Rd 86, ing Glass Ck nr falls, 35"17'N 82'46'PV; N 
34'56'N 83" 1 1 'W; West Fork Chattooga Fk French Broad R, 35"13'N 82O5 1'W Yim- 
Rive& 34'57'N 83'12"W; Towns Co: Cole- cey Co: S Toe R 8 Black Mountain, 
man R nr Tallulah R, 34O55'N 83'52"FV; 35O45'N 82O13'PJ; S o m  CAROLINA: Oco- '. 
Tallulah R nr Tate Branch, 34'57'N nee Co: Chattooga R @ Hwy 76, 34O49'N 
83'33'PT; Union Co: Helton Ck below falls, 83'18'FCT; PENNSYLVANIA: Bedford Co: 
34'45'N 83'53'FCT; upper Nottley R nr Ed- Scrubgrass Ck, 2mi W of Queens, 4W14'N 
wards Cove, 34'45'N 83"5ltVV; White Co: 78'31'FST; Berks Co: Widow Ck, Heetwood 
Chatahoochee R nr Marlin Branch, 34O44'N watershed, 4026'N 75'48'W; Centre Co: 
83'45'W; Dukes Ck 8 FS Rd 244,34"42'N Galbraith Gap Run, 40°46'N 77"44'W, 
83'47'FV; Smith Ck nr Anna Ruby Falls, Spring Ck, Lemont Quarry, 40°48'N 
34'44'N 83O43'FV; MARYLAND: Frederick 77"48'W, Pike Co: Little Bushkill Ck SE of 
Co: Big Hunting Ck, Catoctin Park, Tamiment, 41°08'N 75"001W; Wallenpau- 
3g037'N 77"26'FV; Hauver Br, Cunningham pack Bk 8 Rt 567, 41°19'N 75O18'W; trib 
Falls, 3g037'N 7728'W, Owens Ck, Catoc- I?Mill Bk?], Lake Wallenpaupack [41°23'N 
tin Mt Park, 3g039'N 7726'PCT; NORTH CAR- 75"14"W]; Schuylkill Co: Locust Ck 8 Rt 
OLINA: Alleghany Co: Little Glade Cr @ 53036, 40°48'N 76"02'W TENNESSEE: Ckzi- 
Blue Ridge Parkway, 36'27'N 81°00'Pvr; borne Co: Powell R 8 Indian Ck, 36933'N 
Little R 8 Sparta, 36"29'N 81°06'W; Clay 83'36'Pr'; Cocke Cu: Cosby Ck, G S m ,  
Co: Big ltrni Ck lmi  above Tusqpitee R, 35'45'N 83'12'FV; trib Cosby Ck, GSMNP, 
35O06'N 83"4l1W, Buck Ck 8 Rd 350 35O45'N 83O12'FV; Johnson Co: Beaverdam 
Xing, 35'05'N 83'36'W; Buck Ck nr c o d  Ck @ Backbone, 36'35'N 81°49'W, Fagall 
Park Ck, 35'03'N 83"35"W; Fires Ck 8 Branch, 36'34'N 81'5 1 'W; Sevier Co: Little 
Picnic Area, 35O05'N 83"511FV; Hiwasee PigeonR, GSMNP, 35'44'N 8324'W; Injun 
River, 35O03'N 83'53'FCT; Graham Co: Pan- Ck nr Greenbrig 35'43'N 8324'W; trib 
ther Ck, Nantahala-NF, 3523'N 83'37'W, Little Pigeon Rivg 34'57'N 83"12'W; VIR- 
Haywood Co: Big 'ek nr CG, GSMNP, GINIA: B W  Co: Wolf Ck nr Bastion, 
35'45'N 83'07'W; Cataloochee Ck nr CG, 37"101N 8l008'W. Botetourt Co: Jennings 
GSMNP, 35"38'N 83'05'FCT; Cataloochee Ck 8 Hwy 614, 37O32'N 79'37'W, North 
Ck @ lower Xing, GSMNP, 35"401N Fork CG, Jefferson NP, 37"32'N 7g035W, 
83"04'W, Chestnut Branch, GSMNP, Craig Co: small Ck along Hwy 621, Jef- 
35'45'N 83°06'W; Cold Springs Ck, Pisgah ferson NF; 3722'N 80°15'W Giles Co: 
NF, 35'44'N 83"011W, Little Cataloochee Stoney Ck nr White Rocks, 37'26'N 
Ck, GSMNP, 35'40'N 83O04'W; Palmer Ck, 80031'W; White Rocks Branch, 37026'N 
GSMNP, 35938'N 83"OSfFCT; Henderson Co: 8003O'W; Madison Co: Cedar Run, Shen- 
Mills R nr Pisgah boundary, 3S023'N andoah NP, 388332'N 78'211W, White Oak 
82"35'W; Macon Co: Big Buck Ck 8 Hwy Canyon, Shenandoah NP, 38'32'N 
64, 35O07'N 83'16'W, Curtis Ck 8 FS Rd 782lrW, Montgomery Co: Craig Ck, Jef- 
67,35"04'N 83"311W, lower Ball Ck, CHL, ferson NF, 37'19'N 80022'W; Rappahan- 
35'03'N 83026'FCr; lower Dryman Fork, nock Co: h e y  R, Shenandoah NP, 3g042'N 
35O02'N 83"24'aT; lower Shope Fork, CHL, 78"16'W, Hughes R, Shenandoah NP, 
35'03'N 83'26'W; Nantahala River nr Cur- 38'35'N 78"19'W, Page Co: Rapidan R, 
tis Ck, 35O04'N 83"311FV; McDowell Co: Shenandoah NP, 3g029'N 7824"W; Smyth 
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Co: Nicks Ck @ SR 622, 36'49'N tenuipes; howevez, B. appalachiae lacks the 
8125'W; Washington Co: S l?k Holston transverse clusters of sensilla that charac- 
River, 36'39'N 81°50'V, Straight Creek, Mt terize larval B. tenuipes. In the southern 
Rogers, 36"38'N 81°43'W, WEST VIRGINIA: Appalachians, adult B. appalachiae and B. 
Monroe Co: trib S Fk Potts Ck @ NF cherokea sometimes are collected toget& 
boundary, 37'27'N 80°28'W; S Fk Potts Ck These species can be dSficult to separate by 
@ NF boundary, 3727'N 80°28'W. genitalic characters (i-e., unless the para- 
Distribution (Fig. 172).-Blepharicera meres are removed and examined) but are 
appalachiue is widespread in streams of the easily distinguished by color differences (B. 
southern and central Appalachian Mom- appalachiae scutum and thoracic pleurites 
tains. In the northern part of its range (e.g., uniformly dark brown or gray). 
Blue Ridge of Viighia), B. appalachiae is 
usually the most abundant blepharicerid Blepharicera capitata Loew 1863 
Bionomics.-Blepharicera appalachiae (Figs. 2-3, 65-66, 69, 80, 95, 124-125, 
is collected most frequently during late 
spring and early summer, when larvae and Blepharocera 1862: 8 [family di- 
pupae are common in many Appalachian agnosis]. 
streams. The species appears to be univol- Blepharoptera capitata Loew 1863: 298. 
tine but with a relatively asynchronous [original designaliqn; genus name lapsus 
emergence pattern. Alfhough found mostly calami for Blepharocera]. 
in mid-sized and moderately exposed Blepharocera capitata: Loew 1869: 87 
streams, B. appalachiae inhabits a range of mtorical and taxonomic notes, adult 
stream types. In the southern Appalachians, keys], 1877: 62 @istorical and taxonomic 
B. appalachiae can occur in relatively high notes, adult keys]; Osten Sacken 1878a: 
flow (to 2 m/s) but is one of the few species 17 (in part) [synonymized with B. tenui- 
to inhabit the lower current velocities of pes], 1878b: 405 (in past) wstoricd and 
stream glides, riffle margins, or deeper hab- taxonomic notes, adult keys], 1891: 408 
itats. In large rivers, the species fhquently (in part) [review of f d y ,  adult keys], 
occurs on the same rocks that harbor B. se- 1895: 150 (in part) Wstorical and taxo- 
parata (see below). In the central Appala- nomic notes, adult keys]; Kellogg 1903: 
chians, B. appalachiae occurs mostly in tor- 197 (in part) Cgeneral descriptions, ecol- 
rential habitats and often in densities ex- ogy]; Alexander 1953: 44 [taxonomic 
ceeding 500 individ&rn2 (Courtney, un- notes], 1958: 820 [species list]. 
published data). This species can be an "Blepharocera tenuipes (WBlker)": Aldrich 
important trout food in some Appalachian 1905: 172 (in part) [catalog]; Kellogg 
streams (Courtney and lhffield 2000). 1907: 12 (in part) [review of Nearctic 
Remarks.-Larval coloration is some- fauna, adult keys], Kellogg 1908: 152 (in 
what variable in certain populations. Al- part) [review, of Nearctic fauna, adult 
though most individuals are brown or keys]; Alexander 1963: 50 (in part) [spe- 
brownish yellow, some can be very pale or cies list]. Incorrect synonymy by Osten 
very dark. Regardless of their overall color, Sacken 1878a. ' 
B. appalachiae larvae can be distinguished "Blephan'cem tenuipes (Walker)": Walley 
from most other species by chaetotaxy (se- 1927: 113 (in part) [taxonomic notes]. 
tiforms distributed generally over trunk and Blepharicera capituta Loew: Stone 1965: 
prolegs) and by the lack of color patterns 99 [catalog]; Hogue 1978: 9 Pectotype 
on the cephalothorax and body. These dif- designation, redescription]; Hogue and 
fe~nces  are somewhat less obvious in the Georgian 1986 3 [taxonomic notes, adult 
northern part of the species' range, where keys]; Hogue 1987: 107 [redescription, 
B. appalachiae can be sympatric with B. adult keys]. 
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"Blepharicera capita Loew": Carlson 
1981: 68. [lapsus c a h i  for B. capitata]. 
Diagnosis.-A small Blepharicera, very 
similar to B. separata Larva: Stout, with 
prominent dorsal tubercles; body uniformly 
colored, pale yellow in most populations; 
dorsal sensilla mostly long setiforms or 
taeniaforms. Pupa: Delicate, pale, usually 
with small dorsomedial tubercles on ab- 
dominal segments I-W, lamellae of respi- 
ratory organ of subequal width; abdomen 
with light-colored papillae evenly distrib- 
uted on the dorsum. Adult male: Dorsal eye 
division much smaller than lower; cercus 
with inner margin expanded evenly and 
broadly, apical margin slightly convex, 
making outer margin somewhat lobulate; 
aedeagal filaments subequal in length and 
apex of ventral parameres simple. Adult fe- 
male: 3 spermathecae, lateral 2 ducts d*- 
tinctly sclerotized and pigmented at base; 
dorsal and ventral eye divisions separated 
by broad callis oculi, distal palpomere 
somewhat elongate (=2X length of penul- 
timate palpomere); number of parietal sen- 
and taeniafonns, and a few short digiti- 
forms; apex of median tubercles with stout, 
curved digitifom; lateral lobe setifom 
grading into digitiforms distally, but with 
numerous setifonns near apex; lateral lobes 
ventrally with few sensilla except clusters 
of setiforms apically; anal division with 6- 
8 prominent setifonns along apex of me- 
dian lobe; substernal setae digitiform, yel- 
low, 5-10 in number. 
(Fig. 95): Measurements, male (N 
= 6) length 4.1 mm (3.9-4.2), width 2.5 
mm (2.4-2.6); female (N = 6) length 4.5 
mm (4.3-4.8), width 2.6 mm (2.5-2.7). 
Body roughly ovoid, somewhat dorsoves- 
trally compressed. Integument: Dorsal p' a"l pillae present, uniformly dispersed on ab- 
dominal segments; few papillae on metater- 
gite. Papillae light, in color, with no or poor- 
ly developed spinules. Cuticle between 
papillae glabrous, uniform in structure and 
pigmentation. Branchial sclerite without pa- 
pillae. Anal tergite smooth, un-ed. 
Middle lamellae of respiratory organ broad 
basally, width at midpoint greater than half 
width of outer lamellae. 
silla <lo. 
Description.-Larva (Figs. 2-3,80,124- 
125): Measurements, instar IT (N = 10) to- 
tal length 2.0 mm (1.6-2.4), cranial width 
0.23 mm (0.21-0.25); instar III (N = 15) 
total length 3.1 mm (2.4-5.4), cranial width 
0.35 mm (0.34-0.37);'instar IV (N = 10) 
total length 4.8 mm (4.4-5.1), cranial width 
0.45 mm (0.43-0.46), a n t e d  segments 
0.08 mm, 0.20 mm (0.1&0.23), membrane 
0.10 m Larva stout, with prominent dor- 
sal tubercles dorsomedially on each abdom- 
inal division. Cranial sclerites dark brown; 
ecdysial lines with abbreviated stem line; 
posterior margin of fiontoclypeal agotome 
extended nearly to posterior cranial margin; 
clypeal spines absent. Tnrnk and prolegs 
uniformly colored, yellow to light brown. 
Anal division with posterior margin broadly 
convex, lateral processes poorly developed. 
Chaetotaxy: Cranial sclerites with scattered 
digitiforms; rest of cephalothorax and body 
generally covered with long, pale setiforms 
Adult male and female: See Hogue 
(1987). 
~ & e  material.-ktotype [female, des- 
ignated by Hogue (1978)l: UNITED 
STATES. DIsmcr OF COLUMBIA: Washing- 
ton, 1866, coll. C.R Osten Sacken WCZl. 
Material examined.-UNITED STATES. 
GEORGLA: Rabun Co: Pine Mountain, 
34'57'N 83OlOCW: 15 May 1957 [A]; MARY- 
LAND: Cecil Co: Octorara Canyon, 39040'N 
76%8'W, 17 June 1939 [A]; Prince George's 
Co: Beltsville, 39"02'N 76"53W, 28 May 
1916 [A]; NEW YORR: Sacandaga R, Sport 
Island [A]; NORTH CAROLINA: Montgomery 
Co: Little R' @ Co Rd 1340, 35'23'N 
7 W W ,  7-8 April 1995 L]; PENNSYLVANLX 
Lebanon C h  Ono [Swatara Ck, 4023% 
76?33'W?], 7 June 1940 [A]; Monroe Co: 
Delaware Water Gap, 15 June 1934 [A]; Pike 
Co: Big Bushkill Ck, DWG, 41°05'N 
75"oOrW, 25 June 1995 &PI; Dingmans Qs, 
Delaware Water Gap (DWG), 41°13'N 
74"53'W, 25 June 1995 PI; Little Bushkill 
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Ck, DWG, 4135'N 75"00W, 25 June 1995 lier (Hogue 1978) sy~lonymy of B. separata 
&'PI; Raymondskill Ck, DWG, 4 1°17'N with B. capitata The present analysis con- 
740501W, 25 June 1995 I?]; SOUTH C A R O ~ A :  firms that these species should be recog- 
Oconee Co: Chattooga R @ Hwy 76, nized as separate taxa. The most compelling 
34O49'N 83"18W, 26 April 1994 P I ,  4 evidence is the presence of distinct and con- 
March 1995 b], 23 March 1995 [L], 5-6 sistent difterences between sympatric pop 
April 1995 P I ,  15 March 1996 &], 3 April ulations at the Chattooga River. These dif- 
1996 [L], 21 April 1996 &,I, 7 May 1996 ferences help separate the larvae (chaeto- 
P I ,  12 May 1996 &PI; -Chi- taxy), adult males (cercal shape), and adult 
\ 
borne Co: Powell R @ Indian Ck, 36'33'N females (sclerotization of spermathecal 
83%'W, 10 April 1997 [L]; Maury Co: ducts). Differences between pupae were not 
Duck R @ Hardison Mill Rd, 3596'N apparent, so the pupal description is based 
86"49W, 26 March 1995 Lp--identification partly on collection date, dissection of phar- 
tentative]; VERMONT: Chi- Co: Smug- ate adults, and adult rearings. 
glers Notch, 4493'N 7Z047'W, 18 June 1927 
[A]; Wuldlhmn Co: west?] Blephmkenr cau&zta Cbtwtmey, 
14255% 7296"Wj, 14 July 1908 [A]; VIR- new species 
cmw Fai@ax Co: Great Falls, 38O59'N (Figs. 1, 71, 176) 
77"15W, 21 June 1931 [A]; 'bmmel's Land- 
ing (= Riverbend County Park), 39"011N Diagnosis.-A large BZepharicera = 
V15'W7 28 May 1935 [A]; 'l\lrkey Run Anal tergite distinctly trilobed, the mid- 
Park, 38O57'N 77%9W, 27 May 1991 [A], 2 dle lobe elongate and tapered apically; lat- 
June 1991 [A]. eral processes on abdominal segment WI 
Distribution (Fig. 176).-Blepharicera pointed apically. 
capitata is widespread in the central and Descriptioa-Larva pigs. 1, 71): Mea- 
southern Appalachians but seemingly rare. surements (N = 10): Total length 8.5 mm 
Except for certain collections from the Del- (7.7-10.4), cranial width 0.75 mm (0.70- 
aware Water Gap (e.g., Little Bushkill 0.85), antenna1 segments: 0.18 mm (0.15- 
Creek) and the southern Appalachians (e.g., 0.20), 0.22 mm (0.21-0.25); membranous 
Chattooga River), most records consist of region 0.09 mm (0.08-0.10). Cranial scler- 
one or a few specimens. ites dark brown to black; ecdysial lines with 
Bionomics.-Collection records suggest distinct stem line; posterior margin of fron- 
that B. capifata is active prbarily during toclypeal apotome not extended to posterior 
the spring, especially in the southern A p  cranial margin; clypeal spines absent. Trunk 
palachians. At sites where this species and dark brown to black; lateral lobes some- 
B. sepurata are sympatric (e-g., Chattooga times slightly lighter in color; prolegs dark 
River), B. c a p i t a  larvae are present as ear- brown to brownish orange. Anal division 
ly as March. Here and elsewhere, B. capi- with posterior margin distinctly trilobed, 
tata appears to be univoltine. Most collec- middle lobe elongate and tapered apically; 
tion records are from relatively large and lateral lobes extended posteriorly and point- 
predominantly low-gradient rivers. The ed at apex. Chaetotaxy: Digitifom distrib- 
presence of this species at some sites (e.g., uted generally over cephalothorax and 
lower Potomac River near Washington, body, dark in color; opaqWpale setifoms 
D.C.) suggests that B. c a p i t a  is more tol- at apex of proleg; lateral lobes with sparse 
erant of environmental impacts (e.g., sedi- fusifoms ventrally; anal division with 4-6 
mentation) than most Blephuricera prominent setifom along apex of median 
Remarks.-Differences in the male gen- lobe; substernal setae digitiform, pale 
italia of this species and B. separata brown, approximately 30 in number. 
prompted Hope (1987) to question his ear- Pupa: Unknown. 
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Adult male: Unknown. numbers might h&e been less impacted by 
Adult female: Unknown. the January flood. An April 1999, collec- 
Type material.-Holotype [instar IV lar- tion provided only one additional larva 
va]: UNITED STATES. NORTH CAROLJNA: Nearly all B. caudata larvae were found on 
Haywood Co: G S W ,  Lost Bottom Creek, bedrock or large substrata and in currents 
3S038'N 83"08'W, 5 March 1997, coll. G.W. exceeding 1.5ds. 
Courtney. Specimen in Canada balsam on Remarks.-Although I am generally op- 
slide fJJSNM]. Paratypes: Same data as ho- posed to describing species based solely on 
lotype [lo instar IV L (1 slide, 9 EtOH)]; immature stages, I have described B. cau- 
12 April 1999 [l instar IV L (EtOH)], coll. data from only the larval stage. My reasons '1 
G.W. Courtney; Lost Bottom Creek @ up- for this are threefold First, B. caudata has 
per falls, 35'38'N 83"08'W, 18 November perhaps the most distinctive larva of any 
1992 [l instar IV L (EKIH)], coll: H. Soehn Nearctic Blephuricera. so there is little 
and G. Salansky; Pretty Hollow Creek, chance it could be confused with other spe- 
3S038'N 83"07'W, 5 March 1997 [1 instar cies. Second, I have successNly associated 
IV L (EtOH)], coll. G.W. Courtney. Para- the larvae, pupae, and W t s  of all other 
types deposited in CUAC, GSMNP, ISU, Bkpharicera from the area, so I am confi- 
and USNM. dent that the larvae of B. caudata do not 
Etymology.-From the Latin for tailed develop into the p?.pae and adults of any 
(caudata), in reference to the distinct anal known species. Fiiy, my attempts to lo- 
division of the larva  ate pupae and adults of B. caudata have 
Distribution pig. 176).--Blepharicera been confounded by logistics. I am hopeful 
caudata is apparently confined to the south- that, by describing this species, someone 
eastem part of the Great Smoky Mountains. based in the southern Appalachians might 
The species is currently known from only be compelled to search for and locate the 
two sites, both third-order tributaries of pupae or adults of B. caudata. Until addi- 
Palmer Creek in the Cataloochee Cnek tional life stages are discovered, it will be 
drainage. difficult to establish with confidence the re- 
Bionomics.-Collection records suggest lationship between this species and other 
that B. caudata overwinters as a fourth-in- Bkpharicera. The larvae share a number of 
star larva, emerges in early spring (April?), features with B. willMmsae (e.g., chaeto- 
and exhibits a highly,syncbronous life his- taxy, coloration). However, because many 
tory. The latter may at'least partly explain of the most distinctive characteristics of B. 
the difficulty in locating pupae of this spe- williamsae are in the pupal and adult stages, 
cies. In 1997, March samples included sev- any suggested relationship with B. caudata 
era1 mature larvae (see type series), but is premature. 
April samples provide neither additional 
larvae nor pupae that were distinctly Wer- Bkphmicera cha#ooga Courtney, 
ent from other species. The latter included new species 
more than 100 specimens, most assignable (Figs. 4-5, 1&-22, 72, 93, 154-156, 172) 
to B. willimae. Attempts to collect addi- 
' ~ ~ l ~ & ~ i ~ ~ , . ~ '  sp. n. #lo": ~~h~~ 1996: 2 
tional material during 1998 were confound- 
~ [ p h ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ .  
ed by a January flood that scoured Lost 
Bottom Creek and other streams in the Diagnosis.-A small Bkpharicera. - Lar- 
Smoky Mountains. Sampling at Lost Bot- Dorsal secondary sensilla mostly cla- 
tom Creek during March, 1998, provided vate or digitifom; body with chevronlike 
numerous larval B. wilIiamsae but no B. or banded color pattern; cranial sclerites 
caudata. Because the hatching period of B. usually mottled, pattem corresponding with 
williamsae extends through January, its muscle scars; ecdysial stem line short; fron- 
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toclypeal apotome reaching posterior mar- setiforms along apex of median lobe; anal 
gin of cranium and not noticeably dasker lobes each with 2 apical setiforms; subster- 
than rest of head Pupa: Middle lamellae of nal setae digitiform, pale yellow, 25-30 in 
respiratory organ narrow basally, width ap- numbet 
proximately half width of outer lamellae; Pupa @gs. 5, 93, 154-156): Measure- 
integument of abdominal tergites with mi- ments, male (N = 6) l'ength 3.6 mm (3.4- 
nute, dark papillae bearing microscopic spi- 3.8), width 2.0 mm (1.8-2.2); female (N = 
nules apically. Adult male: Dorsal eye di- 10) length 4.1 mm (3.9--4.4), width 2.4 mm 
vision much smaller than lower; cercus (2.2-2.5). Body outline roughly ellipsoid, 
with inner margin straight, posterior margin broadly truncated anteriorly. Integument: 
with conspicuous, bkmgular lobe that is Dorsal papillae present, uniformly dis- 
equidistant between medial and outer mar- persed on abdominal segments; no papillae 
gin. Adult female: 3 spermathecae with uni- on metatergite, few on abdominal segment 
f o d y  sclerotized and unpigmented ducts; I. Papillae dark in color, with microspinu- 
dorsal and ventral eye divisions separated les. Cuticle bemeen papillae glabrous, uni- 
by narrow callis oculi, distal palpomere form in sbmture and pigmentation. Bran- 
short (<3X length of penultimate palpom- chid sclerite without papillae. Anal tergite 
ere); number of parietal sensilla 20-25. smooth, un-ed. Middle lamellae of re- 
Description.-Larva (Figs. 4, 72): Mea- spiratory organ m o w  basally, width at 
surements, instar 11 (N = 3) total length 1.8 midpoint approximately half width of outer 
mm (1.5-1.9), cranial width 0.24 mm lamellae. 
(0.23-0.25); instar IIT (N = 10) total length Adult male: Head and terminalia only 
3.2 mm (2.6-3.9), cranial width 0.38 mm (from dissected pupae): 
(0.34-0.40); instar IV (N = 14) total length Head @g. 19): Structure: Normal type, 
4.6 nun (3.8-5.3, cranial width 0.59 rnm subholoptic. Clypeus lengthlwidth = 2.0. 
(0.54-0.64), antennal segments: 0.12 mm Eyes approximate dorsally, interocular dis- 
(0.10-0.13), 0.18 mm (0.16-0.19); mem- tance approximately 0.07mm; eye divided, 
branous region 0.05 mm (0.04-0.05). Cra- dorsal division much smaller than and con- 
nial sclerites yellow, except interrupted bj tiguous with ventral division (callis oculi 
brown muscle scars; ecdysial lines with lit- absent); dorsal division with approximately 
tle to no stem line; posterior margin of fion- 10-12 rows of ommatidia along mid-merid- 
toclypeal apotorne exended nearly to pos- ian; dorsal ommatidia larger than ventral in 
tenor cranial margin; clYPeal spines absent. d imeta  Free portion of proboscis about 
Trunk light to dark brown, with pale ellip- 0.34X head width; mandibles absent; palpi 
soidal region' along midline; lateral lobes with 5 palpomeres, distal 4 palpomere pro- 
generally darker than trunk but with lighter portions 1.0-1.1-1.1-5.0. Antenna with 15 
bands near base, a white patch on posterior articles, flagellomeres cylindrical, ultimate 
niargin, and a pale region at base of proleg. flagellomere 1.5X length. of penultimate fla- 
Anal division broadly trilobed, middle lobe gellomere; scape and pedicel with several 
with posterior margin truncate or slightly prominent setiforms, flagellomere 1 mostly 
concave; lateral processes lobate, blunt at glabrous basally but setose apically, f2-f12 
apex. Chaetotaxy: Cranial sclerite and setose, f13 setose basally and mostly gla- 
cephalothorax with sparse claviforms; an- brous apically but terminated in 2 promi- 
terodorsal margin of each abdominal did- nent setiforms; antennal coloration not de- 
sion with slight elevations bearing cluster termined @harate). Chaetotaxy: Setiform 
of fusiforms; remaining trunk and lateral groups as follows (number per side): cly- 
lobes with sparse fusiforms, grading to pale peals (=15), parietals (0), occipitals (=lo), 
setiforms on proleg; proleg ventrally with verticals (2 or 3), postgenals (<lo). Facial 
few sensilla; anal division with 4 prominent coloration not determined @harate). 
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Terminalia (Figs. 21-22): Abdominal 
segment WII reduced, mostly membranous; 
tergite consisting of basal ligulate sclerite 
extended to pleural region; pleurites and 
stemite undifferentiated Epandrium simple, 
weakly emarginate posteromedially, dense- 
ly set with long, setiform sensilla Cerci 
well developed, nearly parallel, densely set 
with long, setifom sensilla, interlobular de- 
pression narrowly U shaped, individual 
lobes broadly quadrate, inner margin 
straight, posterior margin with conspicuous, 
triangular lobe that is equidistant between 
medial and outer margins. Genital capsule 
small, longer than wide, posterolateral cor- 
ners weakly produced. Gonostylus densely 
set with long, setiform sensilla. Aedeagal 
rods of phallus comprising equal, long, 
slender filaments with simple apices. Ejac- 
ulatory apodeme elongate, extended ap- 
proximately 45 distance to anterior margin 
of lateral parameral lobes. Parameres: Dor- 
sal paramere opaque, apex weakly incised 
or entire on either side of weak medial dor- 
sal carina; ventral parameres longer than ae- 
deagal rods, broad throughout, slightly ta- 
pered to complex apex, with simple to 
slightly expanded medial margin; lateral 
parameral lobes large, broad, nearly paral- 
lel, with outer margins essentially straight. 
with scattered setiforms, f13 setose basally 
and mostly glabrous apically but terminated 
in several prominent setifarms; scape and 
base of fl pale yellow, pedicel and fl-13 
concolorous, grayish brown. Chaetotaxy: 
Setifom groups as follows (number per 
side): clypeals (10-15), parietals (20-25), 
occipitals (-20), verticals (2), postgenals 
(?). Facial coloration not determined @ha- 
ate). '. 
Terminalia (Fig. 20): Posterior margin of 
stemite VIIT broadly bilobate, medial de- 
pression prominent, broadly V shaped. Ster- 
nite IX (genital fork) broadly V shaped, 
with sclerotized extensions anteriorly and 
laterally. Hypogynial plate broad basally, 
narrowed slightly to wical valves; individ- 
ual valves elongate, taper& slightly to 
broadly. rounded apex; inner margins of , 
valves slightly divergent. Accessory gland 
narrow, elongate, and extended beyond 
spermathecae basally, ovoid distally. Sper- 
mathecae 3 in number, corpora ovoid, 
slightly longer than wide, with short necks; 
ducts short, uniformly sclerotized and un- 
pigmented. Chaetotaxy: Sternite WII with- 
out prominent setiforms, but with 7 or 8 
small, pale setiforms laterally; hypogynial 
plate and valves pruinose, set with minute 
setiforms; epiproct with 2-4 prominent se- 
Adult female: Head and terminalia only tiforms apically. 
( h m  dissected pupae): 'Type material.-Holotype Cpharate adult 
Head (Fig. 18): Structure: Normal type, male, dissected from pupa]: UNITED 
subholoptic. Clypeus lengthlwidth = 2.1. 
Eyes approximate dorsally, interocular dis- 
tance approximately 0.02 mm; eye divided, 
dorsal division subequal in size to and well 
separated from ventral division (callis oculi 
narrow); dorsal division with approximately 
15 or 16 rows of ommatidia along mid-me- 
ridian; dorsal ommatidia larger than ventral 
in diameter.. Free portion of proboscis about 
0.31 X head width, mandibles present; palpi 
with 5 palpomeres, distal 4 palpomere pro- 
portions 1.0-1.2-1.2-2.7. Antenna with 15 
articles, flagellomeres cylindrical; ultimate 
flagellomere 1.8X length of penultimate fla- 
gellomere; scape and pedicel with several 
prominent setifonns, flagellomeres 1-12 
STATES. SOUTH CAROLINA: Oconee Co: 
Chattooga River @ Hwy 76 Xing, 34'49'N 
83'18'W, 13 July 1996, coll. G.W Court- 
ney. Specimen in Canada balsam on slide 
WSNMI. Allotype Ipharate adult female, 
dissected from pupa]: same data as holo- 
type; on slide mNM[I. Paratypes: Same lo- 
cality as holotyPe: 18 June 1996 [5 instar 
IV L, 4 male P (EtOH)], coll. G.W. Court- 
ney; 13 July 1996 [lo instar III L, 10 instar 
IV L, 10 female P (EtOH)], coll. G.W. 
Courtney; 2 August 1996 [lo instar IV L, 
1 male P, 1 female P (EtOH)], coll. J.A. 
Johns. Paratypes deposited in CUAC, ISU 
and USNM. 
Other material examined-same locality 
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as type material. 2 May 1991 L], coll. or patterns, chaetotaxy, or [in males] ter- 
G.W Courtney; 24 May 1994 L], coU P.H. minalia In spite of the similarities between 
Adler and J. McCreadie; 21 April 1995 &I, these species, it is clear that they represent 
coU J.A. Johns; 12 May 1995 L], coll. distinct taxa, especially as differences are 
G.W. Courtney; 17-19 May 1995 &I, coll. consistent in areas of sympatry. 
G.W. Courtney and J.A. Johns; 10 June 
1995 &PI, coll. J.A. Johns; 5 July 1995 PI, Blepharicera cherokea Hogue 1978 
coll. J.A. Johns; 21 July 1995 w], coll. (Figs. 7, 54, 60, 88, 106-107, 152-153, 
J.A. J o b ,  7 May 1996 &I, coll. J.A. 173) -, 
Johns; 12 May 1996 LI, toll. J.A Johns; BlePharicera ,-heroha Rogue 1978: 12 
2 June 1996 [LP], colL J.A. Johns; 7 June [em &signattion,; Georgian a n d ~ a l -  
1996 N, toll- J.A. Johns; 18 June 1996 lace 1983: 1237 (tentative identification) WI, toll- G.W. Courtney; 2 J ~ Y  1996 [PI, pmal diets]; H o w  and Georgian 1986: 
cou. J .k  J o b ;  13 July 1996 P I ,  toll* 3 [monomi= notes, adult keys]; Hague 
G-W- Courtney; 2 August 1996 toll* 1987: 110 [redescription, adult keys, fig- 
J.A. Johns; 28 AuWt 1996 &], toll. ures]; Johns 1996: 2 Cphenology]; Cow- 
Adler and E. Beard; 7 May 1997 .&I, all. ney 1998: 743 technique], 2000.000. 
G.W. Courtney; 13-14 May 1998 P I ,  12 [figure of larval mouthparts]. . 
coll. A.J. Alverson and G.W. Courtney; 13 , 
April 1999 [L], coll. G.W. Courtney. Diagnosis.-A small to medium-sized 
Etymology.-The species is named after Blepharicera Larva: Dorsal secondary sen- 
the type locality, the Chattooga  rive^ silla mostly clavate or digitifom; body usu- 
Distribution (Fig. 172).-Blephricera ally uniformly colored, pale; ecdysial stem 
chattooga is apparently confined to the line long basally, fkontoclypeal apotome 
Chattooga Rives a fifth-order stream that separated fkom posterioi margin of cranium 
forms the border between northwestern and typically darker than rest of head. Pupa: 
South Carolina and northeastern Georgia. Middle lamellae of respiratory organ nar- 
Bionomics.-The largest collections row basally, width approximately half 
come from June and July, suggesting B. width of outer lamellae; abdominal tergites 
chuttooga is primady a summer species. without papillae, but with small, circular 
Howeves larval collections ranging from patches of spinules; each patch usually sur- 
early April to late August indicate a long rounded by light-colored halo; integument 
period of activity and the possibility that B. between spinule patches glabrous. Adult 
chattooga is multivoltine. The species is male: Apex of dorsal paramere weakly in- 
largely sympatric with B. s i m i h ,  both cised on either s i b  of weak medial dorsal 
seasonally and in microhabitat characteris- carina, dorsal eye division much smaller 
tics. Larvae and pupae occur primarily in than lower; cercus with inner margin 
mainstream riffles where current velocities straight, posterior margin with conspicuous, 
are relatively low (4 m/s). Because B. triangular lobe near medial margin. Adult 
chuttooga adults have not been collected or female: 3 spermathecae, ducts uniformly 
observed in the field, nothing is known sclerotked and bnpigmented; dorsal and 
about their emergence patterns and behav- ventral eye divisions separated by broad 
im callis oculi; distal palpomere elongate 
Remarks.-Pupae and adult females are (>3X length of penultimate palpomere); 
nearly indistinguishable from B. similans, number of parietal sensilla >20. 
except that B. chuttooga has fhree sperma- Description.-Larva (Figs. 7, 106-107): 
thecae (vs. two in B. s i m i h ) .  Larvae and Measurements, instar IV (N = 26)- total 
adult d e s  are somewhat more distinctive, length 6.3 mm (45-7.9), cranial width 0.66 
largely because of subtle differences in col- mm (0.57-0.72), antenna1 segments: 0.19 
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mm (0.10-0.26), 0.29 mm (0.20-0.38); gan narrow basally, width at midpoint ap- 
membranous region 0.14 mm (0.08-0.20), proximately half width of outer 1ameIlae. 
approximately the same length as apical Adult male and female: See Hogue 
sclerotized region. Cranial color: Most in- (1987). 
dividuals with yellow genae and brown T$e material.-Holotype [male]: W- 
frontoclypeal apotome; in larvae of some ED STATES. NORTH CAROLINA: Macon Co: 
populations, cranium entirely yellow except Highlands, Clear Creek, 3,200 feet, 1-2 
for dark ecdysial lines; posterior part of ge- July 1958, coll. J.G. Franclemont [CUIJ. 
nae somehes with light brown muscles Collection localities.-IJWIED STAm.  
scars;' ecdysial Lines with distinct stem h e ;  GEORGIA: Dawson Co: Arnicalola Falls, 
*- . 
posterior margin of .frontoclyped apotome 3433'N 84'15% Rabm Co: Reed Mill Ck 
not extended to posterior cranial margin; @ Rd 86, 34'56'N 83"11rFV; West Fork 
clypeal spines absent. Antenna elongate, Chattooga River, 34'57'N 83O12'W; Towns 
underside of distal article largely membra- Co: Tallulah R nr Tate Branch, 34'57'N 
nous. T d  and lateral lobes mostly yellow 8393'W; NORTH CAROLINA' Clay Co: Buck 
to cream, uniformly colored; prolegs light Ck 8 Rd 350 Xing, 35005'N 83"36W, 
brown. Lateral lobes tapered gradually and Buck Ck nr c o d  Park Ck, 35'03'N 
broadly at apex. Anal division with pose- 8395'PJ; Fires Ck @ FS Rd &A, 35'06% 
rior margin broadly convex; prolegs mod- 83'5O1F5T; Fires Ck @ Picnic Area, 35'05'N 
erately developed, straight laterally, blunt 83'51rPC'; Leatheiwood Falls, 35'OSrN 
apically. Chaetotaxy: Cranial sclerites with 83'5lr'FV; Park Ck nr c o d  Buck Ck, 
scattered fusiforms; rest of cephalothorax 35"03'N 83'35'FV; Rock House Ck nr Fires 
and body generally covered with fusiforms, Ck, 35'06'N 830501'W; Graham Co: Little 
and few short digitifom; lateral lobe fu- Santeetlah Ck 8 Joyce Kilmer, 35'21'N 
siforms grading into setiforms distally, ven- 83"55'W, Panther Ck, Nantahala NF, 
trally glabrous except for clusters of seti- 35023'N 83'37PW; Sand Ck 8 FS Rd 81, 
forms apically; proleg with numerous seti- 35020'N 83"58'W, Santeetlah Ck 8 FS Rd 
forms at apex; anal division with 8-10 81, 35'20rN 83'54'FV; Santeetlah Ck nr 
prominent setifonns along apex of median Wright Ck, 35920'N 83'56'W, trib Santee- 
lobe; substernal setae digitifonn, yellow, tlah Ck, 3520'N 83OJ6W, Haywood Co: 
approximately 20 in numbe~ Big Ck nr CG, GSMNP, 35'45'N 83'07'FV; 
Pupa (Figs. 88, 152-153): Measure- Cataloochee Ck nr CG, GSMNP, 35'38'N 
ments, male (N = 19) len@ 4.0 mm (3.4- 83'05'W; Cataloochee Qr @ lower Xing, 
4.4), width 2.2 mm (1.8-2.4); female (N = GSMNP, 35'40'N 83'04'Pir; Chestnut 
20) length 4.6 mm (4.2-5.2), width 2.5 mm Branch, G S m ,  35'45'N 83'W1W, Cold 
(2.2-2.9). Body outline roughly ellipsoid, Springs Ck, Pisgah NF, 35O44'N 83"011'IK; 
broadly truncated anteriorly. Integument: Little Cataloochee Ck, G S m ,  35'40'N 
Abdominal tergites set with "false papil- 83'04'W, Lost Bottom Ck, GSMNP, 
lae" consisting of circular patches of spi- 35'38'N 83'08'W; Palmer Ck, GSMNP, 
nules; under light microscope, each spinule 35'38'N 83'08'W; W I 3  Pigeon R @ 
patch may have appearance of light-colored "falls", 35020'N 82'54"W; W Fk Pigeon R 
papilla or papilla surrounded by light-col- @, Sunburst, 3522'N 82O56'W, Macon Co: 
ored halo; patches uniformly distributed on Bearpen Ck @ Rd 67, 35'02'N 83'301W; 
abdominal segments; relatively few papillae Bearpen Ck 8 Rd 67, 35'02'N 83'301W, 
present on metatergite. Cuticle between spi- Clear Ck up FS Rd 79C, 35%01N 83'12"\N; 
nule patches glabrous, uniform in structure Curtis Ck @ FS Rd 67, 35'04'N 83'31W, 
and pigmentation. Branchial sclerite with- Hemp Patch Ck @ FS Rd 67, 35'01'N 
out papillae or spinule patches. Anal tergite 83"30rW Hunicane Ck 8 FS Rd 67, 
wrinkled. Middle lamellae of respiratory or- 35'03'N 8320% Jarrett Ck @ Rd 437, 
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35'09'N 83O37'Prr; lower Ball Ck, CHL, mature larvae of the winter species B. cow- 
35'03'N 8326'W; lower Dryman Fork, eetae, B, magna, and B. williamsae. Phe- 
35'02'N 83?24'W, lower Shope Fork, CHL, nological <Iata suggest that most popula- 
35'03'N 83"26'W, N Fk Cold Springs tions of B. cherokea are univoltine and have 
Cove, 35"0I1N 8326'FV; Nantahala River relatively synchronous emergence and de- 
nr Curtis Ck, 35'04'N 83'3 1'FCr; Roaring Fk velopment. Although recorded &om a wide 
8 Rd 437,3537'N $3"36'W; Shope Fk @ variety of streams, B. cherokea occurs pri- 
Rd 7276, CH,, 35'03'N 8327'W; trjb Jar- marily in small- to medium-sized (third- 
rett Ck, Wayah Bald, 35O09'N 8396'W, up- and fourth-order) s t r e k .  This is one of the 
per Dryman Fork, CHL, 35O02'N 83"26'W, few species that frequents streams with a 
' 
Wayah Ck m Rd 388, 35"09'N 8392'W; closed canopy or extensive ripadan covet 
McDavell Co: Curtis Ck near CG, 35"411N Most larval and pupal habitats also are 
820111W, trib Curtis Ck above Licklog, charactenied by moderately high cusent 
35O42'N 82'1 1 'W; Swain Co: Bryson City, velocity (> 1 ds) .  Adults are common in 
35'26'N 83"26'W, Cherokee, Socm Valley, riparian vegetation, where they oftenrpt on 
35'28'N 83O18'W, Deep Ck, GSMNP, the undersides of leaves. 
3527'N 83"26'W, ~cobluf tee  R, GSMNP, Remarks.-Larvae show considerable 
3592" 83O17W, Transylvania Co: ]Look- variation in color, especially in pigmenta- 
ing Glass Ck m falls, 35O17'N 82O46W, N tion of d a l  sclerites. In most individuals, 
Fk French Broad R, 35O13'N 820511FV; the fmntoclypeal &tome is dark and the 
S o m  CAROLINA: Oconee Co: Brasstown _body, cephalothorax, and genal sclerites are 
Falls, 34O43'N 8301S1W;, Chattooga R 8 yellow. Howevg variation in the pigmen- 
Hwy 76, 34"49'N 83O18'W; trib Brasstown tation of the fmntoclypeal apotome and ad- 
Ck, 34O43'N 83O18WY; Pickens Co: Rocky jacent cuticle can make some B. cherokea 
Bottom Ck 8 Rt 178, 3J002'N 82O48'FCT; difficult to distinguish from other species, 
TENNESSEE: Cocke Co: btib Cosby Ck, part4cdarly lighter individuals of B. cow- 
GSMNP, 35'45'N 83" 12'W, Sevier Co: eetae and darker individuals of B. similans. 
Greenbrier Cove, GSMNP, 35'42'N In these instances, chaetotaxy is the most 
83'23'W, Injun Ck nr Greenbrier, GSMMP, reliable taxonomic charactec Pupae of B. 
3J043'N 83"24'W, Little Pigeon R, cherokea can be quite variable in size, but 
GSMNP, 35'44'N 83'24'W; Porters Ck O are readily identified by a suite of charac- 
trailhead, GSMNP, 335041'N 83O23'W; trib ters (middle lmellae of respiratory organ 
Little Pigeon River; .GSMNP, 34'57'N narrow basally; abdominal tergites with 
83O12'W. small patches of spinules surrounded by 
Distribution (Fig. 173).-Although Ho- light-colored halos, and glabrous cuticle be- 
gue (1987) believed this species was en- tween patches). 
demic 'to the type locality and nearby 
streams, B. cherokea is among the most BkP*eta c ~ r d i d k f ~  Co-eJ', 
widespread and locally abundant species in ; new species 
the southern Appalachians. The species is (Figs. 23-27, 89, 97-98, 103, 172) 
particularly common in the southern Blue uBlephricern ip, n.- #4,,: 1996: 2 
Ridge and Smoky Mountains, and is ex- cphenolOu,. 
pected from streams farther south and west 
in Georgia, Tennessee, and pe&aps north- Diagnosis.-A medium-sized Blephari- 
ern Alabama. cera. Larva: Prominent anteriorly projected, 
Bionomics.-Blephricera ckrokea is clypeal spines. Pupa= Abdominal tergites 
primarily an early spring species, hatching with poorly developed papillae, but with 
in March or April at most sites. Larvae that circular patches of spinules; each patch sur- 
hatch early often overlap temporally with rounded by light-colored halo; mbute fur- 
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rows or punctures between spinule patches; 
lamellae of respiratory organ of subequal 
width, broadly rounded apically. Adult 
male: Dorsal and ventral eye divisions sub- 
-
equal in size; cercus with inner margin 
straight, posterior margin without prorni- 
nent lobes. Adult female: 3 spermathecae, 
ducts uniformly sclerotized and unpigment- 
ed, dorsal and ventral eye divisions sepa- 
rated by broad callis oculi; distal palpomere 
short (<3X length of penultimate palpom- 
ere); number of parietal sensilla 10-15. 
py, each spinule patch may give appearance 
of light-colored papilla or papilla surround- 
ed by light-colored halo; patches uniformly 
distributed on abdominal segments; a few 
spinule patches present on metatergite. Cu- 
ticle homogeneous, without reticulate pat- 
tern but with minute furrows or punctures 
between spinule patches. Branchial sclerite 
without papillae. Anal tergite wrinkled. 
Middle lamellae of respiratory organ broad 
basally, width at midpoint greater than half 
width of outer hel lae .  
Description-Larva (Figs. 97-98, 103): Adult male: Head and terminalia only 
Measurements, instar IV (N = 10): total (from dissected pupae): 
length 5.7 mm (4.4-6,2), cranial width 0.59 Head @g. 24): Structure: Normal type, 
mm (0.56-0.62), a n t e d  segments 0.13 subholoptic. Clypeus length/widthth. = 2.1. 
mm (0.12-0.15), 0.18 mm (0.17-0.20), Eyes approximate dorsally, interocular dis- 
membrane 0.05 mm. Cranial sclerites most- tance approximately 0.06 mm; eye divided, 
ly dark brown to black, without pattern but dorsal division contiguous with ventral (cal- 
some individuals with light brown/yellow lis oculi absent) and'subequal in size to 
patch adjacent to eyespot (similar to B. hrb- venpal division, with approximately 16 
erosa, B. caveetae); ecdysial lines with rows of ommatidia along mid-meridian; 
shoa stem h e ,  fkontoclypeal apotome dorsal ommatidia larger than ventral in di- 
nearly reaches posterior cranial margin; me- Free portion of proboscis F u t  
clypeal spines present, usually light brown. 0.30X head width; rnandiiles absent; palpi 
Trunk dark brown to black; lateral lobes ta- with 5 palpomeres, distal 4 palpomere pro- 
per gradually to proleg base, truncate api- portions 1.0-1.1-1.1-4.3. Antenna with 15 
cally. Anal division with posterior margin articles, flagellomeres cylindrical, ultimate 
rounded; anal prolegs moderately devel- flagellomere 1.3 X length of penultimate fla- 
oped, triangular. Chaetotaxy: Cranial scler- gellomere; scape and pedicel with severdl 
ites largely glabrous, with few short h i -  prominent setiforms, flagellomere 1 mostly 
forms; cephalothorax and body with scat- glabrous basally but setose apically, f2-f12 
tered short fusiforms and.digitiforms, dark setose, f13 setose basally and mostly gla- 
in color; opaque to pale setifonns at apex brous apically but terminated in several 
of lateral lobes and proleg; lateral lobes prominent setiforms; scape, pedicel, and 
ventrally with sparse chaetiforms near pro- base of f l  brownish yellow, remaining fla- 
leg base; anal division with 4-6 prominent gellomeres concolorous, brown. Chaeto- 
setiforms along apex of median lobe; sub- taxy: Setiform groups as follows (number 
sternal setae digitifom, pale brown, ap- per side): clypeals (=lo), parietals (0), oc- 
proximately 15 in numbe~ cipitals ( ~ 1 5 ) ~  verticals (3), postgenals 
Pupa (Fig. 89): Measurements, male (N (-15). Facial coloration not determined 
= 10) length 4.5 mm (4.2-4.8), width 2.6 (pharate). 
mm (2.4-2.9); female (N = 10) length 5.1 Tenninalia (Figs. 26-27): Abdominal 
mm (4.7-5.4), width 2.9 mm (2.7-3.1). segment VIIIreduced, mostlymembranous; 
Body outline roughly ellipsoid, broadly tergite consisting of basal ligulate sclerite 
truncated anteriorly. Integument: Abdomi- extended to pleural region; pleurites and 
nal tergites set with "false papillae" con- stemite undifferentiated, Epandrium simple, 
sisting of circular patches of spinules (sim- weakly emarginate posteromedially, set 
ilar to B. cherakea); under light microsco- with numerous long, setiform sensilla. Cer- 
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ci well developed, nearly parallel, sparsely IS), occipitals (=20), verticals (3), postgen- 
set with setiform sensilla; interlobular de- als (=IS). Coloration: Frons, face and clyp- 
pression U shaped, individual lobes broadly eus grayish brown, pruinose. 
quadrate, h e r  margin straight, posterior Teminalia (Fig. 25): Posterior margin of 
margin relatively straight to slightly sinu- stemite VDn broadly bilobate, medial de- 
ate. Genital capsule small, about as wide as pression prominent, broadly U shaped. Ster- 
long, posterolataal comers strongly pro- nite IX (genital fork) broadly U shaped, 1 
duced. Gonostylus with numerous setifom most specimens without sclerotized exten- j 
sensilla. Aedeagal rods of phallus compris- sions. Hypogynial plate broad basally, nar- i 
ing equal, long, slender filaments with sim- rowed slightly to apical valves; individual - 
ple apices. Ejaculatory apodeme elongate, valves elongate, subrectangular, inner mar- 
extended approximately % distance to an- gins of valves parallel, outer margins slight- 
tenor margin of lateral parameral lobes. ly divergent. Accessory gland elongate, 
Parameres: Dorsal paramere opaque, apex narrow, wrinkled anteriorly, terminating 
weakly inched on either side of medial dor- near spemathecae, not obviously expanded 
sal carina, ventral parameres longer than ae- in most specimens. Spermathecae 3 in num- 
deagal rods, broad throughout, slightly ta- ber; corpora ovoid, slightly longer than 
pered to apex; apex of ventral parameres wide, with short necks, ducts shoa, uni- 
simple to slightly curved laterally; lateral formly s c l e r o ~  and unpigmented. Chae- 
parameral lobes large, broad, with outer totaxy: Stedte Vm'with 4-6 prominent 
margins divergent and somewhat emargin- setiforms IateraUy and few short setiforms 
ate. ~&ially; hypogynial plate and valves pru- 
Adult female: Head and temninalia only inose, set with minute setiforms; epiproct 
(from dissected pupae): with two or three prominent setifoms api- 
Head (Fig. 23): Structure: Nonnal type, cally. 
subholoptic. Clypeus lengthhvidth = 2.5. Type material.-Holotype Epharate adult 
Eyes approximate dorsally, interocular dis- male, dissected from pupa]: UNITED 
tance approximately 0.03 mm; eye divided, STATES. SOUTH C m o m ~  Oconee Co: 
dorsal division subequal in size to and well Chattooga River @ Hwy 76 Xing, 34O49'N 
separated from ventral division (callis oculi 83"18'W, 12 May 1995, coll. G.W. Court- 
broad); dorsal division with 15 or 16 rows ney. Specimen in Canada balsam on slide 
of ommatidia along mid-meridian; dorsal W S m .  Allotype [adult female, reared]: 
ommatidia larger than tentral in diameter. same locality as holotype, 12 May 1995, 
Free portion of proboscis about 0.50X head COIL G.W. Courtney; emerged 15 May. 
width, mandibles present; palpi with 5 pal- Specimen pinned, genitalia in glycerin 
pomeres, distal 4 palpomere projmtions WSNMI. Paratypes: same locality as ho- 
1.0-1.1-1.1-3.2. Antenna with 15 articles, lotype: 24 May 1994 [3 female P (slides)], 
flagellomeres cylindrical, slightly wider coll. P.H. Adleq 12 May 1995 [9 instar N 
near base; ultimate flagellomere 1.6X L (EtOH), 1 male P (slide), 12 female P 
length of penultimate flagellomere; scape (EkOH)], COIL G.W. Courtney; 7 May 1997 
and pedicel with several prominent seti- [2 instar IV L, .2  male P, 1 female P 
forms, flagellomeres 1-12 with scattered (EtOH)], coll. G.W. Courtney; 14 May 
setiforms, f13 setose basally and mostly 1998 [1 male P, 3 female P (slides)], coU 
glabrous a p i d y  but terminated in several G.W. Courtney; 13 April 1999 [6 instar III 
prominent setiforms; scape, pedicel, and L, 15 instar IV L (EtOH)], coll. G.W. 
base of f l  brownish yellow, r e m g  fla- Courtney. Paratypes deposited in CUAC, 
gellomeres concolorous, brown. Chaeto- ISU and USNM. 
taxy: Setiform groups as follows (number Other material examined.-Same data as 
per side): clypeals (15-20), parietals (10- holotype: 2 May 1991 &I, con. G.W. 
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Courtney; 26 April 1994 &PI, coll. G.W. separated fkom several other medium-sized 
Courtney; 4 May 1994 P I ,  coll. J.A. species (B. hispidq B. caveetae), but can 
Johns; 24 May 1994 PI, con. RH.. Adler be recognized by cereal shape. Females do 
and J. McCreadie; 23 March 1995 [L], coll. not appear to have any distinguishing char- 
J.A. Johns; 6 April 1995 &], coll. J.A. acteristics, being one of several species 
Johns; 21 April 1995 &I, coll. J.A. Johns; with a relatively short distal palpomere and 
12 May 1995 P I ,  con. G.W. Courtney; eyes separated by a broad callis oculi. 
17-19 May 1995 &PI, 7 May 1996 El, 
coll. J.A. Johns; 7 May 1997 v], coll. Blepharicera caveetae Hogue and 
G.W. Courtney; 14 May 1998 &PI, A J. Al- Georgian 1986 
Va~on and G-w. Courtney; 13 A M  1999 (Figs. 55, 61,79,91, 109, 149-151, 173) 
&I, COIL G.W Courtney. 
Etymology.-From the Latin for Bkpharicera coweetae Hogue and Geor- 
"homed" (corniculatus), in reference to the gian 1986: 9 [original designation]; HO- 
two s@eme tubercles on the larval clyp- @e 1987: 113 [re&&ptio% keys, fig- 
eus. ures]; Johns 1996: 2 [phenology]; Court- 
Distribution (Fig. l72).-Blephricera ney 1998: 743 [rearing technique]. 
corniculata is apparently endemic to the Diagnosis.-A medium-sized Blephari- Rivq a fifth-order that eera. Larva: Dorsal ,secondary sensilla forms the border between northwestern 
South Carolina and northeastern Georgia mostly fusiforms, ananged in two broad, 
Bionomics.-Larvae and pupae of B. transverse bands medially; color variable 
corniculata typically occur on large sub- but typically with contrasting cranial pat- 
strata in moderately high current velocities tern, anterior half dark and posterior half light; body with dark medial band, its lat- 
mls). -t thin films eral -gins extended dorsum of lat- 
of water flowing over large rocks and bed- 
rock (e.g., madicolous zones). Larval re- eral lobes; lateral muscle scars well inside 
cords range from late March (early instars) margins of these bandq pale crescentic 
to mid-May, with the largest co&&oDS band near apex of lateral lobe* Ovoid 
from late April to early &fay. Phological in intewt of tergites 
data fkom the Chattooga River suggest that glabrous; dark, 
B. corniculata is univoltine and exhibits mth minute -ws Or pmc- between 
fairly synchronous egg w g  and devel- p a ~ m ;  lamellae of respiratory organ of 
opment. Adult B. corniculata have not been sub@ 
observed in the field, and re-gs have Adult male: Dorsal and ventral eye divi- 
been nearly impossible because pupation sions subequal in sh with inner 
sites are primarily on large substrata, which margin straight, posterior margin with 
can not be removed and transported to a p ~ i n M  lobe mar ~ ~ ~ e d i a l  margin, Adult fe- 
lab. Consequently, nothing is known about male: 3 spermathecae, ducts uniformly 
adult emergence patterns and behavim sclerotized and unpigment& dorsal and 
Remarks.-The unusual clypeal structure ventral eye d i agns  separated by murow 
(prominent anteriorly projected spines) 0cul.k distal palpornere elongate 
make larval B. corniculata one of the most (>3x lengfh of penultimate palpornere); 
distinctive blepharicerids. In other respects number of parietal sensilla >20. 
the larvae are very similar to B. caveetae. Des~15ption.--See Hope and Georgian 
Pupae most closely resemble those of B. (1986) and Hogue (1987). 
cherokea, but can be distinguished by the Type material.-Holotype [adult male]: 
relatively broad middle lamellae of the re- UNITED STAm.  NORTH C A R O ~ A :  Ma- 
spiratory organs. Adult males are less easily con Co: Lower Shope Fork, Coweeta Hy- 
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drological Laboratory, 35O03'N 83"26'W, 5 Holston River, 36'39'N 81°50'W; Straight 
May 1984, coll. T. Georgian &XW. Creek, Mt Rogers, 3698'N 81°43'W. 
Collection localities.- STATES Distribution (Fig. 173).-Hogue and 
GEORGIA: h p k i n  CO: Dicks Ck nr Waters Georgian (1986) recorded B. coweetae 
Ck, 340411N 83'56% Tavns Co: Cole- "from a[n] . . . area about 17 km in diam- 
R nr Tallulah R, 34'55'N 83O52'FV; Tallulah eter" @g. 16) and believed the species was 
R nr "fate Branch, 34O57'N 83033'W, Union endemic to streams only in the Little Ten- 
Co: Helton Ck below falls, 34'45'N nessee River drainage. Howeve& B. COW- 
83O53'W; mi te  CO: m o o c h e e  R nr eetae is perhaps the most widespread of the 
M- B-c~, 34044'~ 83045~*; ~ ~ k ~ s  southern Appalachian endemics. Current re- 
Ck @ FS Rd 244,34"42'N 83"47'W, NORTH ~ords  range from ~~rtheastem Georgia and 
CAROLINA: Clay Co: Big Tuni Ck lmi n.oah~est@IIl South CarokXi, throughollt 
above ~ q i t e e  R, 3s00(jrN 83O4l1W; Buck western North Carolha, and northward to 
~d 350 Xing, 350051~ 8 3 0 3 6 ' ~ ~  the Mount Rogers area of southwestern Vir- 
Fires Ck @ FS Rd 3- 35O0fj1N 830501W, @a- The s e w  prdbably occurs tbugh- 
Fires Ck @ picnic Area, $j005'N 83'51'W; Out northern Georgia and ~ P S  into 
~~~h~ a: panther ~ f r ;  ~ ~ ~ ~ h h  NF, n o d m  Ahba- In some streams of 
3523'N 8397r~5~; santeed& ~k @ ~d North and South Carolina, B. cayeetae is 
81, 35020'N 830541~; ~aywood c0: ~i~ the most abundant blepharicerid during ear- 
Ck nr CG, GSMNP, 35'45" 83O07'W Ca- ly ~@g. 
/ 
taloochw Ck nr CG, G S ~ ,  3538'N Bionomics.-Blepharicera caoeetae oc- 
83%5'W; Cataloochee Ck @ lower Xing, c&s primarily in small- to medium-sized 
GSMNP, 3S040'N 830aQ1W, Little C a t a l e  (third ,and fourth order) streams and is 
sometimes abundant at well-shaded sites. 
chee Ck, GSMNP, 350401N 830W1'W: Palm- Latval and pupal babim an cbaraetcw 
er Ck, GSMNP, 3598'N 83O08'W Macon by moderately high current velocity (>1 m/ 
nr RQ 35005'N s). Phenological data suggest that most pop 83"15'W, lower Shope Fork (3% 35O03'N 
are dvoltioc but relatively 8356'W; Madison co: spring @ Rw*r c . n o u s  in egg hatching and developmcn~ 
Bluff, 350511N 82O5OaT; McDowell Co: As one of three winter (Johns 1996) North Fork Catawba River, 3S048'N the B. coweetoe 
82O0l1W, Swain Co: Deep Q5 G S W ,  eggs may begin hatching in and 
3527'N 83026'v Oconaluftee R GSMNR larval development can be nearly complet- 3592'N 83'17'W; Fork G S W ,  ed by e- ypd ~t many siks, this 
359 1'N 83O17'7K; Transylvania Co: Look- des and B. d~~~~ ovalap sessonally 
h g  Glass Ck nr falls, 35O17'N 82O46'W; N and miCTOhabitat c.ristics; howev- 
Fk French Broad R 35'13'N 82O5 l'W, Yon- eG sites with this sympatlic 
cey CO: Neals Ck @ FS Rd 2074,35O44'N typically are c- by a nm&cal 
82O12'W; SOUTH CAROLINA: Oconee CO: d o h c e  of one or the other species (i.e., 
Brasstown Falls, 34'43'N 83"18W, Chat- 
-ly do both species occur in high a=- 
tooga R @ Hwy 76, ZQ049'N 83O18'W; bets). 
Chauga R @ Stumphouse Rd, 34O47'N Remarks-The larvae of B. coweetae 
83"12'W, Pickens Co: Eastatoe Ck, among the to c h a m ,  
3s003'N 82O48'W. TENNESSEE: JohrLson CO: partly because of s-g color variation. In 
Beaverdam Ck @ Backbone, 36"3S1N most S ~ a ,  d a l  sclerites are dadr 
81°49'W; Monroe Co: TeIlico R nr Ranger with yellow patches adjacent to the eye- 
Station, 352O'N 84O13'PCT; Sevier Co: Por- spots, a pattern seen also in many larvae of 
ters Ck @ trailhead, GSMNP, 35041rN B. williamsae. At sites where these species 
83"23'W, VIRGINIA: Washington Co: S Fk co-exist, larvae can be separated only by 
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subtle differences in chaetotaxy and tnuak pair of submedian ridges extended dorso- 
color (see key couplet 15). In a few popu- ventrally for nearly half height of sclerite. 
latiom (e.g., Chattooga River), larvae can Adult male: Dorsal division of eye much 
be almost uniformly yellow and closely re- smaller than ventral division; cercus broad- 
semble those of B. cherokea Again, subtle er than long, with inner margin straight, 
differences in chaetotaxy are the primary posterior margin without prominent lobe 
method of separating these species. Al- medially, outer comer acutely rounded, ex- 
though geographically isolated, B. coweetae tended posteriorly beyond inner c o r n  
and B. tenuipes can be difficult to separate; Adult female: 3 spermathecae, ducts uni- 
larvae differ mostly in coloration (B. cow- formly sclerotized and unpigmented; dorsal 
eetae usually with contrasting color pat- and ventral eye divisions separated by 
terns) and pupae differ only slightly (B. broad callis oculi, distal palpomere elongate 
coweetae with micropunctures betkeen ab- (>3X length of penultimate palpomere); 
dominal papillae). Pupae of B. coweetae are number of parietal sensilla >20. 
indistinguishable fiom those of B. hispida. Ddptioa-Larva (Figs. 8-9,75, 102, 
Adults of these species a q  also diflicult to 108): Measurements, instar III (N = 4): to- 
separate. Although less apparent in previ- tal length 3.4 mm (3.0-3.9), cranial width 
ous renderings (6. fig. 160 in Hogue 0.38 mm (0.35-0.40); instar IV (N = 15): 
[1987]), the male cerci of B. coweetae often total length 4.8 mm (3.7-6.2), cranial width 
have a pronounced, ventrally curved lobe 0.55 mm (0.50-0.60J, antemal segments 
apically, making them quite simih to the 0.22 mm (0.20-0.23), 0.26 mm (0.25- 
cerci of B. gelida, B. hispida and B. tenui- 0.28), membrane 0.05 mm, Cranial sclerites 
pes. In addition, the dorsal parameres of all usually dark brown to black, without pat- 
species have a well-developed medial dor- tern; if patterned, postemdorsal region of 
sal carina Among this group of species, B. genae and posterior half of frontoclypeal 
tenuipes is perhaps the most distinctive, due apotome dark and area medial to eyespots 
partly to the small, dorsal eye division and pale; ecdysial lines with short stem line; 
the deep incisions on the dorsal paramere. clypeal spines absent. Trunk uniformly dark 
The remaining species can be separated by brown to cream; if Mte& then dorsum of 
subtle differences in genitalic structure. trunk darker than lateral lobes and prolegs. 
Anal division with posterior margin trun- 
Blephuricera diminutiva Hogue 1978 cate; anal prolegs moderately developed, 
(Figs. 8-9, 56, 62, 75, 85, 102, 108, 160- triangular. Chaetotaxy: Cranial sclerites 
165, 172) largely glabrous, with few short fusiforms, 
Bkphuricera diminutiva Hope  1978: 14 md setifom near labra' -gin; 
[original designation]; Hogue and Geor- cephalothorax and body with scattered, 
gian 1986: 3. [uonomic notes, adult short fUSifom, dark in ~ 0 1 0 ~  opaquelpale 
keys]; Hogue 1987: 117 [redescription, at apex of lateral lobes and pro- 
adult keys, figues]; Johns 1996: 2 @he- leg; lobes venm~ with sparse 
nolog,]; c~~~~~~~ 2000: 25 [figure of tiforms near proleg base; anal division with 
adult head]. 4-6 prominent setifoms along apex of me- 
dian lobe; substernal setae digitiform, dark 
Diagnosis.-A small Blephuricera brown, approximately 40 in numbe~ 
va: - Prominent dark substernal sensilla; dor- Pupa (Figs. 85, 160-165): Measure- 
sal semilla minute (barely visible), about as ments, male (N = 15) length 3.5 mm (3.1- 
long as broad; body and cranial sclerites 4.0), width 1.8 mm (1.7-2.0); female (N = 
Uniformly colored (light to dark brown). 20) length 4.1 mm (3.6-4.4), width 2.1 ,mm 
hpa:  Branchial sclerite densely covered (1.9-2.3). Body outline roughly ellipsoid, 
with small papillae; cephalic sclerite with broadly truncated anteriorly. Integument: 
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Dorsal papillae present, uniformly dis- southem Appalachians, B. diminutiva can 
persed on abdo- segments and meta- be locally abundant. Existing records in- 
tergite. Papillae dark in coloq relatively clude a small area in western North Caro- 
large, mushroomshaped, with minute spi- lina to northeastern Georgia and northwest- 
nules. Cuticle homogeneous, without retic- em South Carolina. The species probably 
ulate pattern. Branchial sclerite densely occurs at most waterfalls in the region. 
covered with papillae anteriorly and later- Bionomics.-Blepharicera diminutiva 
ally; cephalic sclerite with pair of subme- occurs primarily in small (third order) 
dim ridges extended dorsoventrally for a streams with waterfalls; however, it is no- 
length of nearly half the height of the scler- ticeably absent from the headwater seeps ' 
ite; alar sclerite markedly rugose laterally. and waterfalls that harbor B. williamsae. In 
Anal tergite wrinkled. Middle larnellae of microhabitat characteristics, B. diminufiva 
respiratory organ very narrow, width less is probably the most specialized eastern 
than half width of outer lamellae. blephariwrid. Larval and pupal habitats 
Adult male and female: See Hogue consist almost exclusively of waterfall 
(1987). splash zones or madicolous habitats, both 
Type mate&&-Holotype [male]: UNI'I- of which are charaderized by thin films of 
ED STATES.  NOR^ CAROLINA: Macon Co: flowing watec Phenological data from most 
Highlands, Clear Creek, 3,200 feet, 1 July populations suggest a univoltine life histo- 
1958, coll. J.G. Franclemont [CUI]. ry; howeve~ data &om Brasstown Falls, 
Material examined.-UNITED STATES. South Carolina, (records h m  mid-May to 
GEORGIA: Rabun Co: Addie Branch, E Fk &id-~e~tember) provide compelling evi- 
Chattooga R @resumably the tributary of dence for a multivoltine pattern. Alterna- 
Holcomb Ck, which flows into the W Fk tively, the Brasstown population could have 
Chattooga R], 34O58'N 83"15'W, 1 August markedly asynchronous egg hatching and 
1957 [A]; Rabun Bald, 34O58'N 83"18'W, development. Although considered primar- 
14 July 1957 [A]; Tallulah Falls, 34O44'N ily a spring species (Johns 1996), B. dimi- 
83'24,'W, 10 June 1910 [A]; NORTH CARO- nutiva at Brasstown co-occurs temporally 
LINA: C2ay Co: Leatherwood Falls, 35%5'N with B. s i m i h  and nxiy qualify as a sum- 
830511W, 20 May 1995 &PI, 8 July 1995 mer species. Despite temporal overlap at 
CLPl; Haywood Co. W Pk Pigeon R 8 many sites, these species usually occur in 
"falls", 35920'N 82"54'W, 19 July 1995 different mimhabitats. Adult B. diminutiva 
&PA], 14 July 1996- W]; Macon Co: have been obsemed on several occasions at 
Clear Ck up FS Rd 79C, 35%01N 83"12'W, Brasstown Falls. In most instances adults 
29 May 1995 El; Transylvania Co: Look- were on riparian vegetation (e.g., Acer, Al- 
iqg Glass Ck nr falls, 35'17'N 82O46'W, 25 nus), usually resting on the undersides of 
May 1995 [PI; Lake Toxaway, 35'07'N leaves. Concurrent collections have includ- 
82O56'W, 12 July 1957 [A]; S o m  CARD. ed 23. williamsae, and on one occasion a 
LINA: Oconee Co: Brasstown Falls, 34"43'N female B. williamsae was observed feeding 
83"18'W, 17 May 1995 &I, 26 May 1995 on a male B. diminutiva. When captured, 
WA], 29 May 1995 P A ] ,  19 July 1995 the female had decapitated and pierced the 
W ] ,  29-30 July 1995 ILp)], 16 August abdomen of the male. These observations 
1995 &PI, 14 May 1998 P I ,  12 Septem- apparently represent the first record of & 
ber 1998 P I ;  Chattooga R @ Hwy 76, adult net-winged midge consuming another 
34O49'N 83"18W, 12 May 1998 &I; Pick- blepharicerid. 
ens Co: Green Ck, Table Rock trail, Remarks.-Behuricera diminutiva is one 
35O02'N 82"42'W, 30 July 1995 p]. of the most distinctive and least mqholog- 
Distribution pig. 172).-Although col- ically variable blepharicerids from the south-. 
lected from 'relatively few streams in the ern Appalachians. Larvae show slight vaxia- 
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tions in cranial and trunk color but, other- 
wise, are easily recognkd by chaetotaxy 
(e.g., dark substernal sensilla and sparse fu- 
siforms on dorsum). Pupae are even more 
distinctive, being the only Nearctic BZephar- 
icera with papillae on the branchial sclerites. 
Adults are less easily distinguished from sev- 
eral other small species (B. c?zerokea, B. se- 
parata), but obvious genitalic differences per- 
mit separation of males. 
Blephuricera gelida Courtney, 
new species 
(Figs. 12-14, 28-32, 86-87, 157-159, 
uniformly light brown to cream; if lattez, 
then dorsum of abdominal segments IT-IV 
darker than lateral lobes, and prolegs light 
brown. Anal division with posterior margin 
broadly truncate; lateral processes poorly 
developed Chaetotaxy: Densely set with 
stout setiforms; cephalothorax and body 
with numerous stout setiforms, dark in col- 
or, opaqudpale setifonns at apex of lateral 
lobes and prolegs; lateral lobes ventrally ,. 
glabrous; anal division with 15-20 promi- 
nent setiforms along apex of median lobe; 
substernal setae digitifom, dark brown, a p  
proximaely 10 in n u m k  
- 
174) Pupa (Figs. 14, 86-87, 157-159): Mea- 
"BbphQricera spew: C o m e y  2000: 8 [fig- surements, male (N = 14) length 6-0 mm 
ure of larva]. (5.8-6.2), width 3.9 mm (3.6-4.3); female (N = 17) length 6.7 mm (6.0-7.4), width 
Diagnosis.-A large Blephuriceru. - Lar- 4.2 mm (3.6-4.7). Cuticle dark brown; 
va: - Stout, uniformly colored, brown or gray body outline broadly oval. Integument: 
in most populations, covered with long, se- Dorsal papillae present, uniformly dis- 
tiform sensilla Pupa: Integument of ab- grsed on abdominal segments and meta- 
dorninal tergites with micropunctures be- tergiff:. Papilh light in color, relatively 
tween light-colored papillae; lamellae of re- large, with minute spinules; gaps between 
spiratory organ of subequal width, broadly papillae subequal to papilla width. Cuticle 
rounded apically. Adult male: Dorsal and homogeneous, without reticulate pattern. 
ventral eye divisions subequal in size; cer- Bmchial sclerite without papillae. Anal 
cus with inner margin expanded broadly tergite smooth, u n m e d .  Respiratory la- 
near apex, posterior margin with small pro- mellae black to dark brown; middle larnel- 
cess near medial edge and broadly trian- lae broad, width at midpoint greater than 
gular lobe near outer margin. Adult female: half width of outer lame-. 
3 spermathecae, ducts uniformly sclerotized Adult male: Size. Large. Measurements 
and unpigmented; dorsal-and ventral eye di- (N = 3): Total length 6.6 mm (6.4-6.7), 
visions contiguous (callis oculi absent); dis- wing length 7.3 mm (7.1-7.5), width 2.4 
tal palpomere short (<3X length of penul- mm (2.32.5). Leg-segment lengths: Fem- 
timate palpomere); number of parietal sen- ora only (remahbg segments stuck in pu- 
silla <5; hypogynial valves with distinct pal cases): foreleg 4.0-4.1 mm, midleg 
shape. 4.1-4.2 mm, hindleg 5.1-5.3. 
Description.-Larva (Figs. 12-13): Mea- Head (Fig. 29): Structure: Normal, sub- 
surements, instar IV (N = 18) total length holoptic. Clypeus lengthlwidth = 2.3. Eyes 
5.9 mm (4.0-8.7), cranial width 0.65 mm approximate dorsally, interocular distance 
(0.60-0.75), antennal segments 0.10 mm approximately 0.09 mm; eye divided, dorsal 
(0.10-0.12), 0.20 mm (0.19-0.22), mem- division subequal in size to and contiguous 
brane 0.05 mm. Cranial sclerites usually with ventral division (callis qculi absent); 
dark brown, without pattern (muscle scars dorsal division with approximately 23 rows 
distinct in some specimens); ecdysial lines of orrimatidia along mid-meridian. Free 
with short stem line; posterior margin of portion of proboscis about 0.40X head 
fkontoclypeal apotome nearly extended to width; mandibles absent; palpi with 5 pal- 
cranial margin; clypeal spines absent. Trunk pomeres, distal 4 palpomere proportions 
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1.0-1.4-1.2-3.0. h t e ~ a  with 15 articles, tance to anterior margin of lateral parameral 
flagellomeres barrelshaped, most nearly as lobes. Parameres: Dorsal paramere opaque, 
broad as long; ultimate flagellomere 1.4X apex weakly emarginate either side of me- 
length of penultimate flagellomere; scape dial dorsal carina; ventral parameres longer 
and pedicel with several prominent seti- than aedeagal rods, broad throughout, 
fonns, flagellomere 1 mostly glabrous ba- slightly tapered to complex apex with slight 
sally but setose apically, f2-fl2 setose, f13 hook on imer wall; lateral paramera1 lobes 
setose basally and mostly glabrous apically large, broad, with outer margins divergent 
but terminated in 2 prominent setiforms; and slightly emarginate. 
scape pale, pedicel and flagellomeres Adult female: Size: Large. Measurements ' 
brown. Chaetotaxy: Setiform groups as fol- (N = 1 [allotype]): Total lengfh 7.9 mm, 
lows (number per side): clypeals ( 4 ) ,  pa- wing length 8.8 mm, width 2.7 mm. 
rietals (0), occipitals (-IS), verticals (3 or 
4), postgenals (-10). Leg- 
Thoracic chaetotaxy: Scutum with ap- segment 
proximately 15 chaet8om.s posterolateral- lengths: foreleg &dleg hindleg 
ly; scutellum with cluster of 15-20 chaeti- femur 5.0 4.8 6.7 
forms laterally and few scattered chaeti- tibia 4.2 4.4 6.0 
forms across midline. tarsus1 2.0 2.0 2.6 
Cok,ration.- Frons, face and clypeus most- 2 1.0 ' 1.0 0.9 
ly pale to light brown; ocellar triangle &rk 3 0.6 0.6 0.6 
brown to black Thorax pruinose; mesoscu- ' 4 0.5 0.5 0 5  
tum mostly h w n  but pale around borders 5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
and "sutures" ; scutellum pale; pleuron most- 
ly pale, except ki&@mnum light brown. Head (Fig. 28): Structure: Normal hol- 
Forecoxae light brown, other coxae pale. Ab- optic. CIypeus length/width = 2.7. Eyes ap- 
dominal tergites uniformly brown, sternites proximate dorsally, interocular distance ap- 
and pleural membrane pale. proximately 0.09 mln: eye divided, dorsal 
Tennidia 31-32): Abdominal division subequal in size to and well dif- 
segment VIII reduced, mostly membranous; ferentiated from ventral division (but callis 
tergite consisting of basal ligulate sclerite oculi absent laterally); dorsal division with 
extended to pleural region; pleurites and approximately 24 rows of ommatidia along 
sterpite undifferentiated. Epandrium simple, mid-meridian. Free portion of proboscis 
ekginate posteromedially, set with short about 0.54X head width; mandibles pre- 
setiform sensilla. Cerci well developed, sent; palpi with 5 palpomeres, distal 4 pal- 
generally parallel; set with numerous, short pomere proportions 1.0-1.0-1.2-2.2. An- 
setiform sensilla, interlobular depression tenna with 15 articles, flagellomeres barrel- 
hourglass-shaped; individual cereal lobes shaped; ultimate flagellomere 1.SX length 
elongate, inner margin expanded broadly of penultimate flagellomere; %ape and ped- 
near apex, posterior margin emarginate, icel with several prominent setiforms, fla- 
with small process near inner edge and gellomeres 1-12.Fvith scattered setifonus, 
prominent, triangular lobe near outer mar- f13 setose basally and mostly glabrous api- 
gin. Genital capsule small, slightly longer cally but terminated in 2 prominent seti- 
than wide, posterolateral comers strongly forms; scape and base of f l  brownish yel- 
produced. Gonostylus set with numerous low, pedicel and remaining flagellomeres 
setiform sensilla Aedeagal rods of phallus concolorous, dark brown. Chaetotaxy Se- 
comprising equal, long, slender filaments tiform groups as follows (number per side): 
with simple apices. Ejaculatory apodeme clypeals (<5), parietals (0-2), occipitals 
elongate, extended approximately H dis- (20-25), verticals (e), postgenals (0). 
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Thorax and appendages: Tibial spurs 0- 1997 [3 instar IV L (EtOH)], coll. l?H. Ad- 
0-2; spurs asymmetrical, one each long ler, 14 April 1999 [4 male P, 4 female P 
(0.25 mm) and short (0.11 mm); base of (EtOH)], COIL G.W. Courtney; WEST VIR- 
hind tarsomere 1 with cluster of 5 or 6 dark, GINIA: Greenbrier Co: Greenbrier R below 
spiniform sensilla. Leg-segment propor- Renick, 37O59'N 809?11W, 15 April 1999 [I 
tions: fore-36:30:14:7:4:4:4, mid-3532: reared male A (pinned)], coll. G.W. Court- 
14:7:4:4:4, hind-38:34:15:5:3:3:3. Chae- ney; Pocahontas Co: Greenbrier R nr See- 
totaxy: Scutum with approximately 15 bert, 38O07'N 80°10'W, 30 December 1994 
chaetiforms posterolaterally; scutellum with [6 instar IV L (EtOH)], coll. P.H. Adler; 8 
cluster of 15-20 chaetifom laterally and March 1995 [7 instar N L (EtOH)], coll. , 
few scattered chaetifonns across midline. G.W. Courtney; 9 May 1995 [I reared male 
Coloration: Frons and face dark brown A (pinned), 1 male and 1 female P (EtOIH), 
to gray, clypeus brown. Thorax pruinose; 4 male and 1 female P (slides)], coll. G.W. 
mesoscutum light brown; scutellum pale; Courtney. Paratrpes deposited in ISU and 
pleuron light brown anteriorly (episternum, USNM. 
anterior margin of anepimeron), pale pos- Other material examined.-UNITED 
teriorly. Forecoxae light brown, other coxae STATES. TENNESSEE: CZaibome Co: Pow- 
pale. Abdominal tergites mifonnly brown, ell River @ Indian Creek, 36'33'N 
sternites and pleural membrane pale. 83"36'W, 10 April 1997 p], coll. C.N. Wat- 
Terminalia (Fig. 30): Posterior margin of son, JL; V I R G ~ :  B M  CO: Wolf Creek 
stemite VlII broadly bilobate, medial de- nr Bastion, 370101N 8l008'W, 14 April 
pression prominent, U shaped. Stemite IX 1999 PI, coll. G.W Courtney; WEST VIR- 
(genital fork) broadly U shaped, without GINIA: Greenbrier Co: Greenbrier R below 
sclerotized extensions. Hypogynial plate Renick, 37O59'N 80°21'W, 15 April 1999 
broad basally, narrowed slightly to apical m, coll. G.W. Courtney; Pocahontas Co: 
valves; individual valves narrow basally, Greenbrier R nr Seebert, 38'07'N 80°10'W, 
expanded medially, tapered to blunt apex 8 March 1995 F], coll. G.W. Courtney; 9 
posteriorly; inner margins of valves parallel May 1995 [P'1, coll. G.W. Courtney. 
basally, divergent posteriorly. Accessory Etymology.-From the Latin for "cold" 
gland narrow, elongate, and extended be- (gelidus), in reference to the season of ac- 
yond spermathecae basally, ovoid distally. tivity of this species. 
Spermathecae 3 in number; corpora ovoid, Distribution (Fig. 174).-Although most 
wider than long, with short necks; ducts records are &om the Greenbrier River; col- 
short, uniformly sclerotized and unpig- lections &om Tennessee and Virginia sug- 
m e n d  Chaetotaxy: Stemite Vm with -10 gest that B. gelida is relatively widespread 
setifom laterally and few short setiforms in the central and southwestern Appala- 
medially; hypogynial plate and valves pru- chians. Focused sampling efforts during the 
hose, set with numerous minute and 2 winter and early spring should lead to ad- 
slightly larger setiforms; epiproct with 2 ditional records of this species. 
prominent setiforms apically. Bionomics.-Blephmicera gelida is pri- 
Type material.-Holotype [adult male, marily an inhabitant of large rivers, where 
reared]: UNITED STATES. VIRGINIA: larvae and pupae freqmt deep r3k.s in 
Bland Co: Wolf Creek nr Bastion, 3T"101N moderately high current velocity (>1 mls). 
81°08'W, 14 April 1999, call. G.W. Court- Collection records from the Greenbrier River 
ney, emerged 26 April. Specimen pinned, and Wolf Creek suggest that most popula- 
genitalia in glycerin WSNM'I. Allotype tions are univoltine and relatively synchro- 
[adult female, reared]: same data as holo- nous in egg hatching and development Bk- 
type; pinned, genitalia in glycerin WNM'J. pharicera gelida is one of two winter species 
Paratypes: same data as holotype, 2 January in the central Appalachians. Eggs apparently 
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begin hatching in late fall and larval devel- brane 0.09 mm; [S Br Middlebury River] 
opment is nearly completed by late Narch. (N = 10) total length 6.5 mm (5.4-7.4), 
At all sites, this species and B. hispida show cranial width 0.63 mm (0.60-0.66), anten- 
broad seasonal and microhabitat overlap; nal segments 0.10, 0.26 mm (0.23-0.30), 
however, the latter occurs in much higher membrane 0.08. Cranial sclerites light to 
densities than does B. gel* dark brown, without pattern except lateral 
Remarks.-Larvae of B. gel& are dis- clypeal sclerite pale; ecdysial lines wit ,  
kt, c h ~ ~ ~ c * M  by their lage size, 10- long stem line; posterior margin of ikonto- 
bust body, uniform coloratio& and dense clypeal apotome well removed h m  cranial 
covering of elongate setifom sensill& h- 
-gin; clypeal spines absent, CephalothO- 
Pae are similar to B. mgm in overall shape rax, trunk, lateral lobes and prolegs brown 
and size, but possess light-colored abdom- to dark brown. ~ n a l  division with posterior 
papillae. Adult SIMles and females re- 
-gin broadly rounded, never elongate; 
semble those of the smaller B. hispida, but 1- process bidy 
differ in genitalic chamcbristics. Chaetotaxy Head, cephalothorax, and body 
densely set with brown elongate-fustifonn 
Blephurikera hihpida Courtney, sensilla; opaquelpale setifoms at apex of 
new species proleg; lateral lobes ventrally with scattered 
(Figs. 10-1 1, 33-37, 92, 1 10-1 15, 175) Light brown fustifofins; anal division with 
Diagnosis.-A medium-sized Blephari- 4-6 prominent setifom along apex of me- 
cera. Larva: Dorsal secondary sensiUa dig- dian lobe, substernal setae fbtiform, pale 
itiform and densely distributed over seg- brown, 30-35 in n u m k  
ments, not arranged in clusters. Pupa: Ab- (Figs. 92, 113-115): Measure- 
domid  tergites with micropunctures be- ments, male: Wolf Creek (N = 25): total 
tween dark papillae; lamellae of respiratory length 5.2 mm (4.6-5.6), width 3.1 mm 
organ of subequal width, broadly pointed (2.9-3.4); female: Wolf Creek (N = 25): 
apically. Adult d e :  Dorsal and ventral eye total length 6.1 mm (5.5-6.4), width 3.5 
divisions subequal in size; cercus with inner mm (3.1-3.9); S Br Middlebury R (N = 
-gin expanded broadly near apex, pas- 10): length 5.2 mm (4-%5.5), width 
krior with elongate, pointed process 3.0 (2.8-3-2)- Cuticle dark brow; 
near medial edge and b a d l y  quadrate out- body outline generally ovoid. - p e n t :  
er margin. ~ d ~ l ~  femal& 3 spe-thecae, Dorsal papillae present, uniformly dis- 
h* u n i f d y  scleroked and mpigmht- persed on abdominal segments; metatergite 
ed; dorsal and ventral eye divisions sepa- with ~~0~ papillae medially, none lat- 
rated by mw callis distal palporn- erally- Papillae dark, with mhute spinules; 
ere relatively short (<3 X length of penul- gaps between P~PW exceed papilla width. 
timate palpornere); of parietal sen- cuticle homogeneous, without reticulate 
silla ~ 1 0 .  pattern but kith minute furmws or punc- 
D&ption.-ka Figs. 10-11, 110- tures between p~iUae. Branchid sclerite 
- 
112): Measurements, instar II (N = 1): total without papillae. Anal tergite wrhkled. Re- 
length 3.0 mm, cranial width 0.3 mm; ins- spiratory lamelhe black to dark brown; 
IIt (N = 10): total length 4.1 mm (3.4-4.9), middle lamellae broad, width at midpoint 
cranial width 0.41 mm (0.36-0.44); instar greater than half width of outer lamellae. 
IV [Greenbrier River] (N = 15) total length Adult male: Size: Medium, Measure- 
6.2 mm (4.2-7.5), cranial width 0.65 mm ments (N = 5): Total length 5.4 mm (5.0- 
(0.60-0.70), a n t e d  segments 0.15 mm 6.0), wing length 6.0 mm (5.6-6.5), width 
(0.13-0.18), 0.25 mm (0.23-0.28), mem- 1.8 mm (1.7-1.9). 
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Leg- brown; pleuron mostly brown anteriorly 
segment (epistemum, anterior margin of anepime- 
lengths: foreleg midleg hindleg ran), pale posteriorly. Forecoxae brown, 
- 
femur 3.4(3.2-3.6) 3.6(3.3-3.7) 4.9(4.6-5.1) 
other coxae pale. Abdominal tergites light 
brown to brown, sternites pale to light 
tibia 3.1 (2.9-3.4) 2.9 (2.8-3.0) 4.4 (4.1-4.7) pleural membrane pale. 
tarsus 1 1.8 (1.7-1.9) 1.7 (1.6-1.8) 1.8 (1.6-2.0) Terminulia (Figs. 36-37): Abd- 
2 0.9 (0.8-1.1) 0.9 (0.8-1.0) 0.6 (0.6-0.7) segment mostly 
3 0.6 (0.6-0.7) 0.6 (0.6-0.7) 0.4 krgite consisting of basal ligulate sclerite 
4 0.3 (0.3-0.4) 0.3 (0.3-0.4) 0.3 (0.2-0-3) extended to pleural region; pleetes and 
5 0.3 (0.3-0.4) 0.3 (0.3-0.4) 0.3 (0.2-0.3) ~ t e  mmerentiatej. simple, 
slightly emarginate posteromedially, dense- 
Hd (Fig. 34): Srmctun: N~~ sub- ly set with setifonn sens* Cmi well de- 
holoptic. Clypeus lengthlwidth = 1.9. Eyes veloped, parallek densely set with setifonn 
approximate dorsally, intemcdar distance semilla; interlobular depression narrowly U 
approximately 0.05 mm; eye divided, dorsal shaped; individual cercal lobes elongate, in- 
ner margin convex near apex, posterior division subequal in size to and contiguous 
margin slightly emarginate, with prominent 
with ventral division (callis oculi absent hwk near innef edge and blrmlly 
along boundary); dorsal division with 20- flar near outer Genital capsule 22 rows of ommatidia along mid-meridian. 
smaU longer than wide, postero- Free man of proboscis about head lateral come= strongly produced &no- 
width; mandibles absent; palpi with 5 pal- stylus densely set d &  -illa. 
Pomeres* distal 4 palpornere P ~ O P O ~ ~ ~ O ~  Aedeagd ro& of phallus comprising equal, 
1.0-1.2-1.2-4.0. Antenna With 15 articles, long, slender filmen@ with simple apices. 
flagellomeres m o r n ;  u l t i ~ ~ t e  flagellom- Ejaculatory apodeme elongate, extended 
ere 1.2X length of penultimate flagellom- app-tely 45 distance to anterior margin 
ere; scape and pedicel with several promi- of lateral p m e d  lobes. Parameres: Dor- 
nent setifom, flagellomere 1 mostly gla- sal paramere opaque, apex weakly emargin- 
brow basally but setose apically, f2-f12 ate on either side of medial dorsal carina; 
densely setose, f13 setose basally and most- ventral parameres longer than aedeagal 
ly glabrous apically but terminated in 2 rods, broad throughout, tapered to complex 
prominent setiforms; scape pale, pedicel apex with slight hook on inner wall., lateral 
and flagellomeres dark biown. Chaetotaxy: parameral lobes large, broad, outer margins 
Setiform groups as follows (number per slightly divergent and emar*. 
side): clypeals (5 or 6), parietals (=lo), oc- Adult female: S k .  Medium. Measure- 
cipitals (=30), verticals (5 or 6), postgenals -@ (N = 2): 7lbtal length 6.7 mm (6.6- 
(20-25). 6.8), Fving length 6.9 mrn (6.8-7.0), width 2.0 
Thorax and appemhges: llbial spurs 0- - 
0-1; base of hind tiusomere 1 with two or L ~ ~ -  
three dadr, spinifom sensilla. Leg-segment 
,mt 
p ~ ~ r t i ~ l l ~ :   far^--33:30:17:9:6:3:3, mi& lengths: foreleg8 midleg hindleg 
35:28:17:9:6:3:3, hind-39:35:14:5:3:2:2. 
Chaetotaxy: Scutum glabrous; scutellum with fe- 3.9 (3.8-4.0) 3.9 (3.8-4.0) 5.6 
~ b i a  3.4 (3.3-3.5) 3.2 cluster of 20-25 chaetiforms lafaally and dif- 5.0 
fuse row of chaetifm across midline. 1.8 2.2 
Coloration: From and face dark brown, 2 1.0 1 .O 0.9 
pruinose; clypeus mostly light brown to 3 0.6 0.6 0.5 
brown; ocellar triangle dark brown. Thorax 4 0.4 0.3 0.3 
pruinose; mesoscutum and scutellum 5 0.4 0.3 0.4 
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Head (Fig. 33): Structure: Normal hol- without sclerotized extensions. Hypogynial 
optic. Clypeus length/width = 2.0. Eyes a p  plate broad basally, narrowed slightly to 
proximate dorsally, interocular distance ap- apical valves; individual valves elongate, 
proximately 0.04 mm; eye divided, dorsal subrectangular; h e r  margins of valves par- 
division subequal in size to and well dif- allel, outer margins slightly divergent Ac- 
ferentiated from ventral division (callis oc- cessory gland narrow, elongate, and extend- 
uli narrow); dorsal division with 18-20 ed beyond sperxmthecae basally, ovoid dis- 
rows of oxmatidia along mid-meridian. tally. Spermathecae 3 in number; corpora 
Free portion of proboscis about 0.52X head circ* with short necks; ducts short, uni- 
width., mdibles  present; palpi with 5 pal- f o d y  sclerotized and unpigmented. Chae- 
pomeres, distal 4 palpomere proportions totaxy: Stemite VIII with 3-6 setiforms lat- 
1 .&I .3-1.2-2.7. Antenna with 15 articles, erally and few short setifonns medially; hy- 
flagellomeres filiform; ultimate flagellom- pogynial plate and valves gruinose, set with 
ere 1.6X length of penultimate flagellom- numerous minute setiforms; epipnxt with 
ere; gape and pedicel with several promi- two or three prominent setifonns apically. 
nent setifonns, flagellomeres 1-12 with Type material. -Holotype [adult male, 
scattered setiforms, f13 setose basally and reared]: UNlTED S T A W .  WEST VIRGIMA: 
mostly glabrous apically but terminated in Greenbrier Co: Greenbrier R below Ren- 
2 prominent setifonns; scape and base of f l  ick, 3T59'N 8O021;W, 15 April 1999, coll. 
light brown, pedicel and remaining flagel- G.W. Courtney, emerged 25 April. Speci- 
lomeres concolorous, brown. Chaetotaxy: men pinned, genitalia in glyc* microvial 
Setiform groups as follows (number per PSNMl. Allotype [adult female, reared]]: 
side): clypeals (10-15), parietals (=lo), oc- same data as holotype; pinned, genitalia in 
cipitals (=20), verticals (3-5), postgenals glycerin mihrovial [USNM]. Paratypes: 
VERMONT: Addison Co: Green Mountain 
Thorax and appendages: Tibial spurs O- NF: S Br Middlebury R @ FS Rd 32 Xing, 
0-2; spurs asymmetrical, one each long 43'56'N 72"59'W, 17 May 1996 110 instar 
(0.3 mm) and short (0.05 mm); base of hind IV L @tOH)], coll. G.W. Courtney; VIR- 
tarsomere 1 with two or three dark, spini- GINIA: Bland Co: Wolf Creek nr Bastion, 
form sensilla. Leg-segment proportions: 37'10'N 81°08'W, 14 April 1999 [12 male 
fore-35:30:14:9:5:4:4, mid-35:29:16:9: and 10 female P (EtOH)], COIL G.W. Court- 
- 5:3:3, hin&38:34:15:6:3:2:3. Chaetotaxy: ney; WESTVIRGENIA: same dataas holotype 
Scutum glabrous; scuhllum with cluster of [13 male and 8 female P (EtOH), 5 male 
20-25 chaetiforms laterally and diffuse row and 5 female A (reared, EtOH), 15 male 
of chaetifonns across midline. and 5 female A (reared, pinned)], coll. G.W. 
Coloration: Frons and face dark brown Courtney; Pocahonrus Co: Greenbrier Riv- 
to gray, clypeus brown. Thorax pruinose; er nr Seebert, 3S007'N 80°10'W, 30 Decem- 
mesoscutum and scutellum uniformly ber 1994 11 instar I1 and 10 instar III L 
brown; pleuron brown anteriorly (epister- @tOH)], coll. P.H. Adler; 8 March 1995 [30 
num, anterior margin of anepimeron), pale instar W L (EtOH.), 2 instar TY L (slides)], 
posteriorly. Forecoxae light brown, other COIL G.W. Courtney; 9 May 1995 [2 female 
coxae pale. Abdominal tergites light brown, P (EtOH), 2 male and 3 female P (slides)], 
anterior third and thin band near posterior coll. G.W. Courtney. Paratypes deposited in 
margin slightly lighter in color; sternites AMNH, ISU, and USNM. 
light brown, pleural membrane pale. Other material examined.-UNITED 
Tenninalia (Fig. 35): Posterior margin of STAW. NEW HAMPSHIRE: Carroll Co: 
sternite VIII broadly bilobate, medial de- Saco River above Sawyer Rock, 44OO4'N 
pression prominent, broadly U shaped. Ster- 7 1°19'K 23 June 1995 pex], coll. G. W. 
nite M (genital fork) broadly Y shaped, Courtney; Swift River above lower falls, 
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44OOO'N 71°15'W, 18 May 1996 &I, coll. B. gelida and, therefore, consist grimarily 
G.W. Courtney; Swift River below covered of larger rivers (e-g., Greenbrier River), 
bridge, 44OOO'N 71°14'W, 23 June 1995 where larvae and pupae occur in deeper rif- 
pex], coll. G.W. Courtney; Coos Co: Zea- fles with moderately high current velocity 
land River @ Sugarloaf Tmil, 44"15'N (> l d s ) .  Data from the Greenbrier River 
71°30'W, 20 June 1991 Pex], coll. G.W. and South Branch Middlebury River sug- 
Courtney; 23 June 1995 p], coll. G.W. gest that most populations are univoltine 
Courtney; 31 May 1998 PI, coll. A.J. Al- and relatively synchronous in egg hatching 
verson and G.W. Courtney; Grafton Co: and development. Blepharicera hispida 
Baker River nr Warren, 43O56'N 71°52'W, eggs apparently begin hatching in late fall ' , 
23 June 1995 [PI, coll. G.W. Courtney; and larval development is nearly completed 
VERMONT: Addison Co: Green Mountain by mid April (Greenbrier River) or mid 
NF: S Br Middlebury R @ FS Rd 32 Xing, May (New England sites). The phenology 
43O56'N 72"59'W, 19 June 1991 [Pex], coll. of B. hispi& is similar to that of B. gel& 
G.W. Courtney; 22 June 1995 PI, coll. with both species comprising the "winter" 
G.W. Courtney; 17 May 1996 @,PI, coll. b l e p ~ ~ d  fauna of the central and north- 
G.W. Courtney and M. Shaver; New Haven em Appalachians. At central Appalachian 
R @ Rocky Dale, 44"07'N 73"02'W, 17 sites, both species show broad seasonal and 
May 1996 PI, coll. G.W. Courtney and M. microhabitat overlap. Blepharicera tenuipes 
Shaver; VIRGINIA: Bland Co: Wolf Creek nr and B. s i m i h  also'occur at most sites, but 
Bastion, 37'10'N 81°08'W, 14 April 1999 overlap only slightly with B. hispida (e.g., 
[PI, coll. G.N Courtney; WEST V I R G ~  most larvae of B. hispi& have already pu- 
Greenbrier Co: Greenbrier R below Ren- pated when those of B. tenuipes are present 
ick, 37O59'N 80°2 1 'W, 15 April 1999 and before those of B. s i m i h  begin hatch- 
P A ] ,  coll. G.W. Courtney; Pocahontas ing). 
Co: Greenbrier River nr Seebert, 38OM'N Remarks.-Larvae are similar to B. ten- 
80°10'W, 8 March 1995 b], coll. G.W. uipes but distinguished by chaetotaxy: Dig- 
Courtney; 9 May 1995 FA], coll. G.W. itiform sensilla densely distributed over ab- 
Courtney. dorninal sepents (B. hispida), rather than 
Etymology.-From the Latin for "bris- arranged in distinct tramverse clusters (B. 
fly" (hispidus), in reference to the woolly tenuipes). Pupae are indistinguishable from 
appearance of the laryae. those of B. coweetue and differ only slight- 
Distribution. (Fig. 175).-Blepharicera ly from pupae of B. tenuipes (former two 
hispida has been collected at few sites in with micropunctures between abdominal 
the central and northern Appalachians; papillae). As discussed earlieq adult males 
however, these sites include a relatively of several species (B. coweetae, B. gel& 
broad geographic area, from Wolf Creek, B. hispida, and B. coweetue) are quite sim- 
Virginia, and the Greenbrier Rivq West ilar but can be separated by a combination 
Virginia, to several streams in Vermont and of mostly genitalic characters. 
New Hampshire. Focused sampling effort 
during the winter and early spring should Blephdcwa magna Courtney, 
lead to additional records. Blepharicera his- new species 
pida is one of the most abundant species at (Figs. 6, 3&-42,73-74,94, 116-123, 174) 
the South Branch Middlebury River, Wolf 66Blepharicera sp. a ~~h~~ 1996: 2 
creek, and Greenbrier Rive% whereas pop I[phenology]. 
ulations at other sites appear to be much 
smallet Diagnosis.-A large Bkpharicera. Lar- -
Bionomics.--Collection sites from the Lateral processes on abdominal segment 
central Appalachians overlap with those of VII convex laterally, pointed apically; pro- 
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legs elongate, tapered only slightly from 
base to apex. Pupa: Integument of abdom- 
inal tergites shiny, without reticulate pattern 
but with micropunctures between  pap^, 
abdominal papillae dark; lamellae of respi- 
ratory organ of subequal width, broadly 
rounded apically. Adult male: Dorsal and 
ventral eye divisions subequal in size, cer- 
cus with inner margin straight, densely set 
with long setae; apical margin with pro- 
nounced notch near inner margin. Adult fe- 
male: 3 spermathecae, ducts uniformly 
sclerotized and unpigmented; dorsal and 
ventral eye divisions contiguous (callis oc- 
uli absent); distal palpomere short (=2X 
length of penultimate palpomere); number 
of parietal sensilla -5. 
Description.-Larva - (Figs. 73-74, 116- 
119): Measurements, instar Ill = 10): 
total length 5.2 mm (4.0-6.0), cranial width 
0.46 mm (0.44-0.50); instar TV: fall sam- 
ples CN = 10) total length 7.8 mm (6.8- 
8.4), cranial width 0.65 mm (0.60-0.70), 
antemal segments: 0.15 mm (0.13-0.18), 
0.29 mm (0.28-0.30), membrane 0.07; 
spring samples (N = 10) total length 7.1 
mm (6.4-8.0), cranial width 0.66 mm 
(0.62-0.70), a n t e d  segments: 0.15 mm, 
0.24 mm (0.20-0.25), membrane 0.05 
(0.04-0.07). Cranial sclerites light to dark 
brown, without pattern; ecdysial lines with 
-Little to no stem line; posterior margin of 
hntoclypeal apotome' extended nearly to 
posterior cranial margin; clypeal spines ab- 
sent. Cephalothorax, trunk, lateral lobes and 
prolegs uniformly colored, brown to black. 
Anal division with posterior margin broadly 
rounded, the middle lobe never elongate; 
anal prolegs convex laterally, pointed api- 
cally. Chaetotaxy: Newly emerged (fall) 
larvae with pale brown setiform and taeni- 
aform sensiUa distributed generally over 
cephalothorax and body, and rowdclusters 
of digitiform sensilla medially; matudpre- 
pupal (spring) larvae mostly glabrous but 
with few digitiform sensilla; both morpho- 
types with opaque/pale setifom apically 
on prolegs; lateral lobes ventrally with nu- 
merous dark brown chaetifom; anal divi- 
sion with 12-16 prominent setiforms along 
apex of median lobe, substernal setae dig- 
itiform, pale brown, 12-15 in numbe~ 
(Figs. 6, 94, 120-123): Measure- 
ments, male (N = 10): Total length 6.2 mm 
(6.0-6.5), width 3.8 mm (3.6-4.0); female 
(N = 10): Total length 7.3 mm (6.6-7.8), 
width 4.4 mm (4.2-4.6). 
Cuticle dark brown; body outline broadly 
oval. Integument: Dorsal papillae present, 
uniformly dispersed on abdominal seg- 
ments; metatergite with numerous papillae 
medially, none laterally. Papillae dark, 
large, with minute spinules; gaps between 
papillae subequal to papilla width. Cuticle 
homogeneous, without reticulate pattern but 
with minute furrows or punctures between 
papillae. Brancbial sclerite without papillae. 
Anal tergite wrinkled. Respiratory lamellae 
black to dark brokn; middle lamellae 
broad, width at midpoiit greater than half 
width of outer lamellae. 
Adult male: S k  Large. Measurements 
(N = 5): Total length 7.7 mm (7.4-8.3), 




lengths: foreleg midleg hindleg 
femur 4.6(4.54.7) 4.9(4.8-5.1) 6.3(6.14.5) 
tlaia 40(4.0-4.1) 4.0(4.0-4.1) 5.8(5.6-5.9) 
-US 1 2.2 (2.1-2.2) 1.9 (1.8-2.0) 2 1  (20-2.2) 
2 1.0 1 .O 0.8 
3 0.8 (0.7-0.9) 0.7 (0.7-0.8) 0.6 
4 0.5 0.5 0.4 
5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Head (Fig. 39): Structure: Normal type, 
subholoptic. Clypeus length/width = 1.9. 
Eyes approximate dorsally, interocular dis- 
tance approximately 0.05 mm; eye divided, 
dorsal division subequal in size to and well 
differentiated from ventral division (callis 
oculi absent);. dorsal division with approx- 
imately 25 rows of ommatidia along mid- 
meridian; dorsal ommatidia larger than ven- 
tral in diametez Free portion of proboscis 
about 0.42X head width, mandibles absent; 
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palpi with 5 palpomeres, distal 4 palpomere elongate, inner margin straight, posterior 
proportions 1.0-1.3-1.2-2.3. Antenna with margin with prominent hook near inner 
15 articles, flagellomeres barrelshaped, edge and bluntly rectangular near outer 
broadest at middle; ultimate flagellomere margin. Genital capsule well sclerotLzed, 
1.3X length of penultimate flagellomere; about as wide as long, posterolateral cor- 
scape and pedicel with several prominent ners strongly produced. Gonostylus set with 
setifom, flagellomere 1 mostly glabrous numerous setiform sensilla. Aedeagal rods 
basally but setose apically, f24 l2  densely of phallus comprising equal, long, slender 
setose, f13 setose basally and mostly gla- filaments with simple apices. Ejaculatory 
brous apically but terminated in 2 promi- apodeme markedly elongate, extended be- 
nent setiforms; scape and base of f l  light yond anterior margin of lateral parameral 
brown, pedicel and remaining flagellomeres lobes. Parameres: Dorsal paramere pig- 
concolorous, brown. Chaetotaxy: Setiform mented laterally and apically, apex broadly 
groups as follows (number per side): cly- rounded, medial dorsal carina weakly de- 
peals (7-lo), parietals (15-20), occipitals veloped;- ventral parameres longer than ae- 
(-20), verticals (3 or 4), postgenals (~20) .  deagal rods, broad throughout, tapered to 
Thorax and appendages: Tibial spurs 0- complex apex with expanded inner wall; 
0-1; hindleg spur -0.3 mm; base of hind lateral parameral lobes large, broad, outer 
tarsomere 1 with two or three dark, spini- margins emargjnate. 
form sensilla. Leg-segment proportions: Adult female: Size:'Large. Measurements 
foreleg-34:30:16:7:6:4:4, midleg-3630: (N = 5): Total length 9.0 mm (8.5-9.3), 
14:7:5:4:4, hindleg-38:35: 13:5:4:2:3. wing length 9.9 mrn (9.7-10.1), width 3.0 
Chaetotaxy: Scutum mostly glabrous, but mm (2.8-3.1). 
with few chaetiforms in prescutal area and 
several short chaetiforms posterolaterally; Leg- 
scutellum with diffuse cluster of 10-15 segment 
chaetiforms laterally, grading into several lengths: foreleg midleg hindleg 
chaetiforms scattered medially. femur 5.1(5.0-5.2) 5.2(5.1-5.5) 7.1(6.7-7.7) 
Coloration: Frons and face pruinose tibia 4.1 (3.9-4.3) 4.2 (4.0-4-4) 6.2 (6.0-6.5) 
gray, clypeus yellow. Thorax mostly dull tarsus 1 2.0 (2.0-2.1) 1.9 (1.8-2.0) 2.5 (2.4-2.7) 
gray-brown, pruinose. Mesoscutum brown, 2 1.0 1.0 (0.9-1.1) 0.9 (0.8-1 .o) 
with yell~w triangular area posteriorly; scu- 3 0.7 (0.6-0.8) 0.6 (0.6-0.7) 0.6 (O.M.7) 
tellum pale yellow; pleuron dark to light 4 0.5 0.5 (0.4-05) 0.5 (0.44.5) 
brown anteriorly (episternum, anterior mar- 
gin of anepimeron), mostly pale posteriorly. 
Forecoxae dark brown; other coxae pale. 
Abdominal tergites dark brown, sternites 
light brown, pleural m e m e e  broad, pale. 
Tenninalia eigs. 41-42): Abdomhd 
segment VTII reduced, mostly membranous; 
tergite consisting of basal ligulate sclerite 
extended to pleural region; pleurites and 
stemite undifferentiated. Epandrium simple, 
emarginate posteriorly, with prominent U 
shaped depression posteromedially, densely 
set with setiform sensilla Cerci well devel- 
oped, slightly divergent; densely set with 
setiform sensilla; interlobular depression 
narrowly V shaped; individual cercal lobes 
5 0.6 (0.6-0.7) 0.7 (0.6-0.7) 0.6 (054.7) 
Head (Fig. 38): Structure: Normal type, 
subholoptic. Clypeus lengthlwidth = 2.9. 
Eyes approximate dorsally, interocular dis- 
tance approximately 0.05 mm; eye divided, 
dorsal division larger than and well differ- 
entiated from ventral division (callis oculi 
absent laterally); dorsal division with ap- 
proiknakly 28 rows of ommatidia along 
mid-meridian; dorsal ommatidia larger than 
ventral in diameter, Free portion of probos- 
cis about 0.57 X head width; mandibles pre- 
sent; palpi with 5 palpomeres, distal 4 pal- 
pomere proportions 1.2-1.2-1 .O-2. Anten- 
na with 15 articles, flagellomeres filiform; 
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ultimate flagellomere 2X length of penul- anterior margin of spermathecae basally* 
timate flagellomere; scape and pedicel with ovoid distally. Spermathecae 3 in number; 
several prominent setifonns, flagellomere 1 corpora teardrop-shaped longer than wide, 
mostly glabrous basally but with scattered with short necks; ducts short, uniformly 
setiforms apically, f2-f12 with scattered se- sclerotized and unpigmented. Chaetotaxy: 
tifonns, f13 setose basally and mostly @a- S&te VIII with 6-10 setifom laterally 
brous apically but terminated in several and few short setiforms medially; hypogyn- 
prominent setiforms; scape and base of f l  ial plate pruinose; epiproct with 2 promi- 
light brown, pedicel and remaining flagel- nent setiforms apically. 
lomeres concolorous, brown. Chaetotaxy: II'jlpe material.-Holotype [adult male, 
Setiform groups as follows (number per reared]: TJlWTBD STATES. NORTH CARO- 
side): clypeals (15-20), parietals (5 or 6), LINA: Haywood Co: Cataloochee Creek Q 
occipitals (-20), verticals (5-79, postgenals lower Xing, GSMNP 35O40'N 83"04'W, 15 
(10-15). May 1998, coll. G.W. Courtney, emerged 
Thorax and a p p d g e s :  Tibia1 spurs 0- 20 May. Specimen pinned, genitalia in 
0-2; spurs asymmetrical, one each long glycerin microvial CUSNM]. Allotyp 
(0.43 m) and short (oh7 mm). Leg-seg- [adult female, reared]: same locality as ho- 
ment pmportions: foreleg-36:29:15:7:54 lotype, 6 May 1997, emerged 15 May; 
4, midleg-37:30:13:7:5:3:5, hindleg-39: pinned, genitalia in glycerin microvial 
34:14:5:3:3:3. Chaetotaxy: Scutum mostly mSNM]/. pamtypes; same data as holotype 
glabrous, but with few chaetifonns in pres- [reared A: 2 males (EtOHi), 1 male (slide), 
cutal area and several short chaetifonns 4 males and 3 females (pinned)]; 30 April 
posterolaterally; scutellum with diffuse 1991 [2 male and 1 female A, reared 
cluster of 10-15 chaetiforms laterally, grad- (pinned)], coll. G.W. Courtney; 24 April 
ing into several chaetifonns scattered me- 1992 [I reared male (pinned)], coll. G.W. 
dially. Courtney; 5 March 1995 [9 instar IV L 
Coloration: Frons and face pruinose @tOH)], coll. G.W. Courtney; 26 Novem- 
gray, clypeus yellow. Thorax mostly dull ber 1995 [lo instar N L (EtOH)], coll. 
gray-brown, pruinose. Mesoscutum brown, G.W. Courtney; 6 May 1997 [l reared fe- 
with fight brown triangular area posteriorly; male (pinned)], coll. G.W. Courtney; 15 
scutellum yellow; pleuron dark to light May '1998 112 male and 6 female P 
brown anteriorly (episternum, anterior mar- @tOH)], coll. AJ. Alverson and G.W. 
gin of anepimeron), mbstly pale posteriorly. Courtney. Paratypes deposited in WAC, 
Forecoxae dark brown., other coxae pale. ISU and USNM. 
Abdominal tergites uniformly dark brown, Other material examined.-UNITED 
stedtes light brown, pleural membrane S T A m .  NOR= CAROLINA: Haywood Co: 
broad, pale. Cataloochee Ck nr CG, GSlMNP, 35'38'N 
TerminaIia (Fig. 40): Posterior margin of 83OO5'FV; 24 April 1992 [PI; Cataloochee 
sternite WJ broadly bilobate, medial de- Ck @ lower Xing, GSMNP, 350401N 
pression poorly developed, slightly U 83O04'W, 30 April 1991 P I ,  24-25 April 
shaped. Stemite DL (genital fork) broadly Y 1992 P A ] ,  22. May 1992 [PI, 11 April 
shaped, without sc le roW extensions. Hy- 1993 &PI, 5 March 1995 EL;I, 7 April 1995 
pogynial plate broad basally, narrowed W ] ,  30 April 1995 m, 18-19 May 1995 
slightly to apical valves; individual valves FA], 22 September 1995 &I, 21 October 
elongate, rounded apically; inner margins 1995 [L], 4 November 1995 &I, 26 No- 
of valves excavated basally, touching me- vember 1995 &], 18 December 1995 [L], 
dially* slightly divergent apically, outer 5 March 1996 [L], 26 April 1996 P I ,  5 
margins broadly convex. Accessory gland May 1996 PI, 3 October 1996 &I, 24 Oc- 
narrow, elongate, and extended almost to tober 1996 [L], 19 November 1996 &], 23 
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December 1996 El, 6 May 1997 N, 16 completed by mid April (Johns 1996). At 
March 1998 &I, 15 May 1998 PA], 12 some sites, B. magna shows considerable 
April 1999 [L]; Palmer Ck, GSMNP, seasonal and microhabitat overlap with B. 
35O38'N 83"08'W, 24 April 1992 Ip]; Swain coweetae andlor B. williamsae; however, 
Co: Deep Ck, GSMNP, 3527'N 8326'W, most larval growth in B. m g n a  is com- 
24 April 1992 [P']; Oconaluftee R, GSMNP, pleted by November-December, when other 
3592'N 83"17'W, 24 April 1992 Cp], 24 winter species begin to hatch. Despite sev- 
April 1995 &I, 13 October 1995 El, 4 No- eral visits to Cataloochee Creek when ma- 
vember 1995 &], 26 November 1995 w, ture pupae were abundant, B. magna is one 
18 December 1995 [L], 11 ~ e b &  1996 of the few species yet to be collected as 
a], 28 February 1996 &I, 5 May 1996 [PI, adults; however, B. m g m  is among the 
3 October 1996 I&], 24 October 1996 &I, easiest to rea& provided rocks with attached 
19 November 1996 [L]; Raven Fork, pupae are small enough to be removed from 
GSMNP, 35'3 1'N 83"17'W, 24 April 1992 the s t r k  (Courtney 1998). 
Ep]; S O W  CAROLINA: Oconee Co: Chattoo- Remarks.-Bkpharicera magna is one 
ga River 8 Hwy 76 Xing, 34O49'N of the most distinctive Appalachian species, 
83°18'W, 16 October 1994 &I, 6 March easily recognizable as adults, pupae, and 
1995 m, 6 April 1995 IPl/, 12 May 1995 most larval instars. Because of the distinct- 
Cpex], 16 October 1995 IL), 19 October ness and large size of B. magna, it is sur- 
1995 IL]I, 25 November 1995 [L], 9 Janu- prising that the species was not discovered 
ary 1996 [L], 7 May 1996 Ip], 12 May previously. m s  presumably was an artifact 
1996 PI, 7 October 1996 [L], 31 October 03 B. magma's relatively limited distribution 
1996 [L], 14 May 1998 [P'], 13 April 99 and predominantly winter activity period. 
Ep]. Specimens from Cataloochee Ck 8 Although distinctive, larvae are remarkable 
lower Xing, Oconaluftee R, and Chattooga in their seasonally dimorphic appearance. 
R collected by C.E. Beard, G.W. Courtney, Eatly instars and h m t u r e  (fall) fourth-in- 
or J.A. Johns; all other material collected stars are somewhat thin and densely set 
by G.W. Courtney. with a variety of sensilla (Figs. 73, 116- 
Etymology.-From the Latin for "large" 119), whereas mature/prepupal (spring) lar- 
(??zagma), in reference to the size of this vae are robust and essentially glabrous 
species. 74). The latter are so strikingly different 
Distribution (Fig. 174).-Blepharicera from most Blepharicera that they superfi- 
magm is confined t6 the southem Blue cially resemble larval Bibiocephah Osten 
Ridge of North and South Carolina, being Sacken. Because of the differences between 
most abundant in streams in the southern fall and spring Blepharicera magna, and the 
and southeastern comer of Great Smoky fact that the initial fall and spring collec- 
Mountains National Park (e.g., Cataloochee tions were from different localities (Chat- 
Creek and Oconaluftee River drainages). tooga River and Cataloochee Creek, zespec- 
Bionomics.-All collection records for tively), I had originally thought these to 
B. magna are from medium-sized (fourth- represent separate species. Only by exam- 
or fifth-order) streams, where larvae and ining a series of specimens from throughout 
pupae inhabit areas of high current velocity the year was I able to confirm that these 
P1.5 mls). Phenological data suggest that larval forms were, in fact, conspecifics. Pu- 
all populations are univoltine and relatively pae are equally distinctive and in some re- 
synchronous in egg hatching and develop- spects (body fonn ovoid and strongly con- 
ment. Blepharicera magna is one of four vex) superficially resemble Bibiocephah 
winter species in the southern Appala- Among other Appalachian Blepharicera, B. 
chiam. Eggs apparently begin hatching in magna is perhaps most similar to B. gelida 
September and. larval development is nearly but can be readily separated by the dark ab- 
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dominal papillae. Adult males are easily Description.-Larva (Figs. 77, 126- 
recognized by the terminalia and by the 128): Measurements, instar I (PI = 19): total 
greatly enlarged dorsal eye division, the lat- length 1.0 mm (0.5-1.3), cranial width 0.16 
ter of which makes the male head look mm (0.14-0.19); instar I[ (N = 75): total 
much like that of a female. length 1.7 mm (1.0-2.2), cranial width 0.24 
mm (0.22-0.29); h t a r  HI (N = 200): total 
Blephudcera SeParata Akxander 1963 length 2.8 mm (1.7-4.0), cranial width 0.37 
(Figs. 43--47, 77, 84, 126-131, 175) mm (0.34-0.42); instar TV (N = 375): total 
Blepharicera separata Alexander 1963: 50 length 3.6 mm. (2.4-5.3), cranial dd th  0.49 
[original design&on]; Stone 1965: 99 (0-46-0.57), antennd Segments 0.12 ' 
[catalog]; Henaann, Maen, and Wallace mm (0.10-0.14), 0.18 nnm (0-164-20), 
1975: 145 . [suctorial discs]; membrane 0.08 nnm (0.06-0.08); M a  
lqOgue 1978: 9 [synonymized with B. stout, with prominent dorsal tubercles dor- 
capitata] . somedially on each abdominal division 
Blepharicera capitata Loew: Hope and Cranial sclerites dark brown; ecdysial lines 
mrgian 1986: 3 (in pm) [taxonomic with abbreviated stem he; posterior mar- 
H~~~ 198~: 107 (in gin of frontoclypeal apotome extended 
nomic notes]. hco-t synonymy by nearly to posterior cranial ma; clyPeal 
Hogue 1978. spines absent. Remaining cephalothorax 
~ ~ l ~ ~ h ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  -a F": H~~~ 1978: 30 pale; abdominal' segments II-V mostly 
[description, figure]; Ge~gian and wal- , dark, at least on trunk (prolegs sometimes 
lace 1983: 1237 F" larvae) lcol- pale); anal division pale. Anal division with 
lection record]; Hogue and Georgian POsterior -gin lateral 
1986: 19 [taxonomic notes]. processes indistinct. Chaetotaxy: Cranial 
~ B h ~ h ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  sp. n. #g~" 1996: 2 sclerites with scattered digitiforms; rest of 
[phenology]. cephalothorax and body with scattered dig- 
itiforms; apex of median tubercles with 
Diagnosis.-A small Blephuricera, very stout, curved digitiforms; lateral lobes with 
similar to B. capitata. Larva: Stout, with digitifonns grading to setiforms distally; 
prominent dorsal tubercles; body piebald, lateral lobes ventrally with few sensilla ex- 
with cranial sclerites dark, remaining ceph- cept clusters of setifoms apically; anal di- 
alothorax pale, abdominal segments II-V vision with 6-8 prominent setiforms along 
mostly dark, and a n d  division pale; few se- apex of median lobe; substernal setae dig- 
tifonn sensilla. Pupa: Delicate, pale, with itiform, yellow, 5-10 in n u m k  
dorsomedial tubercles on abdominal seg- Pupa (Figs. 84, 129-131): Measure- 
ments I-W, lamelhe of respiratory organ ments, male (N = 30): Total length 3.8 mm 
of subequal width, abdomen with light-col- (3.5--4.3), width 2.3 mm (2.1-2.7); female 
ored papillae evenly distributed on the dor- (N = 16): Total length 4.5 mm (4.1-4.8), 
sum. Adult male: Dorsal eye division much width 2.7 mm (2.3-2.9). Cuticle light 
smaller than lower; cercus with inner mar- brown. Body roughly ovoid, somewhat dor- 
gin straight, posterior margin without con- soventrally compressed. Integument: Dorsal 
spicuous lobes, outer comer obtusely papillae present, uniformly dispersed on ab- 
rounded, not extended posteriorly as far as dominal segments; few papillae on metater- 
inner cornez Adult female: 3 spermathecae, gite. Papillae light in color, with no or poor- 
ducts uniformly sclerotized and unpigment- ly developed spinules. Cuticle between pa- 
d, dorsal and ventral eye divisions sepa- pillae glabrous, uniform in structure and 
rated by narrow callis oculi, distal palpom- pigmentation. Branchial sclerite without pa- 
ere short (-2X length of penultimate pal- pillae. Anal tergite smooth, unwrinkled. Re- 
pornere); number of parietal sensilla -10. spiratory lamellae brown; middle lamellae 
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of respiratory organ broad basally, width at form sensilla. Leg-segment proportions: 
midpoint greater than half width of outer foreleg-343 1 : 15: 8:6:2:4, midleg-35:3 1 : 
lamellae. 15:7:6:2:4, hindleg-39:35:13:5:3:2:3. 
Adult male: Size: Small. Measurements Chaetotaxy: Scutum mostly glabrous, but 
(N = 5): Total length 3.9 mm (3.8-4.0), with few scattered chaetiforms in prescutal 
wing length 4.9 mm (4.7-5.2), width 1.5 area; scutellum with cluster of --I5 chaeti- 
mm (1.4-1.7). forms laterally and few scattered chaeti- 
forms medially. 
J-eg- Coloration: Frons and face mostly light 
segment brown to gray, clypeus pale. Thorax mostly lengths: foreleg midleg hindleg light brown, pruinose. Mesoscutum and 
femw 2.9 (2.7-3.0) 2.9 (2.6-3.1) 4.1 (3.8-4.3) scutellum light brown; pleuron light brown 
tibii 2.6 (2.4-2.8) 2.6 (2.4-2.7) 3.6 (3.4-3.8) anteriorly (epistemum, antedor -lTin of 
tarsus 1 1.3 (1.2-1.4) 1.3 (1.21.4) 1.4 (1-3-1.4) aneweron), mostly pale posteriorly. COX- 
2 0.7 0.6 0.5 (0.4-0-5) ae pale. Abdominal tergites and stemites 
3 0.5 (0.4-0.5) 0.5 (0.4-0.5) 03 light brown, pleural membrane broad, pale. 
4 0.2 (0.2-0.3) 0.2 0.2 Terminalia (Figs. 46-47): Abdomhd 
5 0.3 0.3 0.3 segment VIII reduced, mostly membranous; 
tergite consisting of bpal ligulate sclerite 
Head (Fig. 44): N o d  extended to pleural region; pleurites and 
dichoptic. Clypeus lengthlwidth = 2.2. st-te ~ ~ ~ d ~ . ~  
Eyes well separated dorsally* interocular &ply e - e t e  posteromedially, set with distance ap~ro*tely 0.11 mm; eye divid- setifom seI1silla Cerci well developed, par- 
ed, dorsal division much smaller than and alleI; set with setif- seda; interlobular 
with venM die ion (callis OC- depression U shaped; individual cereal 
absat); dorsal division with ~ r o x i -  lobes longer than broad, inmr margin 
mately 12 rows of ommatidia along mid- 
straisat margin without conspic- dorsal larger than uous lobes or processes but outer comer ob- tral in diameter. Free portion of proboscis tusely rounded, not extended posteriorly as 
about 0.40X head width, mandibles absent; far as inner coma  Genital capsule well 
P* with 5 palpomeres, distal 4 palpornere sclero&j, slightly longer fhan d*, pas- 
proportions 1.0-1.4-1 -4-3.9. Antenna with 
15 articles, flagellomeres 'somewhat barrel- ternlateral comers strongly produced. Gon- 
shaped basally, cylindrical distally; ultimate ostylus set with numerous setiform sensilla 
flagellomere 1.1 X length of penultimate fla- Aedeagal rods of phallus c o m ~ g  equal, 
gellomere; scape and pedicel with several long, slender filaments with simple apices. 
prominent setifom, flagellomere 1 gla- E j d a t o r ~  apodcme -kedly elOnga* 
brous basally but densely setose apically, extended nearly to anterior margin of lateral 
f2-fl2 setose, f13 setose basally and mostly parameral lobes- Parameres: Dorsal para- 
glabrous apically but in 2 prom- mere lightly ~i&mented l a t edy  and a ~ i -  
inent setifom; scape and base of f l  pale, cally, apex weakly, incised or entire on ei- 
pedicel and flagellomeres con- ther Side of weak medid d 0 d  c*, ven- 
CO~O~OUS, light brown. Chaetotaxy: Setiform tral Parameres longer than aedeagal 
groups as follows (number per side): cly- broad throughout, tapered to s h ~ l e  apex 
peak (5-lo), parietals (0), occipitals (-20), with elongate inner wa lateral ~ m e r a l  
verticals (2 or 3), postgenals (-5). lobes large, broad, outer margins straight, 
Thorax and appendages: Tibial spurs 0- divergent, 
0-1; hindleg spur =0.12 mm; base of hind Adult female: Size: Small. Measurements 
tarsomere 1 with two or three dark, spini- (N = 3): Total length 4.8 mm (4.5-5.0), 
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wing length 5.0 mm (4.9-5.2), width 1.8 brown to light brown. Thorax mostly light 
mm. (1.7-1.8). browa, pruinose. Mesoscutum brown to , 
light brown, except pale posteriorly; scutel- I 
Leg- lum light brown; pleuron brown anteriorly / 
se&lent (epistemum, anterior margin of anepime- 1 
lengths: foreleg midleg hindleg 
ron), mostly pale posteriorly. Forecoxae 
femur 3.0 (3.0-3.1) 3.0 (3.0-3.1) 3.9 light brown; other coxae pale. Abdominal , 
tibia 2.6 2.6 3.2 (3.1-33) tergites brown, stemites light brown, pleu- 
tarsus 1 1.2 1.3 1.4 ral membrane broad, pale. 
2 0.6 0.6 0.7 Terminalia (Fig. 45): Posterior margin of' .. 
3 0.4 0.4 0.5 sternite VIII broadly bilobate, medial de- 
4 0.2 0.2 0.2 pression well developed, broadly U shaped. 
5 0.3 0.3 0.3 Sternite lX (genital fork) broadly V shaped, 
without sclerotized extensions. Hypogynial 
Head (Fig. 43): Structure: Normal type, plate broad basally, narrowed slightly to 
subholoptic. Clypeus lengthlwidth = 2.2. apical valves; individual valves elongate, 
Eyes approximate dorsally, interocular dis- subrectan& truncate apically; inner mar- 
tance approximately 0.03 nnm; eye divided, gins of valves excavated slightly near base, 
dorsal division subequal in size to and near- slightly divergent apically, outer margins 
ly contiguous with ventral division (callis slightly convex. Accessory gland with short 
oculi narrow); dorsal division with approx- base, ovoid distally, extended to anterior 
imately 15 rows of ommatidia along mid- margin of spermathecae. Spenaathecae 3 in 
meridian, dorsal ommatidia larger than ven- number, corpora pearshaped, longer than 
tral in diameter. Free portion of proboscis wide, with short necks, ducts short, uni- 
about 0.36X head width; mandibles pie- formly sclerotized and unpigmented Chae- 
sent; palpi with 5 palpomeres, distal 4 pal- totaxy: Sterhite Vm without setifom; hy- 
pomere proportions 1.0-1.2-1.2-2.6. An- pogynial plate mostly glabrous, valves pru- 
t e r n  with 15 articles, flagellomeres cylin- hose; epiproct with 2 prominent setifonns 
drical; ultimate flagellomere 2X length of apically. 
penultimate flagellomere; scape and pedicel Type material.-Holotype [male]: UNIT- 
with several prominent setiforms, flagel- W STATES. MADE Somerset Co: Bing- 
lomeres 1-13 sparsely set with setifom, ham, along the Kennebec Rivg 17 July 
f13 terminated in seyeral prominent seti- 1937, coll. C.P. Alexander WSNM]. 
forms; scape, pedicel, and base of f l  pale, Material examined.--CANADA. NEW 
remaining flagellomeres concolorous, BRUNSWIC~: Charlotte Co: Saint Stephen, 
brown. Chaetotaxy: Setifonn groups as fol- 27 June 1965 [LP]; Northwnberland Co: 
lows (number per side): clypeals (15-20), Boiestown, 13 July 1931 [A]; York Co: 
parietals (=lo), occipitals (10-IS), verti- Nashwaak R below Stanley, 46'1 6'N 
cals (3 or 4), postgenals (=5). 66"40'W, 1 June 1998 &PI; UNITED 
Thorax and appendages: Tibial spurs 0- STATES. ALABAMA: BlOunt Co: Hendrick 
0-2; spurs asymmetrical, one each long Mill Br, 33'52'N 86'33'W, 15-20 April I 
(0.15 mm) and short (0.06 mm). Leg-seg- 1990 [A]; GEORGIA: Lumpkin Co: Hightow- I 
ment proportions: foreleg-36:31: 14:7:5:2: er R, 11 April 1941 a; Towns Co: ma- 
4, midleg-36:31:15:7:5:3:4, hindleg-38: wassee, 16 June 1945 [A]; w. Somerset 1 
31:14:7:5:2:3. Chaetotaxy: Scutum mostly Co: E branch Wesserunset Stnam @ Ath- \ 
glabrous; scutellum with cluster of -10 ens, 44"55'N 69'40W, 6 June 1987 P I ;  ' 
chaetiforms laterally and few scattered measant Pond Stream @ Caratank, 45'14'N / 
chaetifonns medially. 69'59'W, 24 June 1966 &I; Washington i 
Coloration: Frons, face, and clypeus Co. Narraguagus R @ Hwy 9, 44'50'N i 
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68'04'W, 5 June 1987 &I, 7 June 1998 White R 3mi above Bethel, 43O47'N 
&PA]; NEW HAMPSHIRE:  rafto on Co: Fran- 72"39W, 19 June 1991 p ] , 2 3  June 1995 
conia, 44"13'N 71°44'W [A]; NEW YORK: &PA], 30 May 1998 EL]; VIRGINIA: Bath 
Essex Co: Schroon R @ Sharp Bridge CG, Co: Ck @ Blowing Springs Recreational 
M0O2'N 73O4O1FV, 17 June 1991 pex]; Area, 38'04'N 79"53'W, 18 April 1968 @,I; 
N o ~ m  CAROLINA: lleghany Co: Little R Montgomery Co: Little R nr Snowville, 
@ Sparta, 36O29'N 81°06'W, 24 May 1995 37O02'N 80933'W, 26 May 1995 p]; 
&PI; Avery Co: Linville R @ Ihville Washington Co: S Fk Holston River, 
Falls CG, 35O57'N 81°57'W, 22 May 1970 36039'N 81°50'W, 4 May 1991 @,I; Straight 
&I; Clay Co: Hiwasee Rive% 35O03'N Creek, Mt Rogers, 36'38'N 81°43'W, 4 - 
83"53'W, 20 May 1995 EP]; Haywood Co: May 1991 &I; WEST VIRGDWC Greenbrier 
Cataloochee Ck 8 lower Xing, GSMMP, Co: Greenbrier R below Renick, 3T59'N 
35'40'N 83O04'W, 18 May 1995 &PI, 19 80021 W, 15 April 1999 N; Pocahontas 
June 1996 EL], 15 May 1998 CL); Hender- Co: Oreenbrier R @ Seebert, 38"07'N 
son Co: Mills R nr Pisgah bun-, 80°10W, 9 May f 995 PA]. 
35023'N 82035'W, 25 May 1995 &I; Macon Distribution (Fig. 175).-Blepharicera 
Co: lower Dryman Fork, 35O02'N 83"24'W, separata is one of the most widespread Ap- 
2 May 1991 L], 24 April 1992 &I, 29 palachian species, ranging from northem 
March 1995 &I, 18 May 1995 &PI, 23 Alabama, South Carolina, and Georgia to 
May 1995 &PA], 3 June 1995 [LP], 8 May maritime Canada. Alfhough locally abun- 
1996 E l ,  15 May 1998 EP]; lower Shope d q t  at several sites, most collections in- 
Fork, CHL, 35'03'N 83O26'FV, 29 March 95 clude few individuals. 
[LI; Madison Co: Spring Ck 8 Rocky Bion0mics.-In the northern part of its 
Bluff, 35051rN 82°50'W, 29 April 1991 El; range, B. separata occurs primarGy in larg- 
McDowell Co: Mill Ck @ Old Fort, er rivers, whereas southern records include 
35O37'N 82"10'W, 3 May 1991 b]; North both large rivers and mid-sized streams. At 
Fork Catawba River, 35O48'N 82"0lrW, 3 some sites, Larval abundance can be rela- 
May 1991 &PI; Swain Co: Deep Ck, tively high (e.g., >200/m2 [Johns 1996.l). 
GSMNP, 35027'N 83026'W, 21 May 1970 As with its presumed close relative B. cap- 
[L]; Noland Ck, GSMNP, 35O27'N itata, most collections are from habitats 
8303lrW, 24 May 1974 [Ll1; Oconal* R, with relatively low current velocity (<I m/ 
GSMNP, 35032'N 83"17'W, 18 May 1995 s). In areas of higher current velocity, lar- 
&I, 4 June 1995 VA]; 3 June 1996 EL]; vae and pupae typically occur on the pro- 
SOUTH CAROLINA: Oconee Co: Brasstown tected lateral margins of rocks. Collection 
Ck above falls, 34'43'N 83"18'W, 27 April records from the southern Appalachians in- 
1994 [L], 17 May 1995 P I ,  7 May 1997 dicate that B, separata is active primarily 
D l ;  Chattooga R 8 Hwy 76, 34'49'N during late spring and early sumrnex North- 
83"18'W, 2 May 1991 &PI, 23 May 1992 em populations appear to be active primar- 
V A I ,  26 April 1994 m, 24 May 1994 ily during the summet Phenological data 
P I ,  21 April 1995 M, 12-19 May 1995 from several areas suggest that most pop- 
ELPA], 7 May 1996 Cl;I, 12 May 1996 PI, ulations are univoltine and exhibit relatively 
2 June 1996 PI, 7 May 1997 CLp], 14 May synchronous egg hatching and develop- 
1998 &PI; Pickem Co: Rocky Bottom Ck ment. Based on collections from several hu- 
@ Rt 178,35"02'N 82"48'W, 16 May 1994 man-impacted streams, this species is ap- 
&PI; TENNESSEE: Polk Co: Parksville, parently somewhat more tolerant of envi- 
35O05'N 84"39'W, 25 April 1938 k i d e n -  ronmental degradation (e.g., sedimentation) 
tification tentative]; VERMONT: Bennington than most Blepharicera 
Co: Roaring Bk @ Chiselville, 43'04'N Remarks.-As discussed earlier (see B. 
73"07'W, 24 June 1995 Vl; Windsor Co: capitata), B. separata is difiicult to distin- 
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guish from B. capitata, and both species are 
presumed to be closely related. The larvae 
of both are distinct in the possession of 
prominent tubercles dorsomedially on each 
body division. Blepharicera separata has a 
characteristic piebald coloration, which, in 
combination with dorsal tubercles, makes 
even first-instar larvae recognizable. Slight 
variations in the piebald pattern are evident: 
e-g., in most populations, the dorsum of ab- 
dominal segments II-V is dark medially 
and laterally onto the proleg (Fig. 77); how- 
ever, in Greenbrier River popula- 
tions, the dark area is confined to a well- 
delineated patch surrounding and including 
the dorsal tubercle. Similar coloration is 
typical of certain populations of B. osten- 
suckeni Kellogg, a species from western 
North America (personal observations). 
Adult B. separata and B. capitata are very 
similar, which accounts for their synonymy 
by Hogue (1978). Females can be separated 
only by dissection and clearing of the ter- 
minalia, which permits viewing of the dis- 
tinctive spennathecal ducts of B. capitata 
Males are somewhat easier to distinguish, 
in that dissection is not necessary; however, 
the angle by which cerci are viewed is crit- 
ical to accurate identification. The latter can 
inffuence whether or not the inner cercal 
margin appears expanded, a characteristic 
of B. capitafa. I have found that the shape 
of the posterior cercdmargin is less depen- 
dent on viewing angle and, thus, a better 
taxonomic feature. In this character, the two 
species are quite distinct: B. capitata with 
lobelike outer margin (Fig. 65), B. separata 
with obtuse outer margin (Fig. 46). 
Blepharicera similans Johannsen 1929 
(Figs. 67-68, 70, 132-139, 175) 
Blepharocera similans Johannsen 1929: 
123 [original designation], 1934: 50 [tax- 
onomic notes]; Alexander 1953: 45 [tax- 
onomic. notes], 1958: 820 [species list], 
1963: 45 [redescription, keys]. 
Blepharicera similans Johannsen: Stone 
1965:99 [catalog]; Hogue 1978: 16 [re- 
description, adult keys, figures]; Carlson 
1981: 68 [as bioindicators]; Hogue and 
Georgian 1986: 16 [taxonomic notes, 
keys, figures]; Hope 1987: 120 [rede- 
scription, keys, figures]; Johns 1996: 2 
[phenology]; Courtney 1998: 743 [rear- 
ing technique]; Courtney and M e l d  
2000: 87 [.in trout diets]. 
"B. similans (Johannsen)": Georgian and 
Wallace 1983: 1237 [collection records]. 
"Blepharoceridize": Amos 1977: 576 [gen- ' 
eral natural history, figures]. 
"Blepharicera Larva B": Hogue 1978: 27 
[description, collection records]. 
Diagnosis.-A small Bkpharicera - Lar- 
va: Dorsal secondary sensilla mostly glo- 
- 
bow; body usually uriifoxmly colored, pale; 
ecdysial stem line long basally, frontocly- 
peal apotome separated from posterior mar- 
gin of cranium aud noticeably darker than 
rest of head. Pupa: Middle larnellae of re- 
spiratory organ narrow basally, width ap- , 
proximately half width of outer lamellae; 
inte*t of abdominal tergites with mi- 
nute, dark papillae bearing microscopic spi- 
nules apically. Adult male: Dorsal eye di- 
vision much smaller than lower; cercus 
with inner -gin shallowly convex and ex- 
panded slightly near base, apical margin 
straight with obtuse angulate outer margin; 
median aedeagal filament distinctly longer 
than lateral filaments. Adult female: 2 sper- 
mathecae with uniformly scleroW and 
unpigmented ducts; dorsal and ventral eye 
divisions separated by broad callis oculi; 
distal palpomere elongate (>3X length of 
penultimate palpomere); number of parietal 
sensilla = 25, 
Description.---See Hope (1987). 
Type material.-Holotype [male]: UNIT- 
ED STATES. MAss~msms :  Hampshire 
Co: Orient Springs, near Amherst, 25 June 
1927, COU C.P. Alexander [CUIl. 
Collection localities [see Hogue (1978) 
for additional sites].-CANADA. QUIEBEC: 
Rdserve Faunique iiu Saint-Maurice: Au- 
bin Ck; Boitel Ck; Rivi&n-e Matawin. 
UNITED STAm.  GEORGIA: Rabzm Co: 
Addie Branch @ FS Rd 86, 34'58'N 
COURTNEY: NJ3-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARlCERA 49 
83'15'W, Holcomb Ck @ FS Rd 7,34"58'N 7276, CHI,,, 35'03'N 8327'W; small Ck 
83'16'W Tottery Pole Ck, 34'57'N below Wayah Crest, 35'09'N 83'34'FCT; 
83'13'W West Fork Chattooga River, Wayah Ck nr Rd 388, 35'09'N 83'32'W; 
34'57'N 83O12'FV; Towns Co: Tallulah R nr Madison Co: Spring Ck @ Rocky Bluff, 
Tate Branch, 34'57'N 83033'FrJ; MADE 35'51'N 82'50'FV; McDaoell Co: Curtis Ck 
Somerset Co: E branch Wesserunset near CG, 35'41'N 82'11rW; Mill Ck @ Old 
Stream, 44'55'N 69'40'W; MASSACHU- Fort, 35037'N 82'10'W; North Fork Cataw- 
s m :  Berkrhire Co: Cold R along Hwy 2, ba River, 35'48'N 82'Ol1W, Swain Co: 
42'38'N 72O58'FV; NEW HAMPSHIRE: Carroll Beech Flats Prong, Oconaluftee R, GSMNP, 
Co: Swift R bel. covered bridge, 44'00'N 35038'N 83022'W; Oconaluftee R, GSMNP, 
71°14'W, Coos Co: Wild River @ FS Rd 35032'N 83'17TFV; Transylvania Co: Look- 
12, 44'19'N 71°01'FV; Zealand River @ ing Glass Ck nr falls, 35'17'N 82'46"W; N 
Sugarloaf Trail, 44"15'N 71°30'FCT; NEW Fk Erench Broad R, 35'13'N 82'51'PIT; 
YORK: Essex Co: Owen Pond Bk nr W Au- PENNSYLVAMA: Pike Co: Big Bushkill Ck, 
sable, 44"19'N 73"54'W, Schroon R 8 DWG, 41°05'N 75'00% Dingmans Ck, 
Sharp Bridge CG, 44'02'N 73'40'W; Grove DWG, 41°13'N 74'53'W, Little Bushkill 
Bk @ Hwy 22 // 9N, 44'00'N 73027'W; Ck, DWG, 41"05'N 75'00W, Raymond- 
Styles Brook @ Hwy 9N, 44'17'N skill Ck, DWG, 41°17'N 74'50'W; SOUTH 
73'47'W; W Ausable R nr Owen Pond, CAROLINA: Oconee Co: Brasstown Ck 
44'19'N 73'54% NORTH CAROLINA: Al- above falls, 34'43'N 83'18'W; Chattooga R 
leghany Co: Little R @ Sparta, 3629'N @ Hwy 76,34'49W 83'18'W; Pickens Co: 
81"06'W, Clay Co: Big Tuni Ck lmi above Green Ck, Table Rock trail, 35'02'N 
Tusquitee R, 35'06'N 83'4l1W, Buck Ck @ 82'42'W; TENNESSEE: Cocke Co: Cosby Ck, 
Rd 350 Xing, 35'05'N 83036'FV; Buck Ck GS-, 35'45'N 83'12'W, trib Cosby Ck, 
nr confl Park Ck, 35"03'N 83'35'W; Fires GSIMNP, 35'46'N 83'13'W; Johnson Co: 
Ck @ FS Rd 340& 35'06'N 83'501W, Hi- Beaverdam Ck @ Backbone, 36'35'N 
wasee River, 35'03'N 83'53'W, Leather- 81°49'W; Fagall Branch, 36034'N 81°51'W; 
wood Falls, 35'05'N 83'51'W; Park Ck nr Sevier Co: Little Pigeon R, GSMNP, 
confl Buck Ck, 35'03'N 8395'FCT; Rock 35'44'N 83"24'W, M Prong nr lower Xing, 
House Ck nr Fires Ck, 35'06'N 83'50'FV; GSMMP, 35'42'N 8321'W; Ramsey Prong 
Haywood Co: Big Ck nr CG, GSMNP, nr Cascades Trail, GSMNP, 35'42'N 
35'45'N 83'07'W, Cataloochee Ck, 83'19'FCT; Porters Ck @ trailhead, GSMNP, 
GSMNP, 35'40'N 83'a1W, W Fk Pigeon 35'41'N 83023'W; Porters Ck above Little 
R @ "falls", 3520'N 82'54'W; W Fk Pi- Pigeon R, GSMNP, 3s042'N 8322'W; Injun 
geon R @ Hwy 215, 3522'N 82'55'W, W Ck nr Greenbrier, GSMNP, 35O43'N 
Fk Pigeon R @ Sunburst, 35'22'N 83"24'W, trib Little Pigeon River, GSMNP, 
82'56'W; Henderson Co: Mills R nr Pisgah 34'57'N 83"12'W, W Prong 8 Chimney, 
bo~ndary, 3523'N 82035'W; Macon Co: GSM[NP, 35038'N 8329'FV; V W O ~ :  Ad- 
Bearpen Ck @ Rd 67, 35'02'N 83930"W; dison Co: Middlebury R bel. Ripton, 
Big Buck Ck @ Hwy 64,35'07'N 83'16"\N; 43'58'N 73'02'W; New Haven R 8 Rocky 
Cullasaja R nr Goldmine Rd, 35'05'N Dale, 44'07'N 73%2'W, New Haven R be- 
83'15'FV; Hemp Patch Ck @ FS Rd 67, low NH Mills, 44'05'N 73W'W; S Br 
35'01'N 83"30W, Hurricane Ck @ FS Rd Middlebury River, 43'57'N 73'01 W Texas 
67,35'03'N 83"301W, Jarrett Ck @ Rd 437, Falls (Hancock Br), 43'56'N 72"53W, Ben- 
3S009'N 83037'W; lower Ball Ck, CHL, nington Co: Metawee R @ Hwy 30, 
3S003'N 8326'W, lower Dryman Fork, 43'16'N 73'07'FV; Roaring Bk @ Chisel- 
35'02'N 83"lQ1FV; lower Shope Fork, CHL, ville, 43'04'N 73'07'W, Roaring Bk @ FS 
35'03'N 83"26'W, Nantahala River nr Cur- Rd FH-6, 43W'N 73'05'FV; Rutland Co: 
tis Ck, 35'04'N 83"31rW, Shope Fk @ Rd Black Bk @ FS Rd 10,4322"N 72'57'W, 
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Flower Brook @ Hwy 133, 43O32'N spring to mid WL Phenological data h m  
73O03'W Furnace Bk below hatchery, these and, other areas suggest that many 
43"4S7'N 72"58'W, Mendon Brook nr Men- populations are either multivoltine or e x E i  
don, '4399"N 7205S1W, Poultney River, it highly asynchronous egg hatching and - 
43"301N 73"10fPT; Ten Kilns Bk @ FS Rd development 
10, 43"211N 72"54'W, Windham Co: Remarks.-Based partly on the broad 
Wardsboro Bk nr West R 43'04'N distxiiution, wide range of stream types, 
72"44'W, West R nr Wardsboro Bk, and highly variable-microhabitats, B. simi- 
43"04'N 72O44'W; Windsor Co: Brandon I;mrs is a prime candidate for the presence 
Bk nr CG entrance, 43O51"N '72'53'~ of sibling species. Attempts to address this 
Greendale Bk 8 CG, 43921'N 72'49'FCr; issue using cytological infomalion have 
'White R 3mi above Bethel, 43'47'N proved difficult In sahples analyzed thus 
I 7239% VIRGINX Botetourt Co: Jennings far, the polytene chromosomes of B. simi- 
Ck @ Hwy 614, 37"32'N 79437'W, Giles lbns have been poorly developed and a- 
Co= Stoney Ck m White Rocks, 37"26'N ficult to c o q m  across populations and be- 
8091'W; '%We Rocks Branch, 37026'N tween species whose chromosomes have 
80"301W Montgomery & Little R nr provided good preparations (e-g., B. &I- 
Snowvine, 37%2'N 8OO33'FV; Washington libmsue). In other morpho1ogical featares, 
Co: S Fk HoWn River, 36939'N 8 l05OW, B. similrms is relatively easy to differentiate 
Straight Creek, Mt Rogers, 36'38'N h m .  other ~ p p a l a c ~  species: bas& on 
81'43% WEST V I R ~  Fayette Co: Ca- larval chaetotaxy (glolpe sensiua), pu- 
thedral Falls m Gauley Bridge, 38009'N pal respiratory organ (middle lamelhe nar- 
81°11W. row b-y) and n6icrosculpture (datk pa- 
Distribution (Fig. 175).-Blepharicera pillae and glabrous background), and adult 
similans is one of the most widespread and tenrninalia (cercal shagk of 'male and atro- 
abundant blepharicerids in eastern North phied median spematbeca of female). Ex- ' 
America, second only to 23. tenuipes in its 'ceptions include some ~ o n s  in the 1 
range. BZephdricera s i m i h  shows an ex- southern Appalachians (e.g., Chattooga 
ceptional Mtudinal range, extending from River), where larval chaetotaxic differences 
tbe southein ~ p p a t a C 6  (northern Geor- become somewhat less reliable (ie., B. sim- 
gia and South Carolina) to @time Cana- ilans and B. cherokea difficult to separate), 
da. and pupal differences are obscured in at 
Bionomics.-In tern3 ,pf habitat, B. sim- least one stream (B. sirnilmrs and 3. chat- 
ilmrs is perhaps the most Mtiable Appala- tooga [endemic to Chattooga River] indh- 
chian species. In the  sou^ past of its tingoishable)). 
range, the species ranges from headwater 
trickles and waterfalls to large rivers. 
Northern populations are less variable, be- 
ing restricted primady to latge and mid- 
sized rivers. At many sites, especdly dur- 
ing the summeq B. s i m i h  can occur in 
remarkably bigh densities (>500 larvae/m2 
[unpublished data]). Larval microhabitat 
can be equally variable, including a wide 
range of current velocities (0.5 to >2 m/s). 
Blepharkera simzmzlrms i  clearly a summer 
species (Johns 1996) but with a greatly pro- 
tracted activity period. In some southern 
populations, larvae 'are present from late 
> 
Blephuricera tenuipes (Walker) 1848 
57,63,90, 166-168, 176) 
Asindidurn tenidpes Widker 1848: 86 [orig- 
inal designation]; Osten S a c k  1878a: 
17 ricorrectly with B. c q -  
ifma]. 
Blepharocera capifma Loew Osten Sacken 
1878a: 17 (in part) [catalog], 1878b: 405 
(in part) m c a l  and taxonomic notes, 
adult keys], 1891: 408 (in part) [review 
of family, adult keys], 1895: 150 (in part) 
Wstorical and taxonomic notes, adult 
keys]; ComstoCk and Comstock 1895: 
432 [misidentification]; Kellogg 1900a: and unpigmented; dorsal and ventral eye di- 
41 [misidentification], 1900b: 305 [&- visions separated by broad callis d, dis- 
identification], 1903: 197 (in part) Egen- tal palpomere elongate (>3 X length of pen- 
era1 descriptions, ecology]. ultimate palpornere); number of parietal 
Blepharocera tenuipes (Walker): Aldrich sensilla >30. 
1905: 172 (in part) [catalogl; Riley 1906: Description.-See Hogue (1987). 
297 [eye morphology]; Kellogg 19M: 12 Type material.-Holotype [female]: 
(in part) [review of N d c  fa- adult CANADA. ONTARIO: Albany River 
keys], Kellogg 1908: 152 (in part) [re- @3MNH]. 
view of Nearctic fauna, adult keys]; Cur- Collection localities [see Hogue (1978) 
ran 1923: 268 [distributional notes]; 30- for additional sites].-CANADA. NEW 
hannsen 1934: 54 brief description of BRLINSWI~ Carleton Co: -chi R 
larva and pupa, figures]; Hennig 1952: 38 along Rt 107,46"3OfN 67"06W York Co: 
@wal morphology]; Alexander 1953: 44 Nashwaak R below Stanley, 46'16'N 
(in part) [taxonomic notes], 1958: 820 (in 66040tPT; Alberf Co: Cleveland Bk, Fundy 
part) [species list], 1963: 51 (im part) [re- NP, NEWPOUNDLAND: Duds River, Burin 
descxiption, keys]. Peninsula; WEC: Rkserve Faunique du 
Blepharicera tenuipes (Walker): Stone Saint-Maurice: Aubin Clr; Boitel Qr; Ri- 
196599 [catalog]; Hogue 1978: 19 (in v i h  Matawin. UNITED STATES: MAINE: 
part) [redescription, keys, figures], 1981: w o r d  Co: Wild R'@ Hastings, 44021fN 
195 [figure of wing]; Cadson 1981: 68 70058W, Somerset Co: E branchi Wesse- 
[as bioindicators]; Hogue and Georgian &set Stream, 44"55'~ 6g040'W, Gulf 
, , 
1986: 16 [taxonomic notes, keys]; Hogue Stream, 45"05'N 69'48W, Washington Co: 
1987: 123 [redemiption, keys, figures]; Narragua'gus R @ Hwy 9, 44'50'N 
Courtney 1998: 745 [rearing technique]. 68004W, MICECW Bamga Co: Perch R 
Blepharicera tenuipes Walker: Walley @ Hwy 28, 46?3l1N 88'39% Sturgeon R 
1927: 113 (in part) [taxonomic notes]. nr CG, 46034'N 88"39W, Gogebic Co: 
Blephuricera capitataLoew: Cole 1969: 64 Black R nr Potawatomi Falls, 46038'N 
(after allogg) [figure]. W 3 W ,  Presque Isle R @ S boundary Rd, 
"Blepharicera Larva A": Hogue. 1978: 27 46041% 8g058W, Ontanugon Co: Blow- 
[description, records, figure?. down Ck nr L Carp R, 46"43'N 8g049W, 
E Br Ontanagon R $3 CG, 46'30'N 
Diagnosis.-A medium-sized Blephari- * 88O56IW; L i e  Carp R nr -ne, 
cera. Larva: Dorsal secoGdary sensilla 46043'N 8g049'W NEW w-: C a m U  
mostly fusif-, arranged in two broad, CO: C~OCOIW R @ H[wy 16, 43O55'N 
bxmsv- bands medially; color variable 71°13W, Saco R above Sawyer Rock, 
but usually uniformly light to dark brown. 44W'N 71°19rW; Swift R above lower 
Pupa: Ovoid in shape; integument of ab- falls, 44"Oo'N 71°15W, Swift R bel. cov- 
daminal tergites glabrous; pap* dark, ered bridgeY,,44"Oo'N 71'14% Coos Co: 
uniformly spaced, with few/no~fumws be- Ammonoosuc R @ FS Rd 4, 44"16'N 
tween papillae; lamellae of respiratory or- 71°22'W, ~mtn6noosuc R nr HaEaay, 
gan of subequal width, broadly rounded 44"15'N 71024% Jefferson Bk Q upper 
apically. Adult male: Dorsal eye division ;rLing, 44'17'N 71°21W, Little Bear Bk @ 
much smaller than lower, cereus with inner FS Rd 4, 44O19'N 7122% S Br Israel R 
margin straight, posterior margin with @ FS Rd 4,44019'N 71922W; River 
pointed lobe near medial &gin; apex of 8 FS Rd 12, 44O19'N 71°01rW; Zealand 
dorsal paramere deeply incised on either River @ Sugarloaf Trail 44O15'N 7120% 
side of medial dorsal carina. Adult female: Grafton Co: Baker River nr Warren, 
3 spermathecae, ducts uniformly sclerotized 43O56'N 71°52W, Drake Brook 8 Hwy 49, 
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43'56'N 71°30'PJ; East Pond Bk @ FS Rd Rocks, 37O26'N 80°31'W, konfgomery Co: 
30, 43'59'N 71°35'Plr; 'falls above Sugar Little R nr Snowville, 37'02'N 80°33'FCT; 
Hill Overlook, 44%01N 7125'W; N Br WEST VIRGINLA: Fayeffe Co: Cathedral Falls 
Gale R @ FS Rd 92, 44"14'N 7196'FV; nr Gauley Bridge, 38'09'N 81°11'FCT; 
Sawyer R O Hwy 302, 44"05'N 71"L01W; Greenbrier Co.: Greenbrier R below Ren- 
Sawyer R nr Signal Ridge, 44'04'N ick, 37'59N 8021'PT; Nicholas Co: Cherry , 
7123"FV; Scarface Brook @ FS Rd 92, R @ Fenwick, 38'13'N 80035'W, Gauley R 
44'13'N 7198'W Walker Bk, Franconia nr Cherry R, 38'17'N 80"38'W; Pocahontas 
Notch, 44008'N 71°40'F5r; Wild Ammo- Co: Greenbrier R @ Seebert, 38'07'N 
noosuc River, 44'05'N 71'5 l ' ~ ,  NEW 80°10'W; Raleigh Co: Kates Branch (Long ' 
YORK: Essex Co: N Fk Boquet R @ Hwy Bottom, New River), 37'43'N 80°55'W; 
73, 44'06'N 73'42'W; S Fk Boquet R 8 WISCONSIN: tLrhZand Co: Bmsweiler R @ 
Hwy 73, 44%6'N 73'41'9V; Schroan R @ Co Rd C, 46%'N 90°48'W, BayjTeld Co: 
Sharp Bridge CG, 44'02'N 73'40'W; Grove Marengo Ck @ Rd 384,46"lg1N 91°00'W 
Bk 8 Hwy 22 I/ 9N, 44O00'N 73"27'W, Douglas Co: Bmle R nr CG, 46036'N 
Styles Brook 8 Hwy 9N, 44'17'N 9134'FVI; Iron Co: Montreal R Hwy 2, 
73'47'W, Hamilton Co: Bear Bk 8 Hwy 46929'N 90°16'W. 
28 Xing, 43'50'N 7492''W; m s n v m :  Distribution (Fig. 176).-Blepharicera 
Monroe Co: Bushkill Ck (?) 8 Ressaca, tenuipes is the most widespread blephari- 
41°06'N 7S005'FV; Pike Co: Little Bushkill cerid in eastern North America, ranging 
Ck, DWG, 41°05'N 75'00'W VERMONT: from the central Appalachians to maritime 
Addison Co: Middlebury R bel. Ripton, "Canada (including Newfoundland), and 
43'58'N 73'02'FV; Moss Glen Falls, wesf,to James Bay and the Great Lakes Re- 
44'01'N 72'501W, New Haven R @ Roclq gion. It is the only blepharicerid found in 
Dale, 44%7'N 73'02'W, New Haven R be- the latter area. 
low NH Mills, 44005'N 73'06'W; S Br Biono&s.-Bkphuricera tenuipes oc- 
Middlebury River, 43'57'N 73'011W, Bran; curs in a wide range of sites but is most 
dy Ck @ FS Rd 59, 43'57'N 72'58'W; abundant in small- to medium-sized 
Sparks Brook @ FS Rd 54, 44'00'PJ streams. The immature stages typically oc- 
72"58'W, Texas Falls (Hancock Br), cur in areas of moderately high current ve- 
43'56'N 72'53'W trib Austin Bk, 44'03'N locity (>1 m/s). Phenological data suggest 
72'5 1'PiT; Benningfon Co: Metawee R 8 that most populations are univoltine but rel- 
Hwy 30,43'16'N 73"M'W; Roaring Bk 8 ' atively asynchronous in egg hatching and 
Chiselville, 43W'N 73'07'W; Roaring Bk development. At many sites, this species 
@ FS Rd 333-6, 43002"N 73'05'FCT; Roar- and B. similans are sympatric but somewhat 
ing Bk nr confl S Fk, 43%2"N 73'06'W; isolated temporally, with B. tenuipes active 
Rutland Co: Flower Brook @ Hwy 133, earlier in the yeat Perhaps because of its 
43'32'N 73'03'FV; Furnace Bk below hatch- early descriptiqn (1848) and wide distribu- 
ery, 43'45"N 72'58'W Mendon Brook nr tion in areas frequented by dipterists, most 
Mendon, 43'39"N 72'55"W; Poultney Riv- early accounts of Blepharicera biology per- 
er, 43'30'N 73'10'W; Ten Kilns Bk @ FS tain to this species (e.g., Johannsen 1903, 
Rd 10, 43"211N 72"54'W, Washington Co: 1934; Kellogg 1900a, b [as B. capifafa], 
upper Mad R @ Hwy 100, 44'10'N 1907). 
72'49'FCr; Windsor Co: Brandon Bk nr CG Re-ks.-As in B. s r k h ,  the wide- 
entrance, 43'5 1"N 72'53'W; Greendale Bk spread distribution and broad range of 
@ CG, 43"211N 72'49'PV; White R 3mi stream types suggest that B. tenuipes is an- 
above Bethel, 43'47'N 7299'FCr; VIRGINIA: other candidate for sibling speciation. Also, 
Bland Coi Wolf Ck nr Bastion, 37'10'N as in the former species, preparations of 
81°08'F5T; GiZes Co: Stoney Ck nr White polytene chromosomes have been poor, 
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making comparisons within and between Description.-Larva (Figs. 15-16, 140- 
species difficult. Throughout much of its 142): Measurements, instar EI (N = 4): to- 
range, B. tenuipes is sympatric with only B. tal length 3.8 mm (3.5-4.3), cranial width 
similans, which makes recognition of lar- 0.43 mm (0.40-0.44); instar IV (N = 15) 
vae, pupae, and adults relatively easy. Rob- total length 5.8 mm (4.3-6.8), cranial width 
lematic sites include those with B. hispida, 0.56 mm (0.54-0.58), antennal segments 
a species very similar to B. tenuipes. Lar- 0.14 mm (0.13-0.15), 0.22 (0.18-0.25), 
vae of these species can be distinguished by membrane 0.03 mm (0.0-0.05). Cranial 
chaetotaxy (cf. Figs. 109, 110-112), pupae sclerites mostly brown to dark brown; pos- 
by subtle differences in microsculpture (cf. terodorsal region of genae and posterior 
Figs. 1 13-1 15 and Figs. 166-168), and half of hntoclypeal apotome dark and area 
adult males by relative development of the medial to eyespots pale; in some individu- 
dorsal eye division (larger in B. hispida). als, frontoclypeal apotome pale anteriorly; 
As in most eastern Blepharicera, adult fe- ecdysial lines with short stem line; posterior 
males are nearly indistinguishable. Ble- margin of hntoclypeal apotome separated 
pharicera tenuipes also shares many simi- from posterior cranial margin; clypeal 
larities with the allopatric species, B. caw- spines absent. Tnrnk uniformly brown to 
eetae. cream-colored, tubercles somewhat darker 
than background co lo~  Anal division with 
Blepharicera tuberosa Courtney, posterior margin thmcate; anal prolegs 
new species m,&rately developed, triangulat Chaeto- 
(Figs. 15-17,48-52, 140-145, 174) taxy: Cranial sclerites largely glabrous, with 
s . ~ l ~ ~ h a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  sp. a #2": 1996: few short fusiforms, and mws of setifonns 
Cphenology]. near labral margin; cephalothorax with scat- 
tered, short fusifom; trunk mostly gla- 
Diagnosis.-A small to medium-sized brous dorsally, except for dorsal tubercles, 
Blephariceru. Larva. Prominent tubercles which are densely set with stout fusiforms 
along each side of dorsal midline; dorsal and 1 elongate setiform; base of laterdl 
sensilla mostly fusiforms, arranged in lobes with scattered setifonns, grading to 
broad, transverse bands medially; body col- more numerous, longer setifonns toward 
or usually uniformly light to dark brown. apex; lateral lobes ventrally with sparse 
Pupa. Middle lamellae of respiratory organ chaetiforms near proleg base; anal division 
narrow basally, wid6'approximately half with 4-6 prominent setiforms along apex of 
width of outer lamellae; integument of ab- median lobe; substernal setae digitiform, 
dominal tergites set with poorly developed pale, 15-20 in numbet 
papillae but with circular patches of spi- Pupa (Figs. 17, 143-145): Measure- 
nules, each having appearance of light-col- ments, male (N = 20): Total length 3.7 mm 
ored papilla or papilla surrounded by light- (3.5-3.9), width 2.0 mm (1.6-2.2); female 
colored halo; integument with numerous (N = 15): Total length 4.1 mm (4.0-4.3), 
micropunctures between spinule patches. width 2.3 mm (2.2-2.4). 
Adult male: Dorsal eye division much Body outline roughly ellipsoid, broadly 
smaller than lower; cercus narrow, elongate, truncated anteriorly. Abdominal tergites 
h e r  margin straight, acutely pointed api- sometimes with double row of small, sub- 
tally. Adult female: 3 spermathecae, ducts median tubercles (re=& of larval tuber- 
uniformly sclerotized and unpigmented; cles). Integument: Abdominal tergites set 
dorsal and ventral eye divisions separated with poorly developed p a p i  consisting 
by broad callis oculi; distal palpomere elon- mostly of circular patches of spinules (sim- 
gate (-3X length of penultimate palpom- ilar to B. cherokea); under light microsco- 
ere); number of parietal sensilla (10. py, each patch may have appearance of 
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light-colored papilla or papilla surrounded 
by light-colored halo; patches uniformly 
distributed on abdominal segments; spinule 
patches sparse on metatergite. Cuticle ho- 
mogeneous, without reticulate pattern but 
with minute furrows or punctures between 
spinule patches. Branchial sclerite without 
papillae. Anal tergite wrinkled Middle la- 
mellae of respiratory organ narrow basally, 
width at midpoint approximately half width 
of outer lamellae. 
Adult male: Size: Small to medium- 
sized Measurements (N = 5): Total length 
3.4 mm (3.1-3.6), wing length 4.3 mm 



















Head (Fig. 49): Structure: Normal type, 
dichoptic. Clypeus lengwwidth = 2.3. 
Eyes approximate dorsally, interocular dis- 
tance approx.imate1y 0.1 mm; eye divided, 
dorsal division much smaller than and 
mostly contiguous T&II ventral division 
(callis oculi absent); dorsal division with 12 
or 13 rows of ommatidia along mid-merid- 
ian; dorsal omxnatidia larger thm ventral in 
diametez Free portion of proboscis about 
0.42X head width, mandiiles absent; palpi 
with 5 palpomeres, distal 4 palpomere pro- 
portions 1.0-1.4-1.4-3.7. Antenna with 15 
articles, flagellomeres somewhat barrelsha- 
ped proximally, cylindrical distally; ulti- 
mate flagellomere 1.2X length of penulti- 
mate flagellomere; scape and pedicel with 
several prominent setifonns, flagellomere 1 
glabrous basally but densely setose apicdly, 
f2-f12 setose, f13 setose basally and mostly 
glabrous apically but terminated in 2 prom- 
inent setiforms; scape and base of fl pale, 
pedicel and remaining flagellomeres con- 
colorous, gray-brown. Chaetotaxy: Seti- 
form groups as follows (number per side): 
clypeals (=5) ,  parietals (0), occipitals 
(-20), verticals (3 or 4), postgenals (8-10). ' 
Thorax and appendages: T~bial spurs 0- 
0-1; hindleg spur -0.12 mm; base of hind 
tarsomere 1 with two or three dark, spini- 
form sensilla. Leg-segment pkoportions: 
foreleg-*32: 16:8:5:3:3, midleg-36:3 1 : 
15:8:5:3:3, hindleg-39:37:13:4:3:2:2. 
~haetotaq:  Scutum mostly glabrous; scu- 
tellum with cluster of 10-15 chae t i fm 
laterally, mostly glabrous medially. 
Coloration: From and face mostly light 
brown, clypeus pale, T h m  mostly light 
brown, ~ruinose. Mesoscutum and scutel- 
i lum l i s t  brown; pleuron brown to iigbt 
brown anteriorly (episternumt anterior mar- 
gin of anepimeron),'mostly pale posteriorly. 1 
Forecoxa light brow; other coxae pale. 
Abdominal tergites light brown, sternites 
pale, pleural membrane broad, pale. 
Terminalia (Figs, 5 1-52): Abdominal 
i I 
segment WI reduced, mostly~membranous; 1 
tergite consisting of basal ligulate sclerite 
extended to p l d  region; pleurites and 
sternite undifferentiated Epandrium simple, 
broadly convex posteromedially, with seti- ' 
form sensilla mostly along posterior mar- ' 
gin. Cerci well developed, parallek set with 
setiform sensilla; interlobular depression 
narrowly U shaped, individual cercal lobes 
narrow, longer than broad, inner margin 
straight, posterior margin without conspic- 
uous lobes or processes but acutely pointed 
apically. Genitpl capsule b a d ,  slightly 
longer than wide, posterolateral comers 
strongly produced. Gonostylus set with nu- 
merous setiform sensilk Aedeagal rods of 
phallus comp&iag equal, long, slender fil- 
aments with simple apices. Ejaculatory apo- 
deme extended approximately H distance to 
anterior margin of lateral parameral lobes. 
Parameres: Dorsal paramere opaque, apex 
incised either side of medial dorsal carina; 
ventral parameres longer than aedeagal 
rods, broad throughout, tapered to complex 
apex with expanded inner wall, lateral par- 
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ameral lobes large, broad, outer margins totaxy: Scutum mostly glabrous, but with a 
slightly emarginate. few scattered chaetifonns in prescutal area 
Adult female: Size: Small to medium- and posterolateraUy; scutellum with cluster 
shed, Measurements (N = 3): TotaI length of 10-15 chaetiforms laterally, mostly gla- 
4.7 mm (4.5--4.8), wing length 5.5 mm brous medially. 
(5.2-5.5), width 1.7 mm (1.6-1.8). Coloration: Frons and face mostly light 
brown, clypeus pale. T h m  mostly light 
Leg- brown, pruinose. Mesoscutum and scutel- 
segment lum brown; pleuon brown anteriorly (ep  
lengths: foreleg midleg hindleg isternurn, anterior margin of anepimeron), 
femur 3 3  (3.2-3.4) 3.0 (3.0-3.1) 4.3 (4.1-4.5) light brown to pale posteriorly. Forecoxa 
aiia 2.8 (2.7-2.9) 2.7 (2.6-2.8) 4.0 (3.8-4.1) brown; other coxae pale. Abdominal ter- 
tarsus 1 1.2 (1.2-1.3) 1.2 (1.2-1.3) 1.6 (1.5-1.7) gites, sternites, and pleural membrane 
2 0.7 0.6 (0.6-0.7) 0.6 (05-0.6) brown. 
3 0.4 0.4 0.4 Tenninalia pig. 50): Posterior margin of 
4 0.2 (0.2-0.3) 0.2 (0.2-0.3) 0.2 sternite VIII broadly bilobate, medial de- 
5 0.3 0.3 0.3 pression poorly developed, broadly V 
shaped. Sternite IX (genital fork) broadly U 
Head (Fig. 48): Structure: Nomal type, shaped, without sclerotized extensions. Hy- 
subholoptic. Clypeus length/width = 2.4. pogynial plate broad basally, narrowed 
Eyes approximate dorsally, interocular dis- slightly to apical valves; individual valves 
tance approximately 0.03 mm; eye divided, subpentagonal, truncate apically; inner mar- 
dorsal division subequal in size to and well gins of ,valves parallel basally, divergent 
separated from ventral division (callis oculi apically, outer margins angulate. Accessory 
broad); dorsal division with 15 or 16 rows gland narrow, elongate, and extended to 
of ommatidia along mid-meridian; dorsal level of spermatbecae bbasdy, expanded 
ommatidia larger than ventral in diameter. and teardropshaped distally. Spermathecae 
Free portion of proboscis about 0.43X head 3 in number, corpora ovoid to kidneyshaped, 
width; mandibles present; palpi with 5 pal- longer than wide, with short necks; ducts 
pomeres, distal 4 palpomere proportions short, uniformly sclerotized and unpig- 
1.0-1.2-1.2-3.3. Antenna with 15 articles, mented. Chaetotaxy: Sternite VTIt without 
flagellomeres cylindrical; ultimate flagel- setiforms; hypgyniai plate pruinose; epi- 
lomere 1.6X length of Gnultimate flagel- proct with 2 prominent setiforms apically. 
lomere; scape and pedicel with several Type material.-Holotype [adult male, 
Prominent setiforms, flagellomeres 1-12 reared]: UNITED S T A m .  NORTH CARO- 
sparsely set with setiforms, fl3 mostly @a- LINA: Swain Co: Oconaluibx R, GSMNP, 
brous, terminated in 2 prominent setifoxms; 3532'N 83"17'W, 22 May 1992, coll. G.W. 
scape, pedicel, and flagellomeres concolo- Courtney, emerged 29 May. Specimen 
rous, brown. Chaetotaxy: Setifom groups pinned, genitalia in glycerin microvial 
as follows (number per side): clypeals (10- WSNMI. Allotype [adult female, reared]: 
151, parietals (<lo), occipitals (--IS), ver- Clay Co: Rock House Ck nr Fires Ck, 
ticals (2 or 3), postgenals (-10). 35'06'N 83"501W, 20 May 1995, coll. G.W. 
~horax and appendages: Tibial spurs 0- Courtney, emerged 25 May; pinned, geni- 
0-2; spurs asymmetrical, one each long talia in glycerin microvial IcJSW. Para- 
(0.15 mm) and short (0.07 mm); base of types: same &ta as holotype 110 instar IS 
hind tarsomere 1 with -5 dark, spiniform L (EtOH), 2 male and 4 female P (EtOH), 
sensilla. Leg-segment proportions: fore- 1 male and 2 female A, reared (pinned)]; 
leg--37:3 1: 13:8:4:2:3, midleg-36:32: 14: 18 May 1995 [2 instar IV L (EtOH), 6 male 
7:5:2:4, hindleg-38:35:14:5:4:2:3. Chae- and 6 f e d e  P @OH), 4 male and 3 fe- 
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male A, reared (pinned)]; Clay Co: Fires &I, 18 May 1995 &PI, 6 May 1997 &I, 
Ck 8 FS Rd 340A, 35'06'N 830501W, 20 15 May 1998 [LPA], 12 April 1999 u; 
May 1995 [4 instar IV L (EtOH), 8 male Cold Springs Ck, Pisgah NF, 35"44'N 
and 4 female P (EtOH), 4 male A (pinned)]; 83"011W, 24 Apnl 1994 &I; Little Cataloo- 
Rock House Ck nr Fires Ck, 35'06'N chee Ck, GSIMNP, 35"40fN 83U1W, 25 
83"50fW, 20 May 1995 [l female A April 1992 &I; Lost Bottom Ck, G S m ,  
(pinned)]; Haywood Co: Big Ck nr CG, 3558'N 83'08 W, 6 May 1997 [=I, 12 
GSMNP, 35'45'N 83"07'W, 22 May 1992 April 1999 &I; Palmer Ck, GSMNP, [lo instar IV L (EtOH), 10 male and 4 fe- 35O38'N 83"08'W, 24 April 1992 E l ;  
male P (E?tOH)]. All paratypes collected by "Pretty Hollow" Ck, GSMNP, 3558'N 
G.W. Courtney, deposited in WAC, ISU, 83"07'W, 12 April 1999 &I; W Fk Pigeon 
and USNM. R @ Sunburst, 3522'N 82"56'W, 25 May 
Other material examined.-UNITFiD 1995 PI; Swain Co: Deep Ck, GSMNP, 
STATES. GEORGIA: Lumpkin Co: Dicks Ck 3527'N 8326'W, 24 April 1992 &I; Ocon- 
nr Waters Ck, 34"41rN 83"56'W, 12 April aluftee, R, GSMMP, 35'32'N 83"17'W, 24 
1993 L]; Tavns Co: Tdlulah R nr Tate April 1992 &I, 22 May 1992 &PA], 24 
Branch, 34O57'N 83"33'W, 12 April 1993 March 1995 I&], 7 A@ 1995 &I, 30 April 
[L3; Union Co: Helton Ck below falls, 1995 &PI, 18 May 1995 &PA], 15 April 
34O45'N 83"53'W, 12 April 1993 jL'1; White 1996 &I, 8 May 1996 @.PI; Raven Fork, 
Co: Chatahoochee R nr Martin Branch, GSMNP, 35'31'N 83"17'~, 24 April 1992 
34'44'N 83"45'W, 12 April 1993 [LI; &I; Trmrsylvunia Co: Looking Glass Ck nr 
Dukes Ck 8 FS Rd 244,34"42'N 83"47'W, falls, 35'17'N 82'46'W, 24 April 1994 L]; 
12 April 1993 &]; NORTH C A R O ~ A :  Clay ' ~ ~ N N E ~ S E E :  Monroe Co: Tellico R nr Rang- 
Co: Buck Ck @ Rd 350 Xing, 35"05'N er Station, 35"LO'N 84"13'W, 25 April 1994 
8396'W, 1 May 1991 El, 10 June 1995 IL;J; VIRGINIA: Washington Co: Straight 
Pex]; Buck Ck nr c o d  Park Ck, 3S003'N Creek, Mt Rogers, 36038'N 81°43'W, 29 
8395'PrJ; 22 April 1991 &I, 1 May 1991 April 1991 WidenXScation tentative] 
&I; Fires Ck 8 FS Rd 3WA, 35O06'N Etymology.-From the Latin for "tuber- 
83"50fW, 20 May 1995 @,PA]; Fires Ck @ cles" (ruberosus), in reference to the two 
Picnic Area, 3S005'N 83"51'W, 25 April distinctive rows of dorsal tubercles on the 
1994 [L]; Leatherwood Falls, 35'05'N larvae. 
83"511W, 20 May 1995 [A]; Rock House Distribution (Fig. 174).-Blephan'cera 
Ck nr Fires Ck, 35"M1N 83"501W, 20 May tuberosa is one of several species endemic 
1995 &PA]; Graham Co: Little Santeetlah to the southern Blue Ridge. A possible re- 
Ck @ Joyce Kilmer, 35"211N 83'55'W, 25 cord from the Mount Rogers area suggests 
April 1994 L]; Sand Ck @ FS Rd 81, that the species is more widespread. I pre- 
3520'N 83O5StW, 25 April 1994 &I; San- dict that its distribution extends farther west 
teetlah Ck @ FS Rd 81, 35"20'N 83"54'W, in Georgia and Tennessee. The distribution 
25 April 1994 [LP]; Santeetlah Ck nr of B. tuberosa overlaps broadly with that of 
Wright Ck 3520'N 83'56'W, 25 April B. caoeetae and B. williamsae. 
1994 &I; Haywood Co: Big Ck nr CG, Bionomics.-Blepharicera ruberosa oc- , 
GSMNP, 35'45'N 83'07 W, 30 April 1991 curs primarily in medium-sized (third- and 1 N, 25 April 1992 [L], 22 May 1992 I&Pl, fourth-order) streams, including some with 
24 April 1994 &PI; Cataloochee Ck nr CG, fairly extensive riparian cover. Larval and 
GSMMP, 35S8'N 83"05'W, 24 April 1992 pupal habitats typically are characterized by 
[Ll; Cataloochee Ck @ lower Xing, moderately high current velocity (>1 mls). 
GSMNP, 35'40'N 83"04'W, 30 April Blepharicera tuberosa is p M y  a spring 
1991&1, 24-25 April 1992 22 May species. At most sites, eggs apparently be- 
1992 El, 7 April 1995 CLI, 30 April 1995 gin hatching in late March or April. Early 
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instar larvae often overlap temporally with [description, records, figure]; Carlson 
matme larvae of B. cherokea and the winter 1981: 68 [as bioindicators]. 
species B. coweetae and B. williamsae. Phe- 
nological data suggest that most popula- Diagnosis.-A medium-sized to large 
tions are univoltine with relatively synchro- Blephahera Larva: Dorsal secondary sen- 
nous development. At several sites, adults m-, a~tributed generally 
have been collected on riparian vegetation, Over domum: color but typically 
where they rest on the undersides of leaves. with conQasting cranial p a t t m  light bands 
Remarks.-Although larval B. herosa t ~ ~ i c a l l ~  extended parallel to f r o n a l ~ a l  
superficially resemble those of B. dirninu- apotome; body with dark medial band, its 
tiva, the former are easily recognized by the lateral -Sins not extended Onto dorsum 
double row of dorsal tubercles. Pupae prolegs; lateral scars at 
out re-ants of dorsal tubercles are very these bands. Pupa: Ovoid in ab- 
similar to pupae of B. cherokea and B. cop dominal tergites with reticulate 
niculata. All three species lack distinct ab- late) pattern, surface luster very dull (ter- 
dominal papillae (although spinule patches gites and branchial sclerite); papillae dark, 
can give appearance of lightcolored papil- uniformly spaced, lamellae of respiratory 
lae) and must be distinguished by a com- organ of subequal width. Adult male: Dor- 
bination of chamcters. Pupae of B. tuberosa sal and ventral eye @visions subequal in 
differ from those of B. comiculata in fea- size; cercus with inner margin greatly ex- 
hues of the respiratory organs (middle la- panded near base, reaching to or beyond 
mellae narrow in B. cherokea and B. tub- midline; apical margin with prominent, 
erosa) and from pupae of B. cherokea in rounded lobe near outer margin. Adult fe- 
male: 3 spermathecae, ducts uniformly the background microsculpture (B. comi- -
cukzta and B. tuberosa pupae with micro- sclerotized and unpigmented., dorsal and 
punctures between spinule patches). Like- ventral eye divisions contiguous (callis oc- 
wise, adult males show similarities with uli absent); distal palpomere elongate (>3 X 
several other species, notably B. separata length of penultimate palpornere); number 
and B. diminutiva, which can be distin- of parietal sensilla >30. 
guished by minor differences in the shape Description.4ee Hogue (1987). 
of the cerci and dorsal parameres. Type material.-Holotype [female]: 
._ UNlXED STATES. TENNESSEE: Sevier Co: 
Blepharicera williamsae Alexander 1953 
(Figs. 58, 64, 78, 81, 169-171, 173) 
Blepharocera williamsae Alexander 1953: 
43 [original designation], 1958: 820 [spe- 
cies list], 1963: 51 [redescription, keys]. 
Blepharicera williamsae Alexander: Stone 
196599 [catalog]; Hogue 1978: 23 [re- 
description, keys, figures]; Carlson 1981: 
68 [as bioindicators]; Georgian and Wal- 
lace 1983: 1237 narval ecology]; Hogue 
and Georgian 1986: 19 [taxonomic notes, 
keys, figures]; Hogue 1987: 128 [rede- 
scription, keys, figures]; Johns 1996: 2 
[phenology]; Courtney 1998: 743 [rear- 
ing technique]. 
"Blepharicera Larva D": Hogue 1978: 29 
GSMNP, above Greenbrier Cove, Mount 
Lecont, 4,200 feet, 5 June 1930, coll. C E  
Alexander IIJSNM]. 
Collection l ~ t i e s . - ~  STAm.  
GEDRGIA: Lumpkin Co: De Soto Falls State 
Park, upper falls, 34'42'N 83'55'FV; Rabun 
Co: Reed Mill Ck @ Rd 86, M056'N 
83'1 l'W, Towns Co: Coleman R nr Tallu- 
lah R, W55'N 83'52'~; Tallulah R nr Tate 
Branch, M057'N 83"33'W, Union Co: Not- 
tley Falls, 34'44'N 83'5StW, NORTH CAR- 
OLINA: Avery Co: trib Elk River, 36'09'N 
81°57'W; Clay Co: Big 7hn.i Ck lmi above 
Tusquitee R, 35W'N 83'411W, Buck Ck @ 
Rd 350 Xing, 35'05'N 83'36'W, Buck Ck 
nr confl Park Ck, 35'03'N 83'35'W; Fires 
Ck @ Picnic Area, 35'05'N 83'51'W; Park 
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Ck nr c o d  Buck Ck, 35'03'N 8395'W, Hwy 67, 35'06'N 83'31'W; Watershed 1, 
Rock House Ck nr Fires Ck, 35"06'N CHL, 35'03'N 83026W, Watershed 14, 
83'50"W; trib Buck Ck @ Rd 350,35"04'N CHL, 35'03'N 83026'W; Watershed 18, 
8396'FV; Graham Co: Little Santeetlah Ck CHL, 35'03'N 8326'W, Watershed 55, 
8 Joyce Kilma 35'21'N 83'55'W, Panther CHL, 35'03'N 8326'FCT; McDaoell Co: 
Ck, Nantahala NF, 35'23'N 8397'PvT; Sand Curtis Ck near CG, 350411N 82'10'FCT; trib 
Ck 8 FS Rd 81, 35"201N 83'58'W; San- Curtis Ck above Licklog, 35'42'N 
teetlah Ck 8 FS Rd 81, 35'20'N 83'54W, 82Oll'FV; Swain Co: falls above Collier Ck, 
Santeetlah Ck nr Wright Ck, 35'20'N GSMNP, 35'38'N 83211W, Oconalufke R, , 
83"56'W, Haywood Co: Big Ck nr CG,, GSMNP, 35'32'N 83O17"W; Transylvania 
GSMNP, 35'45'N 83'07'W, Cataloochee Co: Looking Glass Ck nr falls, 35'17'N 
Ck nr Palmer Ck, GSMNP, 35'37'N 82'46'FV; N Fk Erench Broad R, 35'13'N 
83"06'W, Cataloochee Ck nr CG, GSMNP, 820511W; SOUTH CAROLINA: Oconee Co: 
35'3 8'N 83O05 ' W, Cataloochee Ck, Brasstown Frrlls, 34'43'N 83'18'W, Chat- 
GSMNP, 35'40% 83'04'W, Cold Springs. tooga R @ Hwy 76, 34'49'N 83O18'W; 
Ck, Pisgah NF, 3S044'N 83"011'OV; Little Ca- Pickens Co: Carrick's Ck 8 Table Rock, 
taloochee Ck, GSMNP, 35"401N 83'04W, 35%1'N 82"42'W, ,Willis Ck 8 Sliding 
Lost Bottom Ck, GSMNP, 35'38'N Rock, 35'00'N 82'45'W, TENNESSEE: Cocke 
83'08'W, Palmer Ck, GSMNP, 3598'N Co: Groundhog, Ck, GSMNP, 35'46'N 
83'08'W, Pretty Hollow trib, GSMNP, 83"101W, Cosby Ck, GSMNP, 35'45'N 
35'38'N 83"07'W, seep above Woochee, 83'12'FV; trib Cosby Ck, GSMNP, 35'45'N 
Ck, GSMNP, 35O39'N 83W'W; small Ck S 83'12'FV; Johnson Co: Fagall Branch, 
of FS boundary, 3695'N 81°49'W; trib Ca- 3634'N 81°51'FV; small Ck nr Backbone 
taloochee Ck IK CG, GSMNP, 3538'N Rock, 36935'N 81°49'W, Sevier Co: Green- 
83'05'W, W Fk Pigeon R 8 "falls", brier Cove, GSMNP, 35'42'N 83'23'W, u p  
35'20'N 82O54'W, W Fk Pigeon R 8 Sun- per Greenbrier Cove, GSMNP, 35'42'N 
burst, 35'22'N 8Z056'FCT; Macon Co: Bear- 83"20'W, VIRGINLA: Wushington Co: Feath- 
pen Ck @ Rd 67, 3J002'N 830301W; Bridal ercamp Bk nr Mt Rogers boundary, 
Veil .Falls below ' Hwy 64, 35'04'N 36'38'N 81°&'W Straight Creek, Mt Rog- 
83'14'W; Clear Ck, Highlands, 35'00'N ers, 36'38'N 81°43'W. 
83'12'W, Ck #2, Rd 7276, CHL, 35"03'N Distribution pig. 173).-Blepharicera 
8326'W; Cullasaja R nr Goldmine Rd, willipmsae is widespread in the southern 
35'05'N 83'15'W, h s  Ck @ FS Rd 67, Blue Ridge Mountains, ranging from north- 
35'04'N 83"31tTN; fWseep @ Blue v k e y  ern Georgia and South Carolina, to the 
Overlook, 350011N 83"16'W, Hemp Patch Mount Rogers area of southwestern Vigin- 
Ck @ FS Rd 67, 350011N 83301W, High- ia. Its distribution overlaps generally with 
lands, 35"02'N 83"12'W, Jarrett Ck 8 Rd that of B. coweetcxe. 
437, 3J009'N 83"37'W; lower Ball Ck, Bionomics.-In terms of stream condi- 
CHL, 35'03'N 8326'FV; lower Shope Fork, tions, B. wi l l imae  is bighly variable, sec- 
CHL, 35"03'N 8326'W; N Flc Cold Springs ond perhaps to B. similans among Appala- 
Cove, 35"011N 83"26'\N; Nantahala River ' chian species.'Like B. similans, B. william- 
IK Curtis Ck, 35'04'N 83911W, Roaring Flc sae ranges from headwater trickles and wa- 
8 Rd 437, 35'07'N 83O36"W; seep 8 jct terfalls to large rivers. Howevg it seems to 
Rd 7276, CkK, 35'03'N 8327- Shope occur in relatively more headwater streams 
Fk @ Rd 7276, CHL, 35'03'N 8327'FCT; than does B. similans and typically is rare 
small Ck below Wayah Crest, 35'09'N in large rivers, where another winter spa 
83"34'W, trib Jarrett Ck, Waya. Bald, cies, B. coweetae, can predominate. Ble- 
35'09'N 83'36'W; upper Ball Ck, CHL, pharicera williumsae is apparently more 
35'02'N 83'27'FV; waterfall =0.5 mi E tolerant of closed-canopy systems than 
2 
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most other Blephricera, which might ex- @ Rt 22 [32"5g1N 85"511WJ, 8 March 
plain its presence in many first-order 1989, coll. J.H. Epler and W. Garrett 
streams at Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory. FAMU]. This sample contains nine larvae 
Regardless of stream type, B. williamsae is and two pupae, as follows: (1) Four larvae 
usually restricted to areas of very high flow similar to B. capitata and B. separata One 
p1.5 mls). Blephricera williamsae is a is piebald, but the rest have dark cranial 
winter species. At most sites, eggs begin sclerites and a uniformly light brown body. 
hatching in late December or January. At All four larvae are unusual in their dense 
headwater streams or sites at higher eleva- covering of digitifom sensilla. All possess 
tion, the activity period often shifts to late 5-10 pale, substemal setae and relatively 
spring or early summer. Phenological data indistinct lateral lobes on the anal division. 
suggest that most populations are either (2) Five larvae of a second species. In one 
multivoltine or univoltine but relatively of these, the cranial sclerites are dark an- 
asynchronous. Adults are often collected teriorly and pale posteriorly (similar to cer- 
from emergent rocks or riparian vegetation, tain populations of B. caveetae), and the 
where they rest on the undersides of leaves. body is light broyn; this specimen appears 
Johns (1996) speculated that the larger size to be pharate. The remaining four larvae 
of B. williamsae might make it a stronger appear to be the same species as the pre- 
flyer and, therefore, better able to colonize sumed pharate indiviPual, but the cranial 
small streams. Although a compelling hy- sclerites are dark brown and the trunk is 
pothesis, the general absence of other large uniformly brown. In all five of these spec- 
species (e.g., B. coweetae, B. gel& B. imens, the cephdlothorax and trunk are 
m g m )  in small streams suggests size densely-and uniformly set with short fusi- 
might not be an oveniding factor in colo- forms (Le., not arranged in clusters). The 
W o n .  Anecdotal data suggest B. william- same larvae possess approxirnately 45 
sae adults are relatively long-lived, which brownish-gray, substernal setae and rela- 
could also contribute to vagility. Data on tively weakly developed lateral lobes on the 
adult longevity are lacking for most species. anal division. (3) The two pupae probably 
Remarks.-Blepharicera williamsae is are conspecific with the latter five larvae 
among the more distinctive Appalachian and bear some resemblance to B. cmeetae. 
species, especially as pupae and adult In both pupae, the middle respiratory la- 
males. As discussed under B. caveetae, the mellae are broad and anal division is 
larvae of this species and B. williamsae can slightly wrinkled. The integument is unusu- 
be difficult to separate. al among Appalachian species in that the 
abdominal tergites and metatergite are 
U r n -  SPECIMENS densely set with dark papillae dorsally; lat- 
Some specimens examined during this erally they are less dense, not arranged in 
study could not be placed into any recog- clusters, but in some areas forming rows. 
&ed species. All were from the extreme (4) Another sample, b m  15 June 1988, 
southem Appalachians (Alabama and west- contains one each male and female, the ter- 
em Georgia), in areas I was unable to sam- minalia of which k e  mounted on slides but 
pie. The Alabama material is especially are somewhat damaged. In spite of the lat- 
compelling because it represents a signifi- ter, the cerci appear to resemble those of B. 
Cant range extension for blepharicerids, is tenuipes. If for no other reason than the 
the southernmost Appalachian record for date, this specimen probably is not conspe- 
the family, and originated from a site that cific with the above larvae or pupae. 
apparently harbors at least three species. GEORGIA. Walker Co: Cloudland Canyon 
These records include the following: State Park [34"501N 85"28'FV], 8 May 
ALABAMA. Talapoosa CO: Hillabee Ck 1952, coll. G.S. Walley [(JNC, L A W .  
2 
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The original series apparently includes 27 Blepharicera larvae. Shape and distribution 
adults: 20 males and seven females; how- of dorsal secondary sensilla are surprisingly 
ever, I examined only five of these speci- consistent for many Blepharicera, even in 
mens (four males and one female), which species from broad geographical areas and 
presently are in the LACM collection. All thermal regimes (e.g., B. similans, B. ten- 
examined specimens are mounted on slides, uipes). In most populations and species, 
and the terminalia of each is slightly cranial and tnmk color patterns also are rel- 
skewed; despite this, most salient taxonom- atively consistent. Howevg color should 
ic features are visible. Hogue (1978) placed be used with caution, because a b e m t  in-, 
these specimens in B. tenuipes, but subse- dividuals are common in some populations . 
quently appeared to have shifted them to B. and color differences can be striking b e  
cweetae (based on their placement in the hem ppharatc and fully sclerotlzed speci- 
LACM collection). In nearly every major me=. As indicated in the larval key (cf. 1 
taxonomic feature (e.g., dorsal eye dission couplets 14 and IS), certain species can be 
size, cercal shape; dorsal paramere inci- diflicult to identify even by combiuations 
sions), the males resemble B. tenuipes rath- of characters. The most problematic popu- 
blance, I am hesitant to place these speci- lachians (e.g., Cha#ooga River), where lev- 
I 
er than B. caveetae. Despite the resem- lations are in the extreme southern Appa- - 
mens in B. fenuipes, which would represent els of sympatry ,are exceptiod Although 
a southern disjunction of nearly 8(lOkm. hybridization among congeners has not 
The preponderance of species that resemble been recorded in these flies, populations in, 
B. tenuipes in one or more features (e.g., B. the southern Appalachians represent prime 
cweetae, B. gelida, B. hispida) suggests caqdidates for such possibilities. Although 
that certain of these features could be ho- laboratory breeding may be impractical, 
moplastic. A definitive identific@ion awaits other types of investigation (e.g., molecu- 
the collection of additional material, includ- lar) could shed light on this issue. 
ing larvae and pupae. Pupal characters, including abdominal 
microsculpture and the shape of respiratory 
GENERAL DISCUSSION lamellae, are among the most consistent and 
The Blephariceridae are characterized by diagnostic features for many species. 1 
a variety of morphological and ecological Again, however, 'om frequently 1 
features, many that reflect specialization to require c o m b h a t i ~ h a r a c t e r s  (cf. B. 1 
life in and around-torrential streams. Per- cherokea vs. B. corniculata) or geogmphi- 
haps because of the common need for cer- cal information-(cf, B. caveetae vs. B. his- 
tain structural adaptations, these flies can pi&). The present study has shown remark- 
exhibit relatively little morphological vari- able diversity of pupal mimsculptute in 
ation. Structural homogeneity, especially in Appalachian ~lephariceru. The pupae of 
immanm= stages, and concomitant difficulty other blepharicerid genera show compara- 
in identifying species have hindered de- ble microsculptural diversity (Courtney 
tailed studies of Appalachian Blepharicera 2000, and unpublished data), as do those of 
(e.g., Georgian and Wallace 1983; Lenat other torrenticolous groups (Courtney 
1993). This difficulty is compounded fur- 1990b). Although explanations for micros- 
ther by the fact that species determinations culptural diversity continue to evade biol- 
often require examination of multiple life ogists, these features presumably influence 
stages and sometimes ecological data (e.g., flow patterns over the pupal cuticle. Obser- 
collection date). vations of pupal habitat for Appalachian 
As established in previous studies (Ho- ~le~har icera  fail to show any obvious cor- 
gue 1978,1987), chaetotaxy remains an im- relation between environment and micros- 
portant character system for identifying culptural arrangement. Future hydrodynam- 
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ic studies might provide insights into the 
relative importance of environmental versus 
historical factors in the expression. of mi- 
crosculptural features. 
Adult males are perhaps the most reliable 
stage for species determinations, albeit 
sometimes ody by use of subtle terminalic 
characters or combinations of term&alic 
and other characters. Terminalic features 
(e.g., shape of the cerci and dorsal para- 
mere) are distinct in some species (e.g., B. 
magna, B. similam, B. will&ae), but less 
cies. Furthermore, additional study of wide- 
spread and ecologically divem taxa (e.g., 
B. similam, B. tenuipes) should provide in- 
sights into the presence of sibling species. 
The present research has established the 
&mework for such investigations, and has 
provided the character basis for phyloge- 
netic and biogeographic analyses of the B. 
tenuipes group and al l  Nearctic Blephari- 
cera. 
so &I others (e.g., B. coweetae vs. B. his- I am grateful to the following individu- 
pida, B. cherokea vs. B. appalachiae). I .  als: W.T Swank and the staff at Coweeta 
the latter, combinations of terminalic char- Hydrologic Laboratory for permission to 
acters, cranial features (e.g, size of dorsal collect samples and use their facilities dur- 
eye division), and sometimes color must be ing trips to the southern Appalachians; of- 
examined to make species determinations. ficials at Oreat Smoky Mountains National 
With few exceptions (B. capitata, B. simi- Park for permission toxollect in the nation- 
lans), female character systems have pro- al park; and J.A. Johns, C.E. Beard, and 
vided little taxonomic resolution; however, P.H. Adler (Clemson University) for assis- 
most studies, including the present investi- tance on several collecting trips and for 
gation, have focused on male tenninaliit monitoring blephari&rid populations in the 
Future studies of Blepharicera and other southern Appalachians. m e  following in- 
net-winged midges should include more de- dividuals provided additional material for 
tailed examination of female tenninalia, es- this study: J.C. Morse (WAC), AJ. Alver- 
pecially of internal structures. son (ISU), B.V. Brown o, J.M. 
This is the first revision of Appalachian eumming (CNC); W.N. Matbis (USNM), 
Blephariceridae to include larvae, pupae, D.R. Lenat (NCDWQ), J.K. Liebherr 
and adults of nearly a l l  known species @u- (CUI), J.E MacDonald (PUWL), C.R. Park- 
pae and adults unknown only in B. caudu- er (GSMNP), and B. Pitkin (BMNH). I 
ta). This study has introduced several new thank A.J. Alverson, P.H. Adler, the Publi- 
character systems, evaluatehi the taxonomic cations Committee of the Entomological 
concepts of Hogue (1978, 1987), and de- Society of Washington, and an anonymous 
scribed several new species and previously reviewer for valuable comments on a draft 
unknown life stages of described species. In of this paper. Original drawings were ren- 
spite of these advances, substantial gaps in dered by J. Dorn (adult terminah), M. 
Our knowledge of the Appalachian fauna re- Huber (Figs. 8-1 I), L. Prafke (Figs. 5, 14, 
main. The southernmost part of the Appa- 17), and L. Rogers (adult heads and Figs. 
lachian Range (i.e., northwest Georgia and 1-3, 7, 12-13, 15-16). Permission to use 
northern Alabama) is especially problem- figures from Hogue (1987) was gsaciously 
atic and poorly studied. Wmter samples provided by J.N. Hogue, who also provided 
have provided several new species, but the photograph on the dedication page. 
these collections are limited p r h d y  .to Twhnical assistance for scanning electron 
western North Carolina. I predict that win- microscopy and computer graphics was 
ter and early-spring samples from other ar- provided by I: Pepper and L. Rogers, re- 
eas will provide additional records for de- spectively. Support for this work was pro- 
scribed species (e.g., B. gel&, B. hisgida) vided by the Smithsonian Institution, Na- 
and might lead to the discovery of new spe- tional Science Foundation (Grants DEB 
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9407153 and' DEB 9796275), and Hatch mountain midges @iptera: Deutemphlebiidae). 
Act and State of Iowa fun&. is J o ~  of the Noah American Ben*ologid SO- 
ciety 10: 177-197. 
no. J-18764 of the Iowa Agriculture and 
. 1991b. Phylogenetic analysis of the Blephar- 
Home Economics Experiment Station. iceromorpha, with special reference to mountain 
midges ~uteroPhlebiidae). Systematic 
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Fig. 1. Cephalothq abdominal segment ll and anal division of B. caudata larva, dorsal (left) and ventral 
(right) view. Scale bar = 1 mm. 
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Figs. 2-6. Larvae and pupae of Blep-era 2, Cephalothorag abdominal segment I1 and anal division of 
B. capitam larva, dorsal (left) and ventral (right) view. 3, Cephalothm abdominal segment II and anal division 
of B. capitata larva, lateral view. 4, Cephalothomx, abdominal segment 11 and anal division of B. chnitooga 
W dorsal (left) and ventral (right) view. 5, B. chatrooga pupa, dorsal view. 6, B. magna pupa, frontal (left) 
and lateral (right) view. Scale bars = 1 mm. (abbreviations: dl sc = alar sclaite; atI-atW = a b d o w  te'gites 
I-m atA = anal tergite; br sc = branchial sclerite; ceph sc = cephalic sclerite; frcly ap = frontoc1.W 
apotome). 
COURTMEY: NET-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARICERA 
Figs. 7-1 1. Larvae of Blepharicem 7, Cephalothorax, abdomixd segment 11 and anal division of B. cher- 
0k- hya, dorsal (left) and ventral (right) view. 8, Cephalothm abdominal segment II and anal division of 
B. diminutiva larva, ventral (left) and dorsal (right) view. 9, B. diminutiva l q a ,  lateral view. 10, Cephalothm 
abdominal segment and anal division of B. hispida larva, dorsal (left) add v e n d  (right) view. 11, Cephal~. 
thorax, abdominal segment II and anal division of B. hispida larva, lateral view. Scale bars = 1 rnm. 
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e. 12-14. Larvae and pupae of B. gelida 12, Cephalothorax, abdominal segment 11 and anal division of 
dorsal (left) and ventral (right) view. 13. Cephalothorax, abdominal segxnent 11 and anal division of larva, 
'afera' view. 14, Pupa, frontal (below) and dorsal (above) view. Scale bars = 1 IIUU 
COURTNEY: NET-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPh%RzCE&4 
Figs. 15-17. Larvae and pupae of B. arberosa 15, Cephalothorax, abdominal segment 11 and anal division 
of larva, dorsal (left) and ventral (right) view. 16. Cephalothorax, abdominal segment 11 and anal division of 
larva, lateral view. 17, Pupa, frontal (below) and dorsal (above) view. Scale bars = 1 mm. 
I 
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C O ~ T N E Y :  NET-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARICERA 
Rgs- 23-27. Adults of B. c o r n i c h  23, Female head and antennal apex, hntal view. 24, Male head and 
1 ankmal apex, h t a l  view. 25, F d e  t e m h b ,  ventral view. 26, Male t edd ia ,  d d  view. 27, Male 
. . 
i tcmmah @ m c  s t r u m ) ,  dorsal view. Scale bars = 0.5 mm TI@. 23-24), 0.1 mm Vzgs. 25-27). 
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Figs 28-32. Adults of B. gel& 28. Female head and antmopl apex, Wntal view. 29. W e  head and 
mtennal apex, frontal view. 30. F e d  tbmimdii.. ventral view. 31, MaL; temhd& dmrsl *w. 32. Male 
kmha l ia  (Phallic structures). dorsal view. S d e  bars = 0.5 mm 28-29). 0.1 mm pigs. 30-32). 
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figs. 33-37. Adults of B. hispida. 33, Female head and antennal apex, bntal view. 34, Male head and 
antennal apex, frontal view. 35, Female terrninalia, ventral view. 36, Male t ' dorsal view. 37, Male 
bmhdia (phallic s t r u m s ) ,  dorsal view. Scale bars = 0.5 mm @gs. 33-34), 0.1 mm Figs. 35-37). 
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COURTNEY: NET-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARICERA 75 
Figs. 43-47. Adults of B. separata. 43, Female 
an- apex, frontal view. 45, Female taminalia, 
tenninalia (phallic structures), dorsal view. Scale bm 
head and antennal apex, frontal view. 44, Male head and 
ventral view. 46, Male terminalia, dmal view. 47, Male 
s = 0.5 mm (Figs. 43-44), 0.1 mm (E~gs. 45-47). 
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Figs. 48-52. Add& of B. tuberosa 48, Female head and antenna1 apex, h t a l  view. 49, Male head and 
antennal apex, frontal view. 50. Female temb&, venhal view. 51. Male tgminalia, dorsal view. 5% Male 
k m h l i a  structures). dorsal view. Scale bars = 0.5 mm F~gs. 48-49). 0.1 mm (Agi 5 5 2 ) .  
. 
COURTNEY: NET-'WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARICERA 
Figs. 53-58. Male temird& of Blepharicera, dorsal views. 53, B. appalachiae. 54, B. cherokea. 55, B. 
cmveetas. 56, B. diminutiva 57, B. tenuipes. 58, B. williamsae. S d e  bars = 0.25 mm. (all after Hogue 1987). 
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Fig.. 39-64. w e  fmmkdb (phallic struchnm) of Blepharicera, dorsal views. 59. B. appukzchiae. 60, B. 
chemkea. 61. B. comemr 62. B. a%ninuliva 63, B. tanuipes. 64. B. w*lhns~. Scale bars = DZ5 mm (59- 
61 modified from Hogue 1987,6264 after Hogue 1987). 
COURTNEY: NET-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARlCER.4 
Figs. 65-70. Tennidia of Blepharicem 65, Male tenninalia of B. capitata, dorsal view. 66, Male t eamhb 
(Phallic structures) of B. cupitata, dorsal view. 67, Male tednalia of & s i r n i h ,  dorsal view. 68, Male ter- 
minalia (phallic strwtuts) of B. similans, dorsal views. 69, Female termhab of B. capitata, ventral view. 70, 
 ema ale texminaZia of B. similans, ventral view. Scale bars = 0.25 mm. (all atter Hogue 1987). 
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Egs. 71-80. Light micrographs of larval Blepharicera 71. B. caudat~, dorsal vim. 72, B. cMoogq  d a d  
view (frsly ap = fiontoslypll apotome). 73, B. m g m  (Iall morphotype). dorsal (left) and ventral (right) view. 
74.8. mm (rpMg morphotype), dorsal (l&) and ventral (right) view. 75. B. dimiwivq ventral view showhg 
substend sensi&t (anow). 76. B. wi&msae, ventral view showing sub- nmsilla (amow). 77, B. separatq 
do& (left) and lateral (right) view. 78. B. w i l l ~ a e ,  dad view. 79. B. coueetae, dorsal view. 80. B. capitara; 
dorsal view. Scale bars = 0.5 mm. 
c O ~ ~ T N E Y :  NFX-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARZCERA 
Figs. 81-89. Light microppb of pupal B & p M e r a  81, B. w i ~ k a e ,  lateral view. 82, B. appahhiae ,  
lateral view. 83, B. a p p h h i a e ,  do& view. &1, B. separata, dorsal view. 85, B. dimimtiva, d o d  view. 86, 
B. gelida microsculpture, &do- tergites m-w (reflected light). 87, B. gelida microsculpave, a b d ~ d  
mgite v (transmitted light). 88, B. cherokea microsculpture, abdominal tergite III. 89, B. cornicz&Ua micros- 
cdpture, abdominal tergite W. Scale bars = 50 p m  v ~ g s .  87-89), 0.2 mm (Fig. 86), 05 mm @gs. 81-85). 
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Figs. 90-96. Light micrographs of pupal Blepharicem, micmsculp  on abdominal tergites. 90, B. zenuipes. 
91, B. caveetae. 92, B. hispida. 93, B. chattooga 94, B. mgna. 95, B. capitata 96, B. 0ppaIachiae. Scale bars 
= 50 pnl. 
COUFSNEY: NET-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARICERA 83 
I mouthparts. 100, B. cherokea mouthparts. 101, Agafhon comstocki instar I head capde. 0bfiq~- view 
of egg burster. 102, B. diminutivu, substemd sensilla. 103, B. comiculata, abdominal segment dorsal view 
of right side. Scale bars = 100 pm. (abbreviations: ant = an- eb = egg burster; b l y  ap = frontoc1- 
. . 
apotome; gen = gena; lm = labium', lr = W, md = mandibLe; mxc = - mxg = galea; mxl= -& 
mXp = maxillary palpus; pin = posterior cranial excision; tpa = anterior tentorial pits). 
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cephalothorax. 105, B. uppnIachiae abdominal segment III, dorsal view of right side. 106, B. cherokea cepha- , 
lothorax. 107, B. cherokea abdominal segment M, right side. 108, B. d i m i d a  abdominal segment III, left 
side. 109. B. coweetae abdominal segment III, right side. Scale bars = 100 pm. 
c O U R ~  NET-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARICERA 85 
Ergs. 110-1 15. S c d g  electron miaographs of B. w i d &  110. Larval abdo& segment N; dorsal view 
of left side. 11 1, Larval &do& segment El, lateral view of right side. 112, sendh on abdominal 
E m  TIL 113-115, Pupal miaosculpture, abdominal tergites. Scale bars = 1 iun Vlg. 115). 10 iun (Figs. 
112. 114). 100 p m  (Figs. 110-11 1, 113). 
4 3 
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F%s- 116-123. Scanning electron micrographs of B. magnu 116, Cephalothmrrr of foe-inscar larva (fall 
morphotype). 117. Larval abdominal segment IV (fall morphotype), dorsal view of left side. 118, Digitifom 
and taeniafom sensilla on larval abdominal segment N: 119, Digitifom semi&+, larval abdodal segment IV. 
120-122, Pupal microsculpture near midline, abdominal tergite V. 123. Pupal micmsculm near lateral margin, 
abdominal tergite VI. Scale bars = 1 p.m *g. 122), 10 p m  (Figs. 119, 121, 123). 100 (Figs. 116-118, 
120). 
c O U R ~  m-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARZCERA 87 
Figs. 124-131. Scanning electron micrographs of B. capitarcr @gs- 124-1'45) and B. separata (Figs. 126- 
131). 124, Larval abdominal segment V, lateral view of right side. 125, Apex of dorsal -1% bind sbdo- 
%pent V, lateral view. 126, .Larval abdominal segment lV, lateral view of right side. 127, Apwr of d o d  
tubercle, larval abdominal segment W, lateral view. 128, Larval abdo- se- lV, dorsal view. 129, 130, 
h p a l  microsculpaue, abdominal tergite IV. 131, Habitus lateral view of p u p  Scale bars =; 10 W (Elg- 130). 
100 pm (F5gs. 124-129), 0.5 mm (Fig. 131). 
Figs. 132-139. Scanning electron micrographs of B. similmrs. 132, Larval cephalothorax. 133, Larval cra- 
nium near postmior margin (esl = ecdysial stem line). 134, Larval abdominal segment Et, dorsal view of right 
side. 135, Cluster of globose sensilla, larval abdominal segment N. 136, Habitus lateral view of pupa. 137, 
Globose sensillum, larval abdominal segment N: 138, 139, Pupal microsculpture, abdominal tergite III. Scale 
bars = 1 p Fig. 139). 10 pm (Figs. 135, 137). 100 p (Figs. 132-134, 138), 0.5 mm (Fig. 136). 
COUR- =-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARICER4 89 
Figs. 140-145. Scanning elemon micrographs of 3. ruberosa. 140, Larval abdominal segment ICI, dorsal 
view of right side. 141, Dorsal tubercles on larval abdominal segment ~~,'obliqu- view, 142. Dorsal 
tubercles on larval abdominal segment N, frontal view. 143-145,-&pal miCZP&pture, abdominal tagite PI. 
Scale bars = 1 pn (Fig. 145). 10 pm (Figs. 142, 144). 100 p m  @gs. 149, 141, 143). 
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Figs. 146-153. Scanning electron micrographs of pupal Bbpharicem, abdominal mi-. 146-148, 
B. appaIachiue, &&te IV. 149-151. B. coweetae, tergite EL 152-153. B. chemkea. texgite IL. Scale bars = 1 
p m  Figs. 148, 151). 4 pm (Fig. 153), 10 pm 147, 150, 152). 100 pm (Figs. 146, 149). 
C O U R ~ :  NET-WINGED MIDGES, B L E P m C E R A  91 
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Figs. 160-165. Scauning electron mimgraphs of pupal B. ahhziva 160, Branchial sclerite and respirator 
%an. 161, Cephalic sclerite. 162-165, Pupal micm6culpture. abdominal tergites. Scale bars = 1 iun @g. 164: 
10 pm (Fig. 163. 165). 100 pm (Figs. 160-162). 
C O U R m  m-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHARICERA 93 
Rgs. 166-171. Scanning electron micrographs of pupal Bkphcrricem, abdominal ~~OSCUIW. 166468, 
B. tenuipes, tergite IL 169-171, B. wiUiomrae, tergite IV. Scale bars = 5 p m  (Figs. 168, 171), 10 p ~ l  (Fig. 167, 
170), 100 pm (Egs. 166. 169). 
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Fig. 172. Distribution of Blepharkera appaluchiae (shaded area), B:diminutha (0). B. chaaooga and B: 
corninrlata (0 [= Chatooga River]). 
COURTNEY: NET-WINGED MIDGES, BLEPHkRICERA 
Fig. 173. Diibutiion of BIepharicera coweetM and B. williamsae (shaded area), B. cherokea (0). 
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85-OW 80°W 
Fig. 174. Distribution of Blepharicera gelida (A), B. magna (e). B tuberosa (shaded area). 
c o m m  NET-WINGED D G E S ,  BLEPHARlCERA 
Eg. 175. Dism'bution of Blepharicem hispidn (a). B. separatu (A), B. similmts (shaded area). 
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